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Pursuant to AS §§ 44.62.220, Alaska youth, including Essau S
, Cade T
, Macy
Rae K
, Linnea L
, Jasmine I
, Nathan B
, Tasha E
, Summer
S
, Liszka B
, Lila S
, Cecily S
, Ananda
L
, Griffin P
, Lexine D
, and Solomon S , and Alaska Youth for
Environmental Action, a project of the Alaska Center Education Fund, a 501(c)(3) non-profit
corporation (collectively, “Petitioners”), hereby petition the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation (“the Department”) for the adoption of a regulation under the
Department’s authority and pursuant to its obligations under the Constitution of the State of
Alaska, the Public Trust Doctrine, and statutes and regulations, to protect the rights and common
welfare of present and future generations of Alaskans by implementing an enforceable, effective
carbon dioxide (“CO2”) and GHG reduction strategy that is based on the best climate science and
is aimed at ensuring that Alaska does its part to restore the concentration of CO2 in the
atmosphere to 350 parts per million (“ppm”) by 2100. Such a rule is necessary in order to ensure
that the worst impacts of climate change and ocean acidification are avoided and do not cause
further catastrophic and irreversible harm to present and future generations of Alaskan youth.
Substance of the regulation requested: Specifically, Petitioners request that the Department
promulgate the rule proposed below:
***
Proposed Rule
PREAMBLE:
Human activity, primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels, has increased the global
concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Science informs us that the increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations has already warmed the global climate system
and acidified the oceans, causing significant adverse effects to human health, safety, and welfare
and Earth’s natural systems. Left unabated, global climate destabilization and ocean acidification
will have long-term catastrophic effects on human systems and the habitability of Alaska and the
nation. The best climate science indicates that the global concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere
must be rapidly reduced to no more than 350 parts per million (ppm) to protect the climate
system humans depend upon. If global CO2 emissions are reduced by at least 85% from 1990
levels by 2050, and continue to decline thereafter, and there is significant reforestation around
the world, global atmospheric CO2 levels are likely to stabilize at 350 ppm by 2100 thus
avoiding the most severe impacts of climate destabilization. These targets reflect the global
average emissions reductions required to remedy our climate emergency without accounting for
the differentiated and equitable responsibilities of individual states and their historic contribution
to carbon pollution.
The goal of this rule is to protect the rights of present and future generations of all Alaskans,
including Alaska Natives, to a healthy atmosphere and stable climate system, and to safeguard
their inheritance of the legacy and heritage of the State of Alaska. Specifically, this rule is
intended to: (1) fulfill the State’s Public Trust obligation to prevent waste and substantial
impairment of trust resources (2) achieve Alaska’s constitutional “principles that all persons have
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a natural right to life, liberty, [and] the pursuit of happiness…[and] that all persons are equal and
entitled to equal rights, opportunities, and protection under the law;”1 (3) realize Alaska’s
constitutional obligation “to secure and transmit to succeeding generations our heritage of
political, civil and religious liberty;”2 (4) to carry out the Department’s statutory duty “to
conserve, improve, and protect [Alaska’s] natural resources and environment and control water,
land, and air pollution, in order to enhance the health, safety, and welfare of the people of the
state and their overall economic and social well-being;”3 and (5) to fulfill the Department’s
statutory duty to “manage the basic resources of water, land, and air to the end that the state may
fulfill its responsibility as trustee of the environment for the present and future generations.”4
DEFINITIONS:
1. “Best Climate Science” means:
a. the most current scientific knowledge and understanding from qualified climate
system scientists on safe levels of atmospheric CO2 and other greenhouse gases
and their near-term and long-term impacts; and
b. the most current scientific knowledge and understanding from qualified climate
system scientists as to the greenhouse gas emissions reductions and CO2
sequestration required to stabilize the climate system and preserve a habitable and
safe climate system for future generations.
2. “Carbon Budget” means the total amount of CO2 emissions that can be released over a
specific time frame while ensuring a return to the maximum safe limit of 350 ppm of CO2
by 2100, or a lower level as may be determined by the best climate science.
3. “CO2” means carbon dioxide.
4. “Consumption Emissions and Inventory” means a greenhouse gas inventory focused
on all emissions associated with materials and services, including electricity and fuels,
consumed in Alaska, including estimates of embedded emissions associated with the life
cycle of such materials and services. These emissions are included regardless of whether
they physically originate in Alaska. A consumption-based inventory uniquely counts outof-state emissions associated with producing and transporting the products, services, and
fuels consumed in Alaska. It also counts emissions associated with producing and
transporting fuels that are used to generate electricity consumed in Alaska.
5. “Department” means the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation.
6. “Greenhouse Gas” or “GHG” means any gas that has contributed to anthropogenic
global warming, including but not limited to carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexaflouride.
7. “In-boundary Emissions and Inventory” means the greenhouse gas inventory focused
on all emissions produced within the state and also includes emissions associated with the
extraction, transportation, refinement, and combustion of fossil fuels extracted in Alaska,
whether such transportation, refinement, or combustion occurs within or outside of the
state. In-boundary emissions inventories exclude many of the emissions associated with
materials and goods produced outside, and imported into, the state.
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ALASKA CONST. art. I, § 1.
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8. “MMTCO2” means million metric tons CO2.
9. “MMTCO2e” means million metric tons CO2 equivalent.
10. “PPM” means parts per million atmospheric concentration.
EMISSION REDUCTIONS:
1. The Department shall regulate stationary and mobile sources of CO2 emissions and the
extraction of fossil fuels within the State of Alaska to:
a. Ensure that Alaska reduces its total in-boundary and consumption CO2 emissions
to at least 85% below 1990 levels by 2050 in order for its emission reductions to
be consistent with the global average emission reductions required to return
global atmospheric CO2 to 350 ppm by the end of the century;
b. Establish interim benchmarks requirements for minimum levels of emission
reductions for at least the years 2020, 2030, and 2040 to guide progress toward
the 2050 reduction requirement;
c. Ensure that Alaska’s in-boundary CO2 emissions are reduced by at least 8.5
percent per year beginning in 2018; and
d. Prepare a numerical statewide goal or “carbon budget,” taking into account both
in-boundary and consumption emissions, in order to meet the requirements of
subsections (a) through (c) of this section so that Alaska may do its share in
achieving 350 ppm of CO2 in the atmosphere by the year 2100.
CARBON ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY:
2. The Department shall provide an accounting to Alaska citizens of its management of the
atmospheric trust asset by publishing annual progress reports on statewide GHG
emissions measured in both MMTCO2 and MMTCO2e. These reports must include an
accounting and inventory for each and every substantial source of GHG emissions within
Alaska, including, but not limited to:
a. in-boundary emissions from the transportation, industrial, commercial,
institutional, residential, electrical, agricultural, and waste sectors; and
b. consumption emissions associated with Alaskans’ consumption of goods,
services, and materials imported into Alaska.
Reports must be available to the public no later than January 31 of each year, beginning
in the year 2018, with a lag time of no more than one year (i.e., the 2018 report should
contain emissions data from 2017).
CLIMATE ACTION PLAN:
3. Within six months of adoption of these regulations, the Department, with input from
stakeholders, shall adopt a Climate Action Plan to meet the reduction requirements
specified herein. The Department, with input from stakeholders, shall amend the Climate
Action Plan as necessary to address any adjustments to the reduction requirements and
interim benchmarks affected by revisions to these regulations within six months of such
revisions.
REVISIONS:
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4. Two years after the effective date of these regulations, and every five years thereafter
until 2050, the Department shall amend these regulations to adjust the reduction
requirements and interim benchmarks as necessary to assure that the State is reducing its
greenhouse gas emissions in a manner that is consistent with the best climate science,
taking into account the State’s equitable responsibility for staying within the global 350
ppm carbon budget.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ALASKA LEGISLATURE:
5. Promptly after the adoption of these regulations, the Department shall recommend to the
Legislature the adoption of a statute requiring the emissions reductions, interim
benchmarks, carbon accounting and inventory, and Climate Action Plan required hereby.
Promptly after any amendment to the emissions reductions and interim benchmarks
required hereby, the Department shall recommend to the Legislature amendments to such
statute consistent with such regulatory amendments.
***
Reasons for Petitioners Request: The requested regulation is necessary for the Department to
fulfill its Public Trust, constitutional, statutory, and regulatory obligations to protect the rights of
present and future generations of all Alaskans, including Alaska Natives, from the worst impacts
of catastrophic climate change. The reasons why Petitioners’ proposed regulation is needed are
more fully detailed in the Public Comments of Youth Petitioners filed by Petitioners
concurrently with this petition ***and the Exhibits thereto***. These Comments, as well as all
materials cited to and relied upon in this Petition for Rulemaking and in the Public Comments of
Youth Petitioners, are hereby incorporated by reference into the official administrative record as
though fully set forth herein. If the Department requires copies of these materials, please inform
Petitioners. Otherwise, because all materials cited are publicly available, Petitioners assume that
the materials are part of the official administrative record.
ADEC Authority: The Department is the designated trustee charged with implementing the
State’s policy to “conserve, improve, and protect its natural resources and environment and
control water, land, and air pollution, in order to enhance the health, safety, and welfare of the
people of the state,” AS § 46.03.010(a), “to improve and coordinate the environmental plans,
functions, powers, and programs of the state,” AS § 46.03.010(b), and to “manage the basic
resources of water, land, and air to the end that the state may fulfill its responsibility as trustee of
the environment for the present and future generations.” Id. (all emphasis added). The Alaska
Legislature has explicitly granted the Department authority to “adopt regulations necessary to
carry out the purposes of this chapter,” including, without limitation, regulations for the “control,
prevention, and abatement of air, water, or land, or subsurface land pollution,” and other
regulations “for the implementation of the policy declared in AS § 46.03.010.” AS §
46.03.020(10). Moreover, under AS 44.46.020(a)(4), the Alaska Legislature has provided the
Department with a clear mandate: the Department shall “take actions that are necessary and
proper to further the policy declared in AS 46.03.010.” The adoption and implementation of
Petitioners’ proposed regulation would further each of the statements of policy declared in AS
46.03.010.
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Having been entrusted by the legislature as the principal state entity for protection of Alaska’s
natural heritage and legacy, and charged with the “primary responsibility for the adoption and
enforcement of regulations setting standards for the prevention and abatement of all water, land,
subsurface land, and air pollution, and other sources or potential sources of pollution of the
environment,” (AS 44.46.020(a)(2) (emphasis added)), the Department has both the authority
and the duty to adopt Petitioners’ proposed rule. The legislature has similarly tasked the
Department with “primary responsibility for coordination and development of policies,
programs, and planning related to the environment of the state and the various regions of the
state.” AS § 44.46.020(a)(1) (emphasis added)).
In addition to its general authority and duties with respect to the protection of Alaska’s natural
resources and the health, safety, and welfare of the people of the state, the Alaska legislature has
explicitly granted the Department authority to adopt regulations “establishing ambient air quality
standards [and] emissions standards…” under the federal Clean Air Act, AS § 46.14.010(a),
directing the Department to “adopt regulations to address substantive and procedural elements of
the emission control permit program….” AS § 46.14.140(a). Similarly, the legislature has
provided the Department with authority to “provide, by regulation, for the control of emissions
from motor vehicles.” AS § 46.14.510(a).
Finally, consistent with its statutory mandate, the Department itself has publicly affirmed its duty
to prevent further GHG-caused damage: “It’s a DEC duty not only to react / mitigate, but to
act to prevent and to control damage to the environment caused by greenhouse gases.”5
Adopting Petitioners’ proposed rule would allow the Department to fulfill this acknowledged
duty.
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See Presentation to Alaska Climate Impact Assessment Commission, ALASKA DEP’T OF ENVTL CONSERVATION, 66
(Jan. 24, 2007), https://dec.alaska.gov/air/doc/aciac_jan07-1pg-c.pdf [hereinafter ADEC Presentation] (emphasis in
original) (As the basis for this duty, ADEC cites ALASKA STAT. § 44.46.020(a)(3) (“promote and develop programs
for the protection and control of the environment of the state”) and ALASKA STAT. § 46.03.010 (“conserve, improve,
and protect [Alaska’s] natural resources and environment . . . in order to enhance health, safety and welfare”).).
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Alaska is on the frontlines of climate change. Anthropogenic climate change and ocean
acidification are the greatest threats facing human civilization, and Alaska is already
experiencing the increasingly severe impacts of these crises. Due to the persistence of long-lived
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, especially carbon dioxide (“CO2”)6 the burdens of climate
change will be borne most heavily by today’s youth and by future generations. Given the
urgency of the climate crisis, Alaskan youth from across the state have joined with Alaska Youth
for Environmental Action, a project of the Alaska Center Education Fund, a 501(c)(3) non-profit
corporation (collectively, “Petitioners”) to petition the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation (“ADEC” or the “Department”) to adopt a rule to ensure that Alaska does its fair
share to restore the climate system to a state stable enough to maintain their, and future
generations’, fundamental rights.
Under the Public Trust Doctrine, and as an agency of the State of Alaska, ADEC holds
Alaska’s natural resources, including water, air, and wildlife, in trust for present and future
generations of Alaskans. As trustee, ADEC has an obligation to manage Public Trust resources
“for the common good of the public as beneficiary.”7 ADEC’s duties as trustee include
protecting the air and atmosphere from substantial impairment.8 The framers of the Alaska
Constitution “sought to enshrine in the state the constitutional principle that the resources of
Alaska must be managed for the long-run benefit of the people as a whole – that is, the resources

6

See James Hansen et al., Assessing “Dangerous Climate Change”: Required Reduction of Carbon Emissions to
Protect Young People, Future Generations and Nature, PLOS ONE 10 (2013),
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0081648 [hereinafter Assessing “Dangerous
Climate Change”].
7
Baxley v. State, 958 P.2d 422, 434 (Alaska 1998) (public trust doctrine “provides that the State holds certain
resources (such as wildlife, minerals, and water rights) in trust for public use, ‘and that the government owes a
fiduciary duty to manage such resources for the common good of the public as beneficiary.’” (quoting McDowell v.
State, 785 P.2d 1, 16 n.9 (Alaska 1989)).
8
See Kanuk ex rel. Kanuk v. State, Dept. of Natural Resources, 335 P.3d 1088, 1102 (Alaska Sept. 12, 2014)
(Alaska Supreme Court noted that the “Alaska Legislature has already intimated that the State acts as trustee with
regard to the air just as it does with regard to other natural resources;” and in n. 78, the Court further noted that the
“legislature declared in AS 46.03.010(b) that it is “the policy of the state . . . to develop and manage the basic
resources of water, land, and air to the end that the state may fulfill its responsibility as trustee of the environment
for the present and future generations.” (Emphasis in original); ALASKA STAT. 46.03.010(a) similarly provides that
“[i]t is the policy of the state to conserve, improve, and protect its natural resources and environment and control
water, land, and air pollution, in order to enhance the health, safety, and welfare of the people of the state and their
overall economic and social well-being.”). See also Juliana v. United States, 217 F.Supp.3d 1224, 1255 n. 10 (D.
Or. 2016) (denying motions to dismiss atmospheric public trust claims in light of allegations of impairment of
aquatic resources through atmospheric degradation, stating “[t]o be clear, today’s opinion should not be taken to
suggest that the atmosphere is not a public trust asset” and listing numerous authorities indicating existence of
atmospheric public trust); Foster v. Wash. Dep’t of Ecology, No. 14-2-25295-1 SEA, 2015 WL 7721362, slip. op. at
8 (Wash. Super. Ct. Nov. 19, 2015),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/57607fe459827eb8741a852c/1465941993492/
15.11.19.Order_FosterV.Ecology.pdf (finding that public trust duties extend to protection of the atmosphere by
virtue of its connection to aquatic resources: “The navigable waters and the atmosphere are intertwined and to argue
a separation of the two, or to argue that GHG emissions do not affect navigable waters is nonsensical.”).
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of the state must be managed as a public trust.”9 Under the Alaska Constitution, the State must
utilize its resources “for maximum use consistent with the public interest” in conservation and
preservation of fundamental rights.10 The Alaska Legislature also codified the Public Trust in the
state’s statutory code.11 The State has “responsibility as trustee of the environment for the
present and future generations.”12 The legislature has provided ADEC with the clear mandate to
act as trustee of Alaska’s natural resources. Pursuant to the federal and Alaskan constitutions,
ADEC is further obligated to manage the natural resources in its care, and upon which
Petitioners rely, in a manner that does not deprive Petitioners of their fundamental rights to life,
liberty, and property and in a manner that does not discriminate against Petitioners and other
Alaska youth in favor of older generations and short-term interests.
Despite these clear mandates, ADEC is failing in its responsibilities as trustee to protect
the Public Trust resources on which Petitioners’ lives and well-being rely. Rather than taking
action to address the climate crisis, the State of Alaska, including ADEC, has actively
exacerbated the climate crisis by permitting, authorizing, and incentivizing fossil fuel
development, extraction, transportation, and combustion while failing to abate and reduce the
state’s greenhouse gas emissions. Youth Petitioners are already experiencing climate change
impacts with devastating effects on Alaska’s Public Trust resources. These impacts threaten
Petitioners’ cultural identities, subsistence practices, personal security, and wellbeing as
Alaskans. Between them, these 15 youth Petitioners are experiencing a host of alarming impacts,
including, but not limited to, loss of important glacier ecosystems; changing availability of
subsistence resources like shellfish, caribou, and seal; ocean acidification; increasing health
impacts, including asthma; more frequent and severe heatwaves and wildfires; loss of traditional
knowledge due to the rapid change from environmental conditions experienced by previous
generations; and an urgent need to relocate entire communities due to sea level rise, storm
surges, and permafrost melt. These impacts are already severe, and are only predicted to
intensify as the climate crisis worsens. It is increasingly urgent that the Department delay no
longer and immediately fulfill its obligation to promulgate a rule to reduce the state’s GHG
emissions according to the best climate science.
9

Gordon S. Harrison, Alaska’s Constitution: A Citizen’s Guide, 129 (Alaska Legislative Affairs Agency, 5th ed.
2012), available at http://w3.legis.state.ak.us/docs/pdf/citizens_guide.pdf [Hereinafter A Citizen’s Guide].
10
ALASKA CONST. art. VIII, § 1 (emphasis added); Harrison, A Citizen’s Guide, supra note 9 at 131. (The meaning
of the phrase ‘consistent with the public interest’ is found elsewhere in [Article VIII]. For example, it means that the
principles of conservation must govern resource management (Sections 2 and 4) [and] that everyone should be
treated equally by management rules, particularly rules adopted in the interests of conservation that limit the access
of some groups to certain resources (Sections 3, 15, 16 and 17). . . .The delegates wanted the state’s resources
developed, not plundered.”).
11
Owsichek v. State, 763 P.2d 488, 495 (Alaska 1988) (public trust doctrine incorporated into Art. VIII, Sec. 3 of
Alaska Const. to “impose upon the state a trust duty to manage the fish, wildlife and water resources of the state for
the benefit of all the people”); ALASKA CONST. art. VIII, § 3 (“Wherever occurring in their natural state, fish,
wildlife, and waters are reserved to the people for common use.”). Harrison, A Citizen’s Guide, supra note 9 at 129,
131; (The meaning of the phrase ‘consistent with the public interest’ is found elsewhere in [Article VIII]. For
example, it means that the principles of conservation must govern resource management (Sections 2 and 4) [and]
that everyone should be treated equally by management rules, particularly rules adopted in the interests of
conservation that limit the access of some groups to certain resources (Sections 3, 15, 16 and 17). The delegates
wanted the state’s resources developed, not plundered.”); ALASKA CONST. art. VIII, § 1 (emphasis added).
12
See ALASKA STAT. § 46.03.010(b).
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Government-requested, Alaska-specific, climate change assessments have been
conducted for over 15 years – all of which indicate that Alaska’s greenhouse gas emissions must
be reduced to mitigate climate change – and ADEC long-ago went on record as having the
authority and owing the duty to regulate Alaska’s GHG emissions. Still, the State of Alaska has
yet to adopt any policy aimed at addressing and alleviating the dangers climate change poses to
Alaska’s youth, its posterity, and the natural resources and environment on which their lives
depend.
The best climate science,13 upon which Petitioners’ base their rule, indicates that global
atmospheric CO2 concentrations must be reduced to 350 ppm by century’s end in order to avoid
the most catastrophic and irreversible impacts of climate change and ocean acidification.14 If
global CO2 emissions are reduced by at least 85% from 1990 levels by 2050, and continue to
decline thereafter, and there is significant reforestation around the world (approximately 100
gigatons of carbon drawdown must happen through reforestation), global atmospheric CO2 levels
are likely to stabilize at 350 ppm by 2100.15 In order to meet this target, CO2 emissions must be
reduced globally by an adequate margin each year.16 As of 2018, at least an 8.5% reduction in
emissions from Alaska, and the rest of the world, in conjunction with significant drawdown of
atmospheric CO2 concentrations through reforestation and other sequestration methods, would be
necessary to stabilize the atmospheric concentration of CO2 at 350 ppm by 2100.17 These targets
reflect the global average emissions reductions required to remedy our climate emergency
without accounting for the differentiated and equitable responsibilities of individual states, like
Alaska, and their historic contribution to carbon pollution. The U.S. is responsible for the largest
global share of historic CO2 emissions, the second-largest share of current emissions, and the
largest per capita share of current emissions. Alaska per capita emissions, in turn, are among the
very highest in the country. As such, when equitable consideration is given to Alaska’s historic
and ongoing contribution to the current climate crisis relative to other states and countries, a
requirement that Alaska reduce its emissions by the standard applicable on a global scale without
regard to its historic responsibility is not unfair to Alaska.
By taking affirmative actions that allow GHG emissions to continue at dangerous levels,
such as permitting and authorizing fossil fuel development, extraction, transportation, and
combustion, and by failing to take sufficient action to ensure public safety in the face of
13

Petitioners incorporate by reference into the official administrative record all materials cited to and relied
upon in these Comments. If the Department requires copies of these materials, please inform
Petitioners. Otherwise, because all materials cited are publically available, Petitioners assume that the
materials are part of the official administrative record.
14
Assessing “Dangerous Climate Change” supra note 6, at 1, 5, 10, 17–18; James Hansen et al., Ice Melt, Sea Level
Rise and Superstorms; Evidence from Paleoclimate Data, Climate Modeling, and Modern Observations that 2°C
Global Warming Could be Dangerous, 16 ATMOS. CHEM. & PHYS. 3761, 3801 (2016) https://www.atmos-chemphys net/16/3761/2016/acp-16-3761-2016.pdf [hereinafter Ice Melt, Sea Level Rise and Superstorms].
15
Assessing “Dangerous Climate Change,” supra note 6; Declaration of Dr. James E. Hansen in Support of Our
Children’s Trust et. al.’s “Submission to the U.N. Committee on the Rights of the Child Regarding States
Obligations, Children’s Rights, and Climate Change” ¶ 68 (August 19, 2016)
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/576195822fe1316f09d2ed89/1466013077359/1
5.08.12.HansenExpertDecSupportingYouth.pdf [Hereinafter Hansen 2016 Declaration].
16
Assessing “Dangerous Climate Change,” supra note 6, at 1, 5, 10, 17–18.
17
Hansen 2016 Declaration, supra note 15, at ¶ 68.
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dangerous climatic changes, the state, including ADEC, is violating its governmental duties to
ensure public safety and welfare, safeguard Public Trust resources, and protect Petitioners’
fundamental constitutional rights. The people of Alaska, especially its youth, including
Petitioners, and future generations, cannot wait any longer for the state to take action to protect
their rights.
II.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

In May 2011, six Alaskan youth, including youth Petitioner Ananda
L
, filed suit against the State of Alaska, Department of Natural Resources, seeking
declaratory and equitable relief.18 The youth plaintiffs alleged they had been personally harmed
by the impacts of climate change and asserted the State of Alaska breached its Public Trust
duties under Article VIII of the Alaska Constitution by failing to “protect the atmosphere from
the effects of climate change and secure a future for Plaintiff’s and Alaska’s children.”19 Youth
plaintiffs sought a declaratory holding that the atmosphere is a Public Trust resource that the
state has an affirmative fiduciary duty to protect and preserve and that the state failed to fulfill its
Public Trust Duties with respect to the atmosphere.20 Additionally, youth plaintiffs sought
equitable relief in the form of a court order directing the state to “reduce carbon dioxide
emissions from Alaska by at least 6% per year from 2013 through at least 2050” and to “prepare
a full and accurate accounting of Alaska’s current carbon dioxide emissions and to do so
annually thereafter.”21
After finding that the youth plaintiffs had standing and that the State of Alaska’s
sovereign immunity did not bar their claims,22 the Alaska Supreme Court recognized the
constitutional nature of the Public Trust Doctrine23 and noted that “the Alaska Legislature has
already intimated that the State acts as trustee with regard to the air as it does with regard to
other natural resources.”24 The Court found that the existence of Alaska’s atmospheric Public
Trust is indicated by the text of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation’s organic
statute, noting that “it is ‘the policy of the state…to develop and manage the basic resources of
water, land, and air to the end that the state may fulfill its responsibility as trustee of the
environment for the present and future generations.’”25 Ultimately, however, the Court ruled that
youth plaintiffs’ claims for equitable relief requesting a court-ordered emissions reduction
strategy presented non-justiciable political questions involving “science- and policy-based
18

Kanuk ex rel. Kanuk v. State, Dept. of Natural Resources, 335 P.3d 1088, 1091 (Alaska Sept. 12, 2014).
Id.
20
Id.
21
Id. (The 6% annual emissions reductions figure requested by youth plaintiffs in Kanuk ex rel. Kanuk represented
the emissions reductions then necessary, according to the best climate science, to avoid the worst and most
catastrophic impacts of climate change had an effective emissions reduction strategy been implemented in 2013. The
requisite annual rate of emissions reductions rate increases every year effective action to address climate change is
not taken. Therefore, Petitioners’ requested annual rate of emissions reductions for a strategy implemented in 2018
is greater than that requested by youth plaintiffs in Kanuk ex rel Kanuk. If Alaska delays implementation of this rule,
the annual rate of reductions will need to be further increased according to the best climate science.)
22
Id. at 1092–96.
23
Id. at 1099 (“That we interpret the public trust doctrine in a constitutional context is well established.”)
24
Id. at 1102.
25
Id. at 1102 n. 78 (emphasis in original) (quoting AS § 46.03.010(b)).
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inquiry…better reserved for executive-branch agencies or the legislature.”26 The court noted that
these “underlying policy choices are not [the judiciary’s] to make in the first instance.”27
In keeping with the pronouncements of the Alaska Supreme Court as to the proper
governmental body to decide issues of climate change policy “in the first instance,” youth
Petitioners now bring their Petition for adoption of regulations before the Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation, the executive branch agency charged with “primary responsibility
for the adoption and enforcement of regulations setting standards for the prevention and
abatement of all water, land, subsurface land, and air pollution, and other sources or potential
sources of pollution of the environment.”28
III.

THE PETITIONERS

This petition is brought by 15 Alaskan youth who reside in 12 communities across the
state, ranging in age from 5 to 21 years old. Each petitioner is already experiencing the alarming
and substantial impacts of a changing climate resulting from increasing levels of CO2 in the
atmosphere. Between them, these 15 youth Petitioners are experiencing a host of alarming
impacts, including, but not limited to, loss of important glacier ecosystems; changing availability
of subsistence resources like shellfish, caribou, and seal; ocean acidification; increasing health
impacts, including asthma; more frequent and severe heatwaves and wildfires; loss of traditional
knowledge due to the rapid change from environmental conditions experienced by previous
generations; and an urgent need to relocate entire communities due to sea level rise, storm
surges, and permafrost melt. These impacts are already severe, and are only predicted to
intensify if no meaningful action is taken to reduce CO2 emissions. Youth Petitioners include:
Esau S

, Age 20, Shishmaref

Macy Rae K
Lila S
Liszka B
Summer S
Nathan B
Lexine D
Ananda

, Age 21, Kotzebue
, Age 5, Homer
, Age 17, Anchorage
, Age 16, Unalakleet
, Age 17, Fairbanks
, Age 8, Fairbanks
L

Solomon S

, Age 15, Kivalina

Tasha E

, Age 18, Juneau

Cecily S

, Age 7, Homer

Cade T

, Age 18, Dutch Harbor

Jasmine I
Linnea L
Griffin P

, Age 17, Petersburg
, Age 14, Gustavus
, Age 20, Seward

, Age 7, Anchorage

26

Id. at 1099.
Id. at 1098 (emphasis added).
28
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 44.46.020(a)(2) (emphasis added).
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These youth petitioners are joined in their rulemaking request by the organization Alaska
Youth for Environmental Action (AYEA), a project of the Alaska Center Education Fund, a
501(c)(3) non-profit corporation. AYEA’s members are a dedicated group of youth committed to
training and supporting youth-led environmental, community action projects and campaigns.
AYEA seeks to develop a network of young Alaskan leaders, provide opportunities for
those leaders to gain the skills and knowledge needed to be effective advocates, and then provide
support for youth-driven campaigns. Since 1999, AYEA members have advocated for a safer,
cleaner environment for all Alaskans.
AYEA has been a consistent voice calling for meaningful action on climate change for
over a decade. In 2005, AYEA teens gathered to learn more about the climate change impacts
youth experience throughout the state, and wrote a “Letter to our Leaders” demanding that
Alaska reduce its greenhouse gas emissions and promote more renewable energy in the state.
This letter developed into a youth petition signed by 5,000 Alaskan youth and 150 villages and
cities throughout Alaska. Following the 2005 petition, AYEA continued to promote solutions for
the increasing impacts of climate change on Alaskan youth, and in 2006 launched the “3-2-1
Efficiency” campaign encouraging Alaskan households to do their part to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. In 2008 AYEA teens recognized that, “as global warming threatens our way of life,
landfill space becomes decreasingly available” and implemented a campaign to minimize waste,
particularly plastic bags. 2009-2010 marked AYEA’s Renewable Energy Campaign where youth
lobbied for a $50 million appropriation by the State of Alaska for renewable energy
development. AYEA’s work continues to have a climate focus. Since 2014, sixteen AYEA
members, including four Petitioners, have become Arctic Youth Ambassadors.
AYEA’s efforts since 2015 have been targeted at creating meaningful climate change
action. In 2015, AYEA members supported the President’s Clean Power Plan for the nation,
encouraging Alaska to follow the initiative by reducing carbon emissions 30% by 2030. AYEA
teens collected over 1,300 petitions in support of emissions reductions, and engaged in climate
advocacy with the Governor, Lieutenant Governor, and state legislators. Petitioners now call
upon ADEC to fulfill its Public Trust, constitutional, statutory, and regulatory duties by adopting
the proposed rule.
IV.

THE RESPONDENTS

In 1971, the Alaska Legislature formed the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation (“ADEC” or “the Department”). The legislature set out the Department's mission
in its organic statute as follows: "to conserve, protect and improve Alaska's natural resources and
environment and control water, land and air pollution in order to enhance the health, safety and
welfare of the people of the state and their overall economic and social well-being.”29 The
Department’s organic statute also specifies that the Department effectuate the state’s policy to

29

DEC History, ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION, OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER,
available at http://dec.alaska.gov/commish/dec-history htm; ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.03.010(a).
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“manage the basic resources of water, land, and air to the end that the state may fulfill its
responsibility as trustee of the environment for the present and future generations.”30
The Department has “primary responsibility for the adoption and enforcement of
regulations setting standards for the prevention and abatement of all water, land, subsurface land,
and air pollution, and other sources or potential sources of pollution of the environment,
including by way of example only, petroleum and natural gas pipelines.”31 The legislature has
similarly tasked the Department with “primary responsibility for coordination and development
of policies, programs, and planning related to the environment of the state and the various
regions of the state.”32 The Department must “take actions necessary and proper to further” the
conservation, public health, and public trust purposes for which it was formed33 by utilizing its
authority to issue regulations providing for “control, prevention, and abatement of air, water, or
land or subsurface land pollution.”34 In fulfilling the mandate of these provisions, the
Department: makes recommendations to the Alaska Legislature; issues licenses and permits;
initiates enforcement actions; serves as the primary link to the federal government on
environmental issues; establishes ambient air quality standards, emission standards, and other
regulatory standards; formulates and revises a statewide environmental plan; and works with the
public, other state agencies, and legislators to implement environmental laws.35 The Department
is responsible for issuing regulations to carry out its mandates.36
Importantly, the Department has significant control over and responsibility for Alaska’s
GHG emissions due to the agency’s affirmative acts of permitting and licensing facilities and
activities that emit or result in GHG emissions. For example, the Department issues regulations,
permits, and licenses for internal combustion engines, fossil fuel burning facilities and equipment
(including power plants), asphalt plants, coal-fired plants, and other stationary and area sources,
all of which emit GHGs.37
V.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK: THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE, ALASKA
CONSITUTION, AND ALASKA STATUTES & REGULATIONS: THE DEPARTMENT
HAS THE AUTHORITY AND OBLIGATION TO ADDRESS CLIMATE CHANGE
A. The State of Alaska Has an Obligation Pursuant to the Public Trust Doctrine to Protect
Alaska’s Public Trust Resources for Present and Future Beneficiaries
The State of Alaska, including the Department of Environmental Conservation, has an
obligation pursuant to the Public Trust Doctrine to manage and protect its natural resources for
30

ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.03.010(b).
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 44.46.020(a)(2).
32
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 44.46.020(a)(1).
33
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 44.46.020(a)(4).
34
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.03.020(10).
35
See Handbook on Alaska State Government, STATE OF ALASKA LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS AGENCY 36-69,
http://w3.legis.state.ak.us/docs/pdf/handbook.pdf; see also ALASKA STAT. ANN. §§ 46.03.020, 46.03.040, 46.14.010,
46.14.140, 46.14.510; 18 AAC §§ 50.005 et seq.; 52.005 et seq., 53.005 et seq.
36
See ALASKA STAT. ANN. §§ 46.03.020(10), 44.46.020(a)(2), 46.14.010, 46.14.140, 46.14.510 (West 2016).
37
See ALASKA STAT. ANN. Title 46, Chapter 46, Subchapter 14.
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current and future Alaskans. The idea that essential natural resources are the collective property
of humanity was first documented almost 1500 years ago in Roman law. The text of the
Institutes of Justinian declared that, “By the laws of nature, these things are common to
mankind—the air, running water, the sea, and consequently the shores of the sea.”38 This ancient
pronouncement evidences the foundational aspect of the Public Trust Doctrine: the fundamental
governmental principle that the sovereign (i.e., the state) holds shared resources—the jus
publicum—in trust for present and future generations.39 A 1965 White House report articulated
the public trust doctrine and stated: “The land, water, air and living things of the United States
are a heritage of the whole nation. They need to be protected for the benefit of all Americans,
both now and in the future.” Trustees have an obligation that they cannot abdicate40 to preserve
and maintain trust assets for both present and future beneficiaries of the trust and to prevent the
substantial impairment of trust resources.41
State constitutions through the United States, including Alaska’s constitution, enshrine
the Public Trust Doctrine in constitutional provisions. In PPL Montana, LLC v. Montana, the
United States Supreme Court recognized that the Public Trust Doctrine “is of ancient origin”
dating back to Roman civil law; that the Public Trust Doctrine is reflected in state laws and
constitutional provisions throughout our nation; and that federalist principles of our nation affirm
the state’s rights and duties over public trust resources within their borders.42 The universal
constitutional application of the Public Trust Doctrine is evident in that citizens’ rights to
essential natural resources reflect “‘inherent and independent rights’ of mankind relative to the
environment.”43 The architects of Alaska’s Constitution recognized these fundamental rights, and
enshrined the Public Trust Doctrine in numerous provisions of the state’s foundational legal
document.44 However, because the Public Trust Doctrine is an inherent attribute of sovereignty45

38

Justinian, Institutes, 1.2.1, 2.1.1 (T. Sandars trans. 1st Am. ed. n. 1876). The Institutes of Justinian is one of three
fundamental works of jurisprudence issued from 533 to 534 AD by order of the Eastern Roman Emperor Justinian I.
Collectively, the works were intended to be the sole source of Roman law. Roman law provides the foundation for
our own Western legal tradition. See John W. Head, Codes, Cultures, Chaos, And Champions: Common Features of
Legal Codification Experiences in China, Europe, and North America, 13 DUKE J. COMP. & INT’L L. 1, 39 (2003).
39
See, e.g., Baxley v. State, 958 P.2d 434 (public trust doctrine “provides that the State holds certain resources (such
as wildlife, minerals, and water rights) in trust for public use, ‘and that the government owes a fiduciary duty to
manage such resources for the common good of the public as beneficiary.’” (quoting McDowell v. State, 785 P.2d 1,
16 n.9 (Alaska 1989)).
40
Illinois Central R.R. Co. v. Illinois, 146 U.S. 387, 453 (1892) (“The state can no more abdicate its trust over
property in which the whole people are interested . . . than it can abdicate its police powers in the administration of
government and the preservation of the peace.”).
41
Mary C. Wood, Atmospheric Trust Litigation Across the World, in FIDUCIARY DUTY AND THE ATMOSPHERIC
TRUST 106, 109 n. 59 (Ken Coghill, Charles Sampford & Tim Smith, eds., 2012) (internal citations omitted)
(available at https://law.uoregon.edu/images/uploads/entries/ATL-Across-the-World.pdf).
42
PPL Montana, LLC v. Montana, 132 S. Ct. 1215, 1235–36 (2012).
43
Robinson Twp. v. Commonwealth, 83 A.3d 901, 947 (Pa. 2013) (plurality opinion).
44
A Citizen’s Guide, supra note 9, at 129 (“Thus, the convention delegates sought to enshrine in the state
constitution the principle that the resources of Alaska must be managed for the long-run benefit of the people as a
whole – that is, the resources of the state must be managed as a public trust.”).
45
Illinois Central R.R. Co., 146 U.S. at 455–56 (“[T]he decisions are numerous which declare that such property is
held by the state, by virtue of its sovereignty, in trust for the public.”); Juliana, 217 F.Supp.3d at 1260 (“The public
trust doctrine defines inherent aspects of sovereignty.”).
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predating “all governments and constitutions,”46 its obligations and the rights it affords citizens
need not be explicitly mentioned in text to be of constitutional force.47 That Alaska’s
constitutional delegates chose to expressly include Public Trust provisions emphasizes the
importance of the Public Trust Doctrine to the state of Alaska and its citizen beneficiaries.
The Alaska Supreme Court recognized the Public Trust Doctrine in a 1988 case in which
it was called upon to determine whether a state conveyance of tideland was subject to the
public's continuing easement for purposes of navigation, commerce, and fishing.48 In
determining whether the conveyance passed free of any Public Trust obligations, the Court first
had to determine “whether the conveyance was made in furtherance of some specific trust
purpose and second, whether the conveyance can be made without substantial impairment of the
public's interest in the state tidelands.”49 Later that same year, the Supreme Court addressed
whether granting hunting guides exclusive guide areas violated the common use clause set forth
in Article VIII, Section 3 of the Alaska Constitution.50 Examining the history of the clause, the
Court stated that the framers intended “to guarantee broad public access to natural resources.”51
The Court relied upon historic principles concerning a sovereign’s management of water and
wildlife resources, and found that the framers achieved their purpose by “constitutionalizing
common law principles imposing upon the state a public trust duty with regard to the
management of fish, wildlife and water...for the benefit of all the people.”52 Indeed, the framers
of Alaska’s Constitution intended that all “the resources of Alaska must be managed in the longrun for the benefit of the people as a whole – that is, the resources of the state must be managed
as a public trust.”53 In Baxley v. State, the Alaska Supreme Court directly addressed the nature
and purpose of the Public Trust Doctrine, explaining that the Public Trust Doctrine “provides
that the State holds certain resources (such as wildlife, minerals, and water rights) in trust for
public use, ‘and that the government owes a fiduciary duty to manage such resources for the
common good of the public as beneficiary.’”54 Most recently, the Alaska Supreme Court
indicated, while discussing the Public Trust Doctrine, that “the State acts as trustee with regard
to the air just as it does with regard to other natural resources.”55
46

Oposa v. Factoran, G.R. No. 101083 (S.C. July 30, 1993) (Phil.).
See id. (“[T]hese basic rights need not even be written in the Constitution for they are assumed to exist from the
inception of humankind.”); Juliana, 217 F.Supp.3d at 1260 (“[P]ublic trust rights both predated the Constitution
and are secured by it.”); Robinson Twp. v. Commonwealth, 83 A.3d at 947–48 (Rights and duties provided under the
Public Trust Doctrine “are inherent in man’s nature and preserved rather than created by the Pennsylvania
Constitution.”); See also, Mehta v. Nath, (1996) 10 Suppl. S.C.R. 12 (India) (Declaring the basis of the public trust
doctrine as laying in natural law and stating that “the laws of nature…are imposed by us by the natural world” and
must “inform all our social institutions.”).
48
CWS Fisheries, Inc. v. Bunker, 755 P.2d 1115, 1118 (Alaska 1988).
49
Id. at 1119
50
See Owsichek v. State, 763 P.2d at 488 (Alaska 1988).
51
Id. at 493.
52
Id. at 493, 495.
53
Harrison, A Citizen’s Guide, supra note 9, at 129.
54
958 P.2d at 434 (quoting McDowell v. State, 785 P.2d 1, 16 n.9 (Alaska 1989)).
55
Kanuk ex rel. Kanuk v. State, 335 P.3d at 1102 (Alaska Supreme Court noted that the “Alaska Legislature has
already intimated that the State acts as trustee with regard to the air just as it does with regard to other natural
resources;” and in n. 78, the Court further noted that the “legislature declared in AS 46.03.010(b) that it is “the
policy of the state . . . to develop and manage the basic resources of water, land, and air to the end that the state may
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The State of Alaska has an affirmative and mandatory duty under the Public Trust
Doctrine to prevent, and to refrain from contributing to, substantial impairment to the State’s
essential natural resources, including the atmosphere (air), oceans, beaches, freshwaters of the
State, fish, wildlife, and forests – each of which are seriously impacted by climate change. 56 The
public’s right to essential natural resources reflects their inherent rights that are preserved by the
state57 and federal constitutions.58 As the Pennsylvania Supreme Court ruled in Robinson
Township, the Public Trust Doctrine requires governments to “conserve and maintain” natural
resources, and imposes the duty “to refrain from permitting or encouraging the degradation,
diminution, or depletion of public natural resources, whether such degradation, diminution, or
depletion would occur through direct state action or indirectly, e.g., because of the state’s failure
to restrain the actions of private parties.”59 Governments also have the duty “to act affirmatively
to protect the environment” via legislative or regulatory action.60
Recognizing that “[i]t is the policy of the state to…manage the basic resources of water,
land, and air to the end that the state may fulfill its responsibility as trustee of the environment
for the present and future generations,”61 the Alaska Legislature codified the state’s role as
trustee of atmospheric resources under the Public Trust Doctrine and created the Department of
Environmental Conservation to fulfill its Public Trust duty to protect trust resources for present
and future generations.62 The Department must now fully implement both the letter and the spirit
of the laws in such a manner as to do its part to protect Alaska citizens from catastrophic climate
change. As a Washington State court recently stated: “[F]ederal mechanisms designed to protect
the environment are now under siege, more than ever leaving to the States the obligation to
protect their citizens under the Public Trust Doctrine.”63 If the Department, as trustee of the
atmosphere, does not take immediate and extraordinary action to do its part in connection with a
global effort to protect, preserve, and bring the Earth’s atmosphere back into balance, then
children in Alaska, Alaska Natives, and countless future generations of children will suffer
continually greater injuries and damaging consequences. Failure to act in these circumstances
fulfill its responsibility as trustee of the environment for the present and future generations.”) (Emphasis in
original).
56
Id.; See also Geer v. Connecticut, 161 U.S. 519, 534 (1896) (“[I]t is the duty of the [state] to enact such laws as
will best preserve the subject of the trust and secure its beneficial use in the future to the people of the State.”),
partially overruled on other grounds by Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322 (1979); City of Milwaukee v. State, 214
N.W. 820, 830 (Wis. 1927) (“The trust reposed in the state is not a passive trust; it is governmental, active, and
administrative...[and] requires the lawmaking body to act in all cases where action is necessary, not only to preserve
the trust, but to promote it.”); Juliana v. United States, 217 F.Supp.3d 1224, 1254 (D. Or. 2016) (“The government,
as trustee, has a fiduciary duty to protect the trust assets from damage so that current and future trust beneficiaries
will be able to enjoy the benefits of the trust.”).
57
See ALASKA CONST., Preamble, Art. I §§ 1, 7, Art. VIII.
58
See Juliana, 217 F.Supp.3d at 1261 (“Public Trust claims rest “directly on the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment.”) (citations and quotations omitted).
59
83 A.3d at 957.
60
Id. at 958.
61
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.03.010(b).
62
Id.; see also ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.03.010(a).
63
Foster v. Wash. Dep’t of Ecology, No. 14-2-25295-1, slip. op. at 4 (Wash. King Cty. Super. Ct., April 18, 2017),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/59a0b19e03596e3462c19d63/1503703455307/
2017.04.18+Order+Granting+Motion+to+Amend.pdf.
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constitutes a breach of the state’s fiduciary duty to protect the atmospheric trust asset for the
benefit of current and future Alaskans.
The public trust imposes a legal obligation on the Department to affirmatively preserve
and protect the citizens’ trust assets from damage or loss, and not to use, waste or dispose of the
asset in a manner that causes injury to the trust beneficiaries, be they present or future. Alaska’s
fiduciary duty in this instance is defined by scientists’ concrete prescriptions for CO2 reductions.
The current level of CO2 in the atmosphere, over 400 ppm, constitutes substantial impairment of
the atmosphere, the ocean, and the climate system.64 Additionally, this level of CO2 in the
atmosphere is causing the substantial impairment of other trust resources including Alaska’s
coastal waters and marine life, Alaska’s freshwaters and permafrost, as well as Alaska’s fish,
wildlife, and forests.65 Scientists have clearly expressed the minimum CO2 reductions that are
needed and requisite timelines for their implementation.66 Alaska may not disclaim this fiduciary
obligation, and is subject to an ongoing mandatory duty to preserve and protect the atmosphere
and other trust assets.
B.

The Department has a Constitutional Obligation to Protect Alaskans’ Inherent and
Inalienable Rights and Common Welfare

Article I, Section 1 of the Alaska Constitution, titled Inherent Rights, recognizes that “all
persons have a natural right to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and the enjoyment of the
rewards of their own industry; [and] that all persons are equal and entitled to equal rights,
opportunities, and protection under the law.”67 “No person shall be deprived” of such inherent
rights “without due process of law.”68 By enumerating these inherent rights, the framers of the
Alaska Constitution clarified their purpose to transmit and protect liberty and Alaska’s heritage
to “succeeding generations.”69 Article VIII, Section 2 states: “The legislature shall provide for
the utilization, development, and conservation of all natural resources belonging to the State,
including land and waters, for the maximum benefit of its people.”70 Article VIII, Section 1
likewise calls for resource development that is “consistent with the public interest,”71 meaning
that “the principles of conservation must govern resource management…[and] that everyone
should be treated equally by [natural resource] management rules….”72 Section 4 of Article VIII
also mandates that all “replenishable resources belonging to the State shall be utilized,
64

Dec. of Dr. Ove Hoegh-Guldberg In Support of Foster v. Wash. Dep’t of Ecology, No. 14-2-25295-1 SEA, at
1,(Wash Sup. Ct. Aug. 24, 2015),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/59a0e23dd482e9c868986767/1503715905156/
15.08.25+Hoegh-GuldbergDecl.pdf; Foster v. Wash. Dep’t of Ecology, No. 14-2-25295-1 SEA, 2015 WL 7721362,
8 (Wash. Super. Ct. Nov. 19, 2015),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/57607fe459827eb8741a852c/1465941993492/
15.11.19.Order_FosterV.Ecology.pdf.; Hansen 2016 Declaration, supra note 15
65
See Infra § F2.
66
See, e.g., Hansen 2016 Declaration, supra note 15
67
ALASKA CONST. art. I, § 1.
68
ALASKA CONST. art. I, § 7.
69
ALASKA CONST., preamble.
70
ALASKA CONST. art. VIII, § 2.
71
ALASKA CONST. art. VIII, § 1.
72
Harrison, A Citizen’s Guide, supra note 9, at 131.
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developed, and maintained on the sustained yield principle, subject to preferences among
beneficial uses.”73 Further, as Professor Gordon S. Harrison explains, Article VIII of Alaska’s
Constitution expressly recognizes the state’s Public Trust Obligations: “Thus, the convention
delegates sought to enshrine in the state constitution the principle that the resources of Alaska
must be managed for the long-run benefit of the people as a whole – that is, the resources of the
state must be managed as a public trust.”74
There is no natural resource of more importance to the public, and succeeding
generations, or more reliant on sustainable practices, than a healthy atmosphere and stable
climate system. A healthy atmosphere and stable climate system are required in order to enjoy
and defend life, liberty, property, safety, happiness, and all other fundamental and inherent
rights. The Alaska Constitution expressly recognizes the fundamental principle that governments
are founded by the people for the benefit of the people.75 The most central and basic benefit that
a government can provide is to protect those essential natural resources necessary for its people
to survive and thrive and for society to function, evolve, and reproduce for future generations. As
the District Court of Oregon recently declared in Juliana v. United States – a federal, youth-led,
constitutional and Public Trust case– inherent rights to life, liberty, and property rest upon the
foundational, and likewise inherent right to “a climate system capable of sustaining human life”
– a right that is “fundamental to a free and ordered society.”76 As the Juliana court stated: “Just
as marriage is the ‘foundation of the family,’ a stable climate system is quite literally the
foundation ‘of society, without which there would be neither civilization nor progress.’”77 In
another youth-led climate case, a Washington state court captured the urgent need of protecting
these inherent rights, stating: “[i]f ever there were a time to recognize through action this right to
preservation of a healthful and pleasant atmosphere, the time is now . . . .”78 That court also
noted that the youth petitioners “very survival depends upon the will of their elders to act now,
decisively and unequivocally, to stem the tide of global warming by accelerating the reduction of
emission of GHG’s . . . .”79
Constitutionally, the State of Alaska has a “fundamental governmental duty to ensure
public safety and welfare.”80 Contrary to that duty, and in contravention to Petitioners’ due
process rights, the state’s actions in licensing and permitting GHG emissions-producing facilities
and activities, and the state’s direct participation in GHG emissions-producing activities,
contributes to climate change and ocean acidification, affirmatively harming Alaska’s citizens.
Likewise, the state’s failure to adequately respond to the threat of climate change threatens
73
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public safety and welfare. For instance, an increasingly destabilized climate system brings more
frequent and intense storms; temperature extremes; wildfires; severe coastal erosion and sea level
rise; the loss of frozen tundra and permafrost on which many Alaska Native communities
depend; the spread of pests, diseases, and allergens; and ocean acidification, among other
impacts. Further, these actions and omissions unconstitutionally favor the short-term economic
benefit of current generations at the expense of the youths’ fundamental rights, discriminating
against them in violation of Alaska’s constitutional guarantee that “all persons are equal and
entitled to equal rights, opportunities, and protection under the law.”81
The United States Constitution also informs the scope of Petitioners’ individual
fundamental rights and the Department’s obligations with respect thereto. Under the terms of the
14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, a state may not deprive its citizens of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law, nor deny them equal protection of the laws.82 These rights
belong to present generations as well as to future generations (our “Posterity”).83 These inherent
and inalienable rights reflect the basic societal contract of the U.S. Constitution to protect
citizens and posterity from government infringement upon basic freedoms and basic (or natural)
rights.
Our nation’s climate system, including the atmosphere and oceans, is critical to
Petitioners’ rights to life, liberty, and property, yet the nation’s climate system has been, and
continues to be, harmed by dangerous levels of greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, youth
petitioners will be denied their constitutional rights to equal protection of the laws because they
will disproportionately experience the irreversible and catastrophic impacts of an atmosphere and
oceans containing dangerous levels of CO2 and a dangerous destabilized national climate system.
Today’s adults will not experience the full scope of catastrophic harms that will be experienced
by Youth Petitioners . In order to ensure that the U.S. and Alaskan Constitutional rights of
Petitioners, and all Alaskans, to life, liberty, and property, and equal protection of the laws, are
not further infringed upon, Alaska must do its part to ensure that a balanced climate system is
restored, and CO2 levels are reduced to no more than 350 ppm.
Of course, rights guaranteed under U.S. Constitution as presently interpreted by the U.S.
Supreme Court represent a floor, not a ceiling to the rights established by the states. Alaskans
have long benefited from a broader array of protection under the Alaska Constitution.84 Even
when Alaska Constitutional provisions are closely akin to those of the Federal Constitution, the
state has “a duty, to develop additional constitutional rights and privileges” fundamental to the
“intention and spirit of [Alaska's] constitutional language and…necessary for the kind of
81
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civilized life and ordered liberty which is at the core of our constitutional heritage.”85 Rather than
“stand by idly and passively, waiting for constitutional direction from the highest court of the
land,” Alaska prides itself on “moving concurrently to develop and expound the principles
embedded in [its] constitutional law.”86
Alaska, through its “equal protection clause,” has done just that: it has guaranteed youth
Petitioners “not only equal ‘protection,’ but also equal ‘rights’ and ‘opportunities’ under the
law.”87 The impacts of climate change described below (see Section VI below) threaten the
constitutional rights of all Alaskans, but especially those of Petitioners , who, as a result of
current and future impacts of climate change, are not now – or in the future – able to enjoy rights
and opportunities equal to those enjoyed by the rest of us. Indeed, without immediate sciencebased actions to reduce CO2 emissions, the impacts of climate change and ocean acidification
will lead to a very different, far less hospitable planet.
C.

The Department is Statutorily Obligated to Protect Alaska’s Public Trust
Resources by Regulating Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The essential purpose of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation is to
protect Alaska’s natural resources for the public’s benefit. Specifically, the Alaska legislature
formed the Department for the purposes set forth in the Department’s organic statute. That
statute makes clear that the Department’s reason for being is to: (1) “conserve, improve, and
protect [Alaska’s] natural resources and environment and control water, land, and air pollution,
in order to enhance the health, safety, and welfare of the people of the state and their overall
economic and social well-being;” and (2) “manage the basic resources of water land, and air to
the end that the state may fulfill its responsibility as trustee for the present and future
generations.” 88 To these ends, the Alaska Legislature has tasked the Department with the
authority and obligation to both “adopt regulations necessary to carry out” and “take actions
necessary and proper to further” such purposes89 and designated the Department as the
governmental entity with “primary responsibility for the adoption and enforcement of regulations
setting standards for the prevention and abatement of all water, land, subsurface land, and air
pollution, and other sources or potential sources of pollution of the environment….”90
In addition to the Department’s general authority and mandate to issue and enforce
regulations for the protection and conservation of Alaska’s natural resources, including the
atmosphere,91 the Alaska Legislature specifically authorized the Department to adopt regulations
“establishing ambient air quality standards [and] emissions standards,”92 and “for the control of
85
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the emissions from motor vehicles,”93 and directed the Department to “adopt regulations to
address substantive and procedural elements of the emission control permit program….”94
Per the Air Quality and Control Chapter of Alaska's Administrative Code, the
Department has a duty “to identify, prevent, abate, and control air pollution in a manner that
meets the purposes of AS 46.03, AS 46.14, and [the federal Clean Air Act]....”95 The purposes of
AS 46.03, as pertaining to the regulation of air pollution, including greenhouse gas emissions
(“GHGs”), are: (1) “to conserve, improve, and protect [Alaska’s] natural resources and
environment and control...air pollution, in order to enhance the health, safety, and welfare of the
people of the state and their overall economic and social well-being;”96 and (2) “to improve and
coordinate the environmental plans, functions, powers, and programs of the state, in cooperation
with the federal government, regions, local governments, other public and private organizations,
and concerned individuals, and to develop and manage the basic resource[] of...air to the end
that the state may fulfill its responsibility as trustee of the environment for the present and future
generations.”97 AS 46.14 specifically authorizes the Department to set ambient air quality and
emissions standards and regulate motor vehicle emissions, and directs the Department to regulate
the control emission permit program.98
Both the Department’s organic statute and the Air Quality and Control Chapter of
Alaska’s Administrative Code, adopted pursuant thereto, define “air pollution” as “the presence
in the outdoor atmosphere of one or more air contaminants in quantities and duration that tend to
be injurious to human health or welfare, animal or plant life or property or would unreasonably
interfere with the enjoyment of life or property.”99 As demonstrated in Section VI below ,
elevated levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are injurious to human, plant and animal
life, and to property, such that the Department is statutorily obligated to regulate Alaska’s GHG
emissions. Additionally, Alaska’s definition is consistent with the definition of “air pollutant”
contained in the federal Clean Air Act.100 In Massachusetts v. EPA, the U.S. Supreme Court
declared that CO2 is an air pollutant covered by the Clean Air Act101 and the Department already
has adopted federal standards governing GHG emissions from a number of sources.102
VI.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND – CLIMATE CHANGE AND ALASKA
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Alaska’s efforts to reduce GHG emissions have thus far been insufficient to adequately
protect the interests of current and future citizens of Alaska. Numerous climate change studies
have been commissioned and completed, but this is not sufficient to address Alaska’s climate
crisis. In order to avoid catastrophic climate change, the State’s efforts need to be guided by a
scientifically-prescribed goal of reducing GHG emissions sufficient for Alaska to do its part to
return the atmospheric concentration of CO2 to 350 ppm by 2100.
In its final 2007 report to the Alaska Legislature, the Alaska Climate Impacts Assessment
Commission explicitly recognized Alaska’s need for the best, most up-to-date science when
assessing climate change mitigation tactics: “The Commission concluded that informed decisionmaking will need objective, reliable data, continued monitoring activities in the field and at sea,
and the most up-to-date research we can acquire. What follows is the best, most objective,
reliable data and up-to-date research regarding the science of climate change, its impacts, and the
proscription to end it. This information necessitates adoption of Petitioners’ proposed rule.
A.

The Science Unequivocally Shows that Anthropogenic Climate Change is
Occurring, and is Threatening the Stability of the Global Climate System
1. Climate Change is Caused by Human Activities

For over fifty years, the United States government has known that carbon dioxide
pollution from burning fossil fuels was causing global warming and dangerous climate change,
and that continuing to burn fossil fuels would destabilize the climate system on which present
and future generations of our nation depend for their wellbeing and survival.103 In a 1965 Report
of President Lyndon Johnson’s Scientific Advisors, “Restoring the Quality of Our Environment,”
the President’s Science Advisory Committee stated: “that “pollutants have altered on a global
scale the carbon dioxide content of the air” through the “burning of coal, oil and natural gas.”104
The Executive Branch warned that “carbon dioxide [gases] are accumulating in such large
quantities that they may eventually produce marked climatic change.”105 The 1965 Report
confirmed that anthropogenic pollutants, including CO2, threaten “the health, longevity,
livelihood, recreation, cleanliness and happiness of citizens who have no direct stake in their
production, but cannot escape their influence.”106 The Executive Branch described the marked
climatic changes from CO2 pollution as including the melting of the Antarctic icecap, rising sea
levels, warming oceans, acidifying waters, and additional releasing of CO2 and methane due to
these events.107 It recommended reducing the heating of the Earth because of the “extraordinary
103
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economic and human importance” of our climate system.108 Since 1965, studies and reports also
have made clear the significant harms that would be caused if we did not and do not reduce
reliance on carbon-intense energy from fossil fuels and rapidly transition to carbon-free
energy.109
Since 1990, the best available science has shown that CO2 levels in the atmosphere must
be stabilized at or below 350 ppm in order to protect our nation’s climate system and that a swift
transition away from fossil fuels was necessary.110 In December 1990, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (“EPA”) submitted a report to Congress on “Policy Options for Stabilizing
Global Climate.”111 The EPA’s 1990 Report concluded: “responses to the greenhouse problem
that are undertaken now will be felt for decades in the future, and lack of action now will
similarly bequeath climate change to future generations.”112 The 1990 Report called for
stabilizing atmospheric CO2 concentrations at 350 ppm, the current level of that time. In its 1990
Report, EPA confirmed the Executive Branch’s findings from 1965 that CO2 was a “dangerous”
pollutant. Twenty-five years later, today’s best science confirms that 350 ppm is the maximum
safe level of atmospheric CO2 required to restore a stable climate system.
On October 15, 1992, the Senate ratified the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (“UNFCCC”).113 The UNFCCC was executed to “protect the climate system for
the benefit of present and future generations of humankind.”114 The UNFCCC evidences an
“overwhelming weight” of support for protection of the atmosphere under the norms and
principles of intergenerational equity.115 The minimal objective of the UNFCCC is the
“stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent
dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. Such a level should be achieved
within a time frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to ensure
that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to proceed in a
sustainable manner.”116
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The United States Global Change Research Program (“USGCRP”)117 has confirmed that
anthropogenic global warming is occurring and is adversely impacting the Earth’s climate.118
The present rate of global heating is occurring as a result of human activities that release heattrapping GHGs and intensify the Earth’s natural greenhouse effect at an accelerated rate, thereby
changing Earth’s climate.119 This abnormal climate change is unequivocally human-induced,120
is occurring now, and will continue to occur unless drastic measures are taken to curtail it.121
Climate change is damaging both natural and human systems, and if unrestrained, will alter the
planet’s habitability.122
According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”), “the case for
finding that greenhouse gases in the atmosphere endanger public health and welfare is
compelling and, indeed, overwhelming.”123 The EPA further stated in April 2009 that “the
evidence points ineluctably to the conclusion that climate change is upon us as a result of
greenhouse gas emissions, that climate changes are already occurring that harm our health and
welfare, and that the effects will only worsen over time in the absence of regulatory action.”124
Human beings have benefited from living on a hospitable planet with conditions that are
just right for human life to evolve, expand, and flourish.125 The Earth is a “Goldilocks” planet
117
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with an atmosphere that has fewer GHGs than that of Venus (which is too hot), and more than
that of Mars (which is too cold), which is just perfect for the amazing diversity of life that has
developed and thrived on planet Earth.126
GHGs in the atmosphere act like a blanket over the Earth to trap the heat that it receives
from the sun.127 More GHGs in the atmosphere mean that more heat is being retained on Earth,
with less heat radiating back out into space.128 Without this greenhouse effect, the average
surface temperature of our planet would be 0°F (- 18°C) instead of 59°F (15°C).129 Scientists
have understood this basic mechanism of global warming since the late-nineteenth century.130
Human beings have significantly altered the chemical composition of the Earth’s
atmosphere and its climate system.131 Collectively, we have changed the atmosphere and the
Earth’s climate system by engaging in activities that produce or release GHGs into the
atmosphere.132 Carbon dioxide is the key GHG, and there is abundant evidence that its emissions
are largely responsible for the current warming trend.133 Although much of the excess carbon
dioxide is absorbed by the oceans, plants, and forests, the increase of GHG concentrations
resulting from historic and present human activities has altered the Earth’s ability to maintain the
delicate balance of energy it receives from the sun and that which it radiates back out into
space.134
In 2013, the CO2 concentration in our atmosphere exceeded 400 ppm for the first time in
recorded history (compared to the pre-industrial concentration of 280 ppm).135 For the first time
since CO2 levels in the global atmosphere have been tracked, the monthly global average
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concentration of CO2 was 400 ppm for the entire month of March 2015.136 On April 18, 2017,
atmospheric concentrations of CO2 exceeded 410 ppm for the first time in human history, and
indeed, since long before humans began maintaining records of any sort.137 Current atmospheric
CO2 concentrations are the highest they have been in the last 3 million years.138 The rate of fossil
fuels emissions has also increased from 1.5%/year during 1973-2000 to 2.6%/year in 20002014.139 The rate of CO2 concentrations’ increase in the atmosphere is also increasing,140 from
0.85 ppm per year in the 1960-1970 period, to 2.0 ppm per year in the 2000-2010 period.141
Concentrations of other GHGs in the atmosphere have also increased from human
activities. Atmospheric concentrations of methane, for example, have increased nearly 250%
since the pre-industrial period.142 Concentrations of nitrous oxide have also increased by
120%.143
Humans not only continue to add GHGs into the atmosphere at a rate that outpaces their
removal through natural processes,144 but the current and projected CO2 increase, for example, is
about one hundred times faster than any that has occurred over the past 800,000 years.145 This
increase has to be considered in light of the lifetime of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. A
substantial portion (around 20%) of every ton of CO2 emitted by humans persists in the
atmosphere for as long as a millennium or more, and while there, it continues to affect the
climate system.146 The current concentrations of GHGs in the atmosphere, therefore, are the
result of both historic and current emissions. As the bulk of current GHG emissions will persist
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for centuries to millennia, the impacts associated with the GHG emissions of today will be
mostly borne by our children and future generations.
Changes in different aspects of Earth’s climate system over the last century tell a
coherent story: the impacts we see today are consistent with the scientific understanding of how
the climate system should respond to GHG increases from human activities and how the Earth
has responded to increases in CO2 in the past.147 This is reflected in ice cores that have trapped
air from thousands to a few million years ago, tree rings, and seabed sediments that show where
sea level was thousands and even millions of years ago.148 Collectively, these changes cannot be
explained as the product of natural climate variability alone.149 A substantial and predominant
human contribution provides the best explanation of observed climate changes.150
These well-documented and observable impacts from the changes in Earth’s climate
system highlight that the current level of atmospheric CO2 concentration has already taken the
planet into a danger zone.151 The Earth will continue to warm in reaction to concentrations of
CO2 from past emissions as well as present and future emissions.152
2. Global Temperature Increases
One key observable change is the rapid increase in recorded global surface
temperatures.153 As a result of increased atmospheric GHGs from human activities, the Earth has
warmed as scientists have predicted.154 The increased concentrations of greenhouse gases in our
atmosphere, primarily CO2,155 have raised global surface temperature by 1.1°C (2°F) since the
late nineteenth century,156 which is close to, and probably slightly above, the maximum warming
of the Holocene area, the period of relatively stable climate over the last 10,000 years over which
human civilization developed.157 In the last century, the Earth has warmed at a rate “roughly ten
times faster than the average rate of ice-age-recovery warming.”158 Because of the centuries it
147
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takes for the climate system to respond to chances in atmospheric CO2 composition, due to the
ocean’s great thermal inertia, there is substantial additional warming already “in the pipeline,”
meaning that it is inevitable.159 Warming already in the pipeline is mostly attributable to climate
mechanisms that slowly heat the Earth’s climate system in response to atmospheric CO2.160
Because of year-to-year variations in these thermometer readings, scientists compare
temperature differences over a decade to determine patterns.161 Employing this decadal scale, the
surface of the planet has warmed at a rate of roughly 0.12°C per decade since 1951.162 Global
mean surface temperature has been decidedly higher during the last few decades of the twentieth
century than at any time during the preceding four centuries.163 Global surface temperatures have
been rising dramatically since 1951164 and, at the time 2010 tied for the hottest year on record165
and “January 2000 to December 2009 was the warmest decade on record,” while “[t]he year
2013 tied with 2009 and 2006 for the seventh warmest year since 1880.”166 Then, 2014 became
the new hottest year on record.167 In 2015 the average global temperature “shattered the previous
mark set in 2014 by 0.23 degrees Fahrenheit (0.13 Celsius).”168 Then 2016 became the hottest
year on record, making “2016 the third year in a row to set a new record for global surface
temperatures.”169 “Not only was 2016 the warmest year on record, but 8 of the 12 months that
make up the year – from January through September, with the exception of June – were the
warmest on record for those respective months. October, November, and December of 2016 were
the second warmest of those months on record – in all three cases, behind records set in 2015.”170
In 2016, the Arctic experienced its “warmest year ever, consistent with record low sea ice found
in that region for most of the year.”171 Notably, 16 of the 17 hottest years on record have
occurred since 2001.172 2017 is shaping up to be no exception to this trend; so far the year has
already shown the second warmest January-March on record.173 In July 2017, the year-to-date
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average temperature for the contiguous U.S. was 50.9°F, 3.4°F above average. This is the second
warmest on record, 1.2°F cooler than the record set in 2012.174
The dramatic increase of the average global surface temperature is alarming. The past
several decades present an anomaly, as global surface temperatures are registering higher than at
any point in the past 1,300 years.175 The IPCC has observed that “[w]arming of the climate
system is unequivocal.”176 The United States EPA has recognized the scientific consensus that
has developed on the fact of global warming and its cause: the Earth is heating up due to human
activities.177
Changes in many different aspects of Earth’s climate system over the past century are
consistent with this warming trend. Based on straightforward scientific principles, humaninduced GHG increases lead not only to warming of land surfaces,178 but also to the warming of
oceans,179 increased atmospheric moisture levels,180 rises in the global sea level,181 and changes
in rainfall182 and atmospheric air circulation patterns that affect water and heat distribution.183
As expected (and consistent with the temperature increases in land surfaces), ocean
temperatures have also increased. Increased ocean temperatures affect the ocean’s ability to
circulate heat around the globe; which can have catastrophic implications for the global climate
system.184 Despite its ability to absorb enormous amounts of heat without corresponding
temperature changes, the average temperature of the global ocean has increased significantly.185
The most significant indicator of the planet’s energy imbalance due to human-induced GHG
increases is the long-term increase in global average ocean heat content over the last 50 years,
extending down to several thousand meters below the ocean surface.186
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3. Precipitation, Storms, Wildfires, and Drought
As predicted, precipitation patterns have changed due to increases in atmospheric
moisture levels and changes in atmospheric air circulation patterns, another indicator that the
Earth is warming.187 As the Earth warms, moisture levels increase because warmer air holds
more moisture.188 In arid regions, however, higher temperatures lead to greater evaporation.189
Changes in the Earth’s water cycle increase the potential for, and severity of, storms,
flooding, and droughts.190 Storm-prone areas are already experiencing a greater likelihood and
incidence of severe storms and this heightened threat will continue.191 In arid regions, increased
precipitation is likely to cause flash flooding followed by drought.192
These changes are already occurring. Coinciding with increasing temperatures, droughts
in parts of the midwestern, southeastern, and western United States have increased in frequency
and severity within the last fifty years.193 Most of the recent heat waves can be attributed to
human-caused climate disruption.194 For example, in September 2015 almost 20% of the United
States experienced a severe to exceptional drought and over 50% of the United States was
abnormally dry.195 Over 40% of the western United States experienced a severe to exceptional
drought196 and 92% of California experienced a severe to exceptional drought.197 Nearly 60
million people in the west were being affected by drought. Severe drought of this kind has
significant implications for drinking water supplies, agriculture, rivers, and fish.
Based on the laws of physics and the past climate record, scientists have concluded that
precipitation events will increase globally, particularly in tropical and high latitude regions,
while decreasing in subtropical and mid-latitude regions,198 with longer periods between normal
heavy rainfalls.199 In the arctic, precipitation is expected to increase by more than 50 percent as a
result of anthropogenic climate change.200 Climate change is already causing, and will continue
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to cause, more frequent, extreme, and costly weather events (such as hurricanes).201 Coinciding
with increasing temperatures in the Atlantic sea surface, the annual number of major tropical
storms and hurricanes has increased over the past 100 years in North America.202
Other changes consistent with climate modeling resulting from global warming have
been observed. These include not only in the amount, intensity, and frequency of precipitation
but also in the type of precipitation.203 In higher altitude and latitude regions, including in
mountainous areas, more precipitation is falling as rain rather than snow.204 With early snow
melt occurring because of climate change, the reduction in snowpack can aggravate water supply
problems.205 The snow cover extent of North America in June 2013 was the fourth lowest ever
recorded.206 According to a snow report from April 2015, snow cover extent for the contiguous
U.S. was 161,000 square miles, which is 121,000 square miles below the 1981-2010 average.207
This means the April 2015 snow cover extent was the 10th smallest on record and the smallest
since 2012.208 In March 2016, the snow cover for the contiguous U.S. was 382,000 square miles,
359,000 square miles below the 1981-2010 average and the second smallest snow cover in the
50-year period for which records exist.209 In March 2017, the snow cover for the contiguous U.S.
was yet again below the 1981-2010 average, this time by 81,000 square miles, the 19th smallest
in the 51-year period of record.210
As the 2010 Russian summer heat wave graphically demonstrated, heat can destroy
crops, trigger wildfires, exacerbate air pollution, and cause increased illness and deaths.211
Similar impacts are occurring across the United States. The “number and frequency of forest
fires and insect outbreaks are increasing in the interior West, the Southwest, and Alaska.
Precipitation and stream temperatures are increasing in most of the continental United States.
The western United States is experiencing reduced snowpack and earlier peaks in spring runoff.
The growth of many crops and weeds is being stimulated.”212 Climate change and ocean
acidification are threatening the survival and wellbeing of millions of species of plants, fish and
201
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wildlife, and Earth’s biodiversity. As many as one in six species are threatened with extinction
due to climate change.213 Many more species that do not face extinction will face changes in
abundance, distributions, and species interactions that cause adverse impacts for ecosystems and
humans.214
Climate change, and related warmer temperatures and drought, are leading to longer and
more destructive wildfire seasons. In 2015 for example, Alaskan wildfires burned over 5 million
acres.215 Alaska’s 2015 wildfire season was the second worse since records began in 1940,
exceeded only by the 2004 record-breaking wildfire season.216 As the American Meteorological
Society concluded, anthropogenic climate change has increased the risk of fire seasons of this
severity in Alaska by 34-60%.217 Wildfires likewise ravaged areas throughout the western United
States. The Governor of Washington, Jay Inslee, referred to the 2015 wildfire situation in
Washington as “an unprecedented cataclysm.”218 Fires burned millions of acres, destroyed
hundreds of homes, and caused multiple fatalities. Indeed, the 2015 fire season set an ominous
record: for the first time on record U.S. wildfires burned more than 10 million acres.219 2015 was
also the most expensive wildfire season on record with over $1.7 billion spent to fight fires.220
Wildfire seasons are only expected to get increasingly destructive, dangerous, and expensive in
the coming years as a result of climate change.221
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4. Sea Level Rise
As expected, global sea levels have also risen, and are expected to continue to rise at an
exponential, not linear, rate.222 Based on measurements taken from 1993-2010, sea levels have
been rising at an average rate of 3.2 millimeters per year.223 Though sea levels rose about 8
inches over the last century, within the last decade, that rate has nearly doubled.224 Ice melt
doubling of 10, 20, or 40 years would result in sea level rise of several meters in 50, 100, or 200
years respectively and, as evidenced by recent ice melting, it appears that the ice melt doubling
time is currently at the low end of the 10-40 year range.225 Rising seas, brought about by melting
of polar icecaps and glaciers, as well as by thermal expansion of the warming oceans, will cause
flooding in coastal and low-lying areas.226 The combination of rising sea levels and more severe
storms creates conditions conducive to severe storm surges during high tides.227 In coastal
communities this can overwhelm coastal defenses (such as levees and sea walls), as witnessed
during Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Sandy.228 Because of the long time that CO2 persists in
the climate system, without immediate and rapid reductions in CO2 emissions we will lock in
catastrophic consequences, including multi-meter sea level rise. This would mean that all coastal
cities would “los[e] functionality” with “practically incalculable” economic and social costs.229
Relying on adaptation to these threats “will be unacceptable to most of humanity.”230
Sea level is not uniform across the globe because it depends on variables such as ocean
temperature and currents.231 Unsurprisingly, the most vulnerable lands are low-lying islands,
river deltas, and areas that already lie below sea level because of land subsidence.232 Based on
these factors, scientists have concluded that the immediate threats to the United States from
rising seas are the most severe on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts.233 Worldwide, hundreds of
millions of people live in river deltas and vulnerable coastlines.234
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If carbon pollution is not quickly abated, there is near scientific certainty that humanity
will experience sea level rise of several meters this century,235 submerging much of the eastern
seaboard of the U.S., as well as low lying areas of Europe, the Far-East, and the Indian subcontinent. This would mean that we would lose the functionality of all coastal cities, with
“incalculable” economic and socials costs.236 “Today, rising sea levels are submerging low-lying
lands, eroding beaches, converting wetlands to open water, exacerbating coastal flooding, and
increasing the salinity of estuaries and freshwater aquifers.”237 Low-lying lands are especially
vulnerable to sea level rise. Scientists have predicted that wetlands in the Mid-Atlantic region of
the United States cannot withstand a 7-millimeter per year rise in sea levels.238 As wetlands are
inundated, further impacts from sea level rise will multiply, as “protection of coastal lands and
people against storm surge will be compromised.”239
Glacial and ice cap melting is one of the major indicators of global warming and is a
significant cause of global sea level change.240 When glaciers and ice caps melt, this adds water
to the ocean.241 As a result of these interlocking changes, “sea level rise is expected to continue
well beyond this century as a result of both past and future GHG emissions from human
activities.”242
5. Glaciers, Sea Ice, and Permafrost
As expected, mountain glaciers, which are the source of freshwater for hundreds of
millions of people, are receding worldwide because of warming temperatures.243 In the Brooks
Range of northern Alaska, all of the glaciers are in retreat and in southeastern Alaska 98% are in
retreat.244 In 2010, Glacier National Park in Montana had only twenty-five glaciers larger than
twenty-five acres, down from one hundred and fifty in 1850.245 These glaciers may be
completely gone in the coming decades.246 Mountain glaciers are in retreat all over the world,
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including on Mt. Kilimanjaro, in the Himalayas and the Alps (99% in retreat), among the glaciers
of Peru and Chile (92% in retreat), and in the United States.247
Although a relatively minor contribution to sea level rise, the melting of mountain
glaciers is serious in areas that rely on snow melt for irrigation and drinking water supply.248 A
large snow pack or glacier acts as a supplemental reservoir, holding a great deal of water in the
form of ice and snow through the winter and spring and releasing it in the summer when rainfall
is lower or absent.249 The water systems of the western United States (particularly California)
and the Andean nations of Peru and Chile, among other places, all heavily rely on these natural
forms of water storage.250 In addition to providing a more reliable water supply, the storing of
precipitation as ice and snow helps moderate potential flooding.251 Yet as temperatures warm,
not only will these areas lose this supplemental form of water storage, but also severe flooding is
likely to increase (because when rain falls on snow, it accelerates the melting of glaciers and
snow packs).252
Scientists have also documented an overall trend of Arctic sea ice thinning.253 The arctic
sea ice (frozen ocean water) extent for March 2017 was “the lowest in the satellite record for the
month.”254 Arctic sea ice plays an important role in stabilizing the global climate because it
reflects back into space much of the solar radiation that the region receives.255 In contrast, open
ocean water absorbs much more heat from the sun, thus, amplifying human-induced warming
and creating an increased global warming effect.256 As Arctic sea ice decreases, the region is less
capable of stabilizing the global climate and may act as a feedback loop (thereby aggravating
global warming).257 Arctic sea ice is declining precipitously and is expected to disappear
completely in the coming decades.258 During the 2007 melt season, the extent of Arctic sea ice
declined precipitously to what was then its lowest level since satellite measurements began in
1979.259 In 2013, Arctic sea ice extent for September was 700,000 square miles less than the
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1981-2010 average for the same period.260 In 2014, the Arctic sea ice extent for September was
463,000 square miles below average.261 In 2015, the maximum extent of the Arctic sea ice was
the lowest in the satellite record at the time.262 The 2015 record was broken just a year later, in
2016, when the wintertime extent of the arctic sea ice hit another record low, according to
NASA.263 This record was again broken, for the third straight year, in 2017, when an all-time
record low maximum extent of arctic sea ice coincided with a historic low minimum extent for
Antarctic sea ice.264 With less sea ice, less solar radiation is reflected back to space. Thus, these
tends reflect that the melting of ice is part of a positive feedback loop that amplifies warming.
Similarly, there has been a general increase in permafrost temperatures and permafrost
melting in Alaska and other parts of the Arctic.265 Because much of the Arctic permafrost
overlays old peat bogs, scientists believe (and are concerned) that the thawing of the
permafrost266 may release methane that will further increase global warming to even more
dangerous levels.267 Indeed, substantial methane releases from thawing permafrost have been
detected in Alaska and Siberia.268 The amount of carbon dioxide emitted from northern tundra
areas in Alaska between October and December each year has increased 70 percent since
1975.269 Carbon dioxide and methane released from thawing permafrost could contribute “as
much as 0.4° F to 0.6° F of warming by 2100.”270
Beginning in late 2000, the Jakobshavn Isbrae Glacier (which has a major influence over
the mass of the Greenland ice sheet) lost significant amounts of ice.271 In August 2010, an
enormous iceberg (roughly ninety-seven square miles in size) broke off from Greenland.272 In the
especially hot summer of 2012, Greenland’s Rink Glacier, which typically drains about 11
billion tons (11 gigatons) of ice per year in the early 2000s, lost an additional 6.7 gigatons of
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mass in a solitary melt event lasting four months.273 Nine Antarctic ice shelves have also
collapsed into icebergs in the last fifty years (six of them since 1996).274 An ice shelf roughly the
size of Rhode Island collapsed in 2002, and an ice bridge collapsed in 2009, leaving an ice shelf
the size of Jamaica on the verge of shearing off.275 The 2002 collapse of the Larsen Ice Shelf,
which had existed for at least 11,000 years, was “unprecedented in respect to both area and
time.”276 The “sudden and complete disintegration” of the Larsen Ice Shelf took a mere 35
days.277
Most recently, scientific reports warn of the disintegration of both the West Antarctic ice
sheet and the East Antarctic ice sheet, causing multi-meter sea-level rise.278 Such sea level rise
will devastate coastal regions, including much of the eastern seaboard. Millions of Americans
and trillions of dollars in property damage will result. The risk of this devastation approaches
certainty, unless fossil fuel emissions are rapidly phased out. The recent studies more fully
account for the potential for non-linear ice sheet melting, which could raise the sea level by 10
feet (or more) by mid-century.279 The rate of melting for these ice sheets is exceeding scientists’
expectations, requiring scientists to forecast even greater increases in global sea level rise.280
6. Ocean Acidification
The negative effects of increased CO2 emissions are not limited to changes in our climate
systems. Rather, CO2 emissions are also having a severe impact on our oceans. As it stands, the
oceans absorb around 30% of global CO2 emissions.281 This absorption has greatly mitigated the
effects CO2 otherwise would have had on our climate.282 However, the cost of this mitigation has
been a pernicious change in our ocean’s chemistry.283
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Ocean acidification is defined as “a reduction in the pH of seawater for an extended
period due primarily to the uptake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by the ocean.”284 Over
the last 250 years, humans have increased atmospheric CO2 concentrations by 40%.285 The
oceans, in turn, have absorbed about a quarter of this CO2.286 As CO2 has been absorbed and
dissolved in the seawater it has had an acidifying effect.287 As a result, “[o]ver the last 250 years,
the average upper-ocean pH has decreased by about 0.1 units, from about 8.2 to 8.1.”288 This
drop in pH corresponds with a 30% increase in surface ocean acidity.289
This carbon dioxide absorption and resulting acidity in oceans cause a decrease in the
concentration of carbonate ions, which threatens the formation of calcium carbonate shells and
skeletons in many marine organisms. When CO2 enters into solution with water (H2O), carbonic
acid (H3CO2) is formed. The carbonic acid then breaks down, releasing a bicarbonate ion (HCO3)
and a hydrogen ion (H+).290 As increasing quantities of CO2 dissolve in seawater, the
concentration of hydrogen ions increases, causing a decrease in pH (pH is inversely proportional
to the concentration of hydrogen ions: the greater the concentration of hydrogen ions, the lower
the pH) and an increase in acidity.291 The newly free hydrogen ion then bonds with a free
carbonate ion, forming another bicarbonate ion (HCO3-).292 Thus as the concentration of
hydrogen ions increases, the concentration of carbonate decreases.293 This is significant because
carbonate is essential to many life-functions, such as forming calcium carbonate shells and
skeletons.294 This process has been described in the Figure 1 below:295
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Ocean acidity has been rising at a geologically unprecedented rate. Currently, acidity is
rising at least 100 times faster than at any other period during the last 100,000 years.296 There
have been periods during which levels of atmospheric CO2 concentration and ocean acidity were
higher than today’s levels. However, the rate at which these levels were reached was much
slower than the rate at which atmospheric CO2 and oceanic pH are changing today.297 For
example, around 55 million years ago, during the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
(PETM), atmospheric CO2 concentrations increased to around 1800 ppm and the pH of the
oceans declined by around 0.45 units over roughly 5000 years.298 This rise in pH resulted in an
extinction event, during which “about half of benthic foraminifera (tiny shelled protists) species
went extinct over a 1000-year period.”299 Today, the rate at which acidity is rising is nearly ten
times faster than during the period leading up the PETM extinction event.300 The danger here is
that the rate of acidification may outpace the natural capacity of the ocean to buffer the excess
CO2 levels.301 Scientists have projected that if anthropogenic CO2 emissions continue at present
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trends, oceanic pH may drop another 0.5 units by 2100, a threefold decrease from pre-industrial
times. 302 Such a drop would also bring oceanic pH outside the natural range of variation.303
The oceans have a limited ability to buffer increases in the availability of hydrogen
ions. As the concentration of hydrogen ions increases due to increased concentrations of
atmospheric CO2, more of these newly available hydrogen ions react with carbonate ions to form
bicarbonate.305 This process, known as a carbonate buffer, then reduces the total resulting
decrease in pH.306 However, as more and more carbonate is consumed through the natural
dissolution of CO2, and through the buffering processes, “[t]he capacity of the buffer to restrict
pH changes diminishes as increased amounts of CO2 are absorbed by the oceans.”307 As a result,
as carbonate ions become less readily available, the oceans will acidify at increasingly rapid
rates.308
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Many important marine organisms, including shellfish and corals, require sufficient
concentrations of carbonate and bicarbonate in order to build structures, such as shells, out of
calcium carbonate (CaCO3).309 Calcium carbonate will dissolve in seawater unless the water is
saturated with carbonate ions.310 Calcium carbonate also becomes more soluble as temperature
decreases and pressure increases.311 As a result, as depth increases, causing temperature to
decrease and pressure to increase, calcium carbonate becomes more soluble.312These variables
(carbonate ion concentrations, temperature, and pressure) interact to create a natural barrier,
known as a saturation horizon, below which calcium carbonate will dissolve, and above which
calcium carbonate is capable of forming.313 As more and more anthropogenic CO2 has dissolved,
the carbonate ion concentration has decreased causing the saturation horizon for calcium
carbonate to rise.314 To survive, calcium carbonate-dependent species must live above the
saturation horizon.315 As the saturation horizon rises, it poses a greater threat to calcium
carbonate-dependent marine species by encroaching upon their habitat.316
The shoaling, or rising, of calcite and aragonite (two forms of calcium carbonate)
saturation horizons poses a real threat to the world’s coral reefs. Scientists have found that
“where coral reefs occur, carbonate-ion concentrations over the past 420,000 years have not
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fallen below 240 mmol kg−1.”317 Today, “carbonate-ion concentrations (~210 mmol kg−1) [are]
lower than at any other time during the past 420,000 years.”318 Today, coral reefs are not found
in waters with aragonite concentrations below 3.25 mmol kg-1.319 As the concentration of
atmospheric carbon dioxide increases, the potentially viable coral habitats decrease.320 The
current rate at which carbonate ion concentrations are decreasing is likely to outpace the ability
of the world’s corals to adapt to, let alone mitigate against, the changes.321
Over the past 136 years (from 1870-2006) atmospheric CO2 changed 136 times faster
than during the previous 420,000 years, and temperature changed 70 times faster.322 As the
present and projected future rates of change “dwarf even those of the ice age transitions…it is
likely that [the rate of these] changes will exceed the capacity of most organisms to adapt.”323
Given that “[c]oral reefs are among the most biologically diverse and economically important
ecosystems on the planet, providing ecosystem services that are vital to human societies and
industries through fisheries, coastal protection, building materials, new biochemical compounds,
and tourism,” the impact of their loss on the planet cannot be overstated.324 The impacts of ocean
acidification to Alaska’s fisheries are likely to be similarly devastating (See Section VI.B.4.b).
7. Agricultural and Forest Losses
Changes in water supply and water quality resulting from climate change will impact
agriculture in the United States.325 Additionally, increased heat and associated issues such as
pests, crop diseases, and weather extremes, will all impact crop and livestock production and
quality.326 For example, climate change in the United States has produced warmer summers,
enabling the mountain pine beetle to produce two generations of beetles in a single summer
season, where it had previously only been able to produce one. In Alaska, the spruce beetle is
maturing in one year when it had previously taken two years.327 The expansion of the forest
beetle population has killed millions of hectares of trees across the United States and Canada and
resulted in millions of dollars lost from decreased timber and tourism revenues.328
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Agriculture is extremely susceptible to climate changes and higher temperatures
generally reduce yields of desirable crops while promoting pest and weed329 proliferation.330
Global climate change is predicted to decrease crop yields, increase crop prices, decrease
worldwide calorie availability, and by 2050 increase child malnutrition by 20%.331 Climate
change threatens global food security and so any effort to mitigate global warming is effectively
promoting a secure food supply.332
8. Human Health Impacts
Combustion of fossil fuels and resulting climate change are already contributing to an
increase in asthma, cancer, cardiovascular disease, stroke, heat-related morbidity and mortality,
food-borne diseases, and neurological diseases and disorders.333 Climate change has been called
“the most serious threat to the public health of the 21st century.”334 Droughts, floods, heat waves
and other extreme weather events linked to climate change also lead to a myriad of health
issues.335 The World Health Organization has stated that “[l]ong-term climate change threatens
to exacerbate today’s problems while undermining tomorrow’s health systems, infrastructure,
social protection systems, and supplies of food, water, and other ecosystem products and services
that are vital for human health.”336 Climate change is not only expected to affect the basic
requirements for maintaining health (clean air and water, sufficient food, and adequate shelter)
but it is likely to present new challenges for controlling infectious disease and even “halt or
reverse the progress that the global public health community is now making against many of
these diseases.”337 Children are especially vulnerable to adverse health impacts due to climate
change.338
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Recent studies have highlighted the adverse mental health effects that result from climate
change. One study noted that as many as 200 million Americans are expected to have mental
health problems as a result of climate change and added that mental health disorders are likely to
be one of the most dangerous indirect health effects of climate change.339 The mental health
effects can include elevated levels of anxiety, depression, PTSD, and a distressing sense of
loss.340 The impacts of these mental health effects include chronic depression, increased
incidences of suicide, substance abuse, and greater social disruptions like increased violence.341
9. National Security and Global Politics
The changing climate also raises national security concerns, as “climate change will add
to tensions even in stable regions of the world.”342 The U.S. Department of Defense has
acknowledged the severity of climate change and its connections to national security.343 The
Quadrennial Defense Review classified climate change as a “threat multiplier.”344 Specifically,
“Pentagon leaders have identified three main ways that climate change will affect security:
accelerating instability in parts of the world wracked by drought, famine, and climate-related
migrations; threatening U.S. military bases in arid Western states or on vulnerable coastlines;
and increasing the need for U.S. forces to respond to major humanitarian disasters.”345 The
United States may experience an additional need to accept immigrant and refugee populations as
droughts increase and food production declines in other countries.346 Increased extreme weather
events (such as hurricanes) will also present an increased strain on foreign aid and call for
military forces.347 For instance, by 2025, 40% of the world’s population will be living in
countries experiencing significant water shortages, while sea-level rise could cause displacement
of tens, or even hundreds, of millions of people.348
B.

Climate Change is Already Occurring in the State of Alaska and Will Continue to
Significantly Impact the State in the Future.
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"There is little doubt that Alaskans are feeling the effects of climate change more
than anyone else in our nation. Regardless of whether these changes are caused
solely by human activity, we must take steps to protect people in the Arctic."
~ Senator Ted Stevens, July 11, 2007349
The State of Alaska has become an example of what the world might look like if it
continues to warm: “Alaska is a bellwether for climate change: It’s where we look to see the
earliest indicators of where the rest of the planet will be shortly.”350 Due to the state’s size,
location, and diverse ecosystems, Alaska has experienced some of the most substantial impacts
of climate change.351 The effects of global warming in Alaska are significant, varied, and
interrelated, impacting surface and water temperatures, sea ice, glaciers, permafrost, forests,
agriculture, wildfires, ocean acidification, fish, wildlife, and human health.352 As former
Governor Sarah Palin stated, “Climate change is not just an environmental issue. It is also a
social, cultural, and economic issue important to all Alaskans.”353
1.

Alaska Is On the Front Lines and Has Already Experienced
Significant and Rapid Warming

Average annual temperatures in Alaska and the Arctic have “risen almost twice the rate as
the rest of the world in the past few decades.”354 Alaska’s average annual temperatures have
increased 2-3 °C since the 1950’s, and as high as 6 °C in the winter, with “substantial year-toyear and regional variability.”355 According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), Alaska was as high as “eleven degrees [Fahrenheit] over the
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[temperature] norm in 2016.”356 Recent findings by the Alaska Climate Research Center show
an increase in average annual winter temperature for the state from 1949 to 2016 of 6.7 degrees
Fahrenheit, with increases as high as 9.9 degrees in some areas.357 “As the climate continues to
warm, average annual temperatures are projected to increase an additional 2 to 4°F by the middle
of this century.”358
Less three years ago, in 2014, Alaskans experienced the warmest year on record since the
1920’s.359 NOAA’s ESRL 20th Century Reanalysis, which constructs a global climate history
going back to 1871, “show[ed] no year in that time period [from 1871] as warm as 2014 for
Alaska.”360 According to the National Weather Service in Alaska, a number of cities across the
state found 2014 was their warmest year on record as well.361 The warming trend continued
unabated in 2015 with many cities, including Juneau, again experiencing record-breaking annual
temperatures.362 In July of 2015, Juneau had just recently “finished its ninth consecutive month
of warmer-than-normal temperatures and [was] on pace for its warmest year on record.”363
Indeed, Juneau’s warmer-than-normal 2015 temperatures continued not only for Juneau
(resulting in record low snowfall in January 2016),364 but for the state as a whole. Alaska again
experienced unprecedented warming in 2016, “shattering average temperature records that in
some cases have been kept for more than a century.”365 As in the previous year, many
communities experienced their highest average temperature ever with many not only breaking
previous records, but doing so by “huge margins.”366 In the 2015-2016 winter, “for the first
winter in the historical record, no community in Alaska reached a low of -50°F.”367 Because of
warm weather and associated lack of snowfall organizers of the Iditarod sled dog race “had to
cart in snow” from Fairbanks; the previous year they had to move the race 200 miles north due to
warm weather and lack of snow.368 Tellingly, 2016 marked the first year that Nome’s average
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annual temperature was above freezing.369 Further, according to Alaska-based climatologist,
Brian Brettschneider, in summer of 2016 Deadhorse reached a record high of 85 degrees, which
is now the “hottest temperature on record anywhere in the state within 50 miles of the Arctic
Ocean.”370 When such warming happens, the state can change “sweepingly and
systematically.”371
Indeed, this warming has caused frozen rivers to break up earlier than before, shifted the
growing season earlier than before, practically caused a statewide drought,372 melted sea ice and
permafrost,373 influenced seasonal migration of birds and other animals, altered the habitats of
both ecologically important and endangered species, and affected ocean currents.374 Dubbed the
“Arctic Amplification,” these warmer temperatures also feed a loop, creating further global
warming through a “self-reinforcing process that warms the Arctic and subarctic far faster than
the rest of the world.”375 When “bright and reflective ice melts,” the ocean darkens, and in the
process “amplifies the warming trend because the ocean surface absorbs more heat from the Sun
than the surface of snow and ice.”376 In other words, a reduction of sea ice also reduces Earth’s
albedo: “the lower the albedo, the more a surface absorbs heat from sunlight rather than
reflecting it back to space.”377 Additionally, warming in Alaska links to “extreme weather events
in the rest of the world.”378
2.

Temperatures in Alaska are Projected to Continue to Increase

Temperatures in Alaska are projected to increase by an additional 2°F to 4°F by 2050 and
“as much as 8 degrees Celsius in the Arctic and Western Alaska Landscape Conservation
Cooperatives (LCCs) by the end of this century.”379 According to the Arctic Climate Impact
Assessment, temperatures could increase up to “3-5°C over the land areas and up to 7°C over the
369
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oceans.”380 Further, winter temperatures are expected to increase significantly more, up to “47°C over the land areas and 7-10°C over the oceans.”381 Increased temperatures will cause more
extreme impacts across the State of Alaska, as well as the rest of the world.
3.

Biosphere Impacts
(a) Melting Sea Ice

Climate change has impacted both the “extent and thickness of Arctic sea ice,” so much so
that “the past seven years [2007-2014] have seen the lowest sea ice extents ever recorded.”382 In
fact, by 2014, Arctic sea ice cover had declined by 50 percent from the beginning of satellite
records in 1979.383 This means that an expanse of sea ice, about twice the size of Texas, “has
vanished over the past 30 years, and the rate of that retreat has accelerated.”384 The volume of
late summer arctic sea ice is now estimated to be only “one-fifth of what it was in 1980,” when
modeling data began.385 2016 continued this trend, bringing some of the most extreme reductions
in sea ice seen to date. According to the National Snow & Ice Data Center, June 2016 averaged
the “lowest [sea ice extent] in the satellite record for the month.”386 The sea ice extent in June
2016 was 100,000 square miles below the 2010 record low, and 1.36 million square kilometers
“below the 1981 to 2010 long-term average.”387 In fact, the past three years have shown
consecutively new record lows for maximum extent arctic sea ice388, demonstrating accelerating
losses as the earth warms. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the alarming trend in annual loss of sea
ice.389
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Such rapid sea ice loss is “primarily a result of rising temperatures,”392 and further
amplifies global warming.393 Usually, sea ice acts as a shield between the Arctic Ocean and the
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atmosphere, and prevents the ocean from absorbing the Sun’s energy.394 But, as the sea ice
melts, “there is more open ocean to absorb this energy.”395 The additional heat in the ocean leads
to more melting ice, which further allows the ocean water to absorb even more heat.396 Because
“polar ice caps help to regulate global temperature by reflecting sunlight back into space,” Arctic
sea ice plays an important role in the global climate system.397
Increased temperatures as well as sea ice loss have already started to influence
“atmospheric circulation and patterns of precipitation.”398 Further, ice loss has devastating
consequences for polar bears, ice-dependent seals, walruses, and the Alaska Natives for whom
these animals are a primary food source.399 As sea ice declines, populations of seals are
projected to decline, which results in smaller polar bears, which prey on seals as a primary food
source.400 Further, it is estimated that sea ice loss will result in “a loss of 2/3 of the polar bear
population, and force the remaining bears into a smaller, iceless area.”401 Ice loss has also
caused a threshold change in walrus ecology, as walrus depend on sea ice “as a platform for
giving birth, nursing, and resting between dives to the seafloor, where they feed.”402 This ice
loss force walruses to live ashore, causing “increased competition for food and . . . stampedes
when animals are startled, resulting in trampling of calves.”403 As sea ice melts its accumulates
less build-up and is thus “more vulnerable to further melting,” 404 further exacerbating the
problems caused to wildlife and humans alike by loss of sea ice. Ice loss has also resulted in
flooding and erosion of coastal villages.405 Further, loss of sea ice exposes coastal villages to
increased destruction from high energy storms.406
Further increase in temperatures is projected to melt the remaining arctic sea ice by the
2030’s,407 which will carry enormous environmental, economic, and social implications.408
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Impacts of an ice-free Arctic “could be a trigger for abrupt, cataclysmic climate change in the
future” to both local Alaskan and global environments.409 Continued sea ice decline will result
in more extreme weather patterns, a decline in marine life populations, flooding and erosion.
(b)

Melting Glaciers

Although Alaska has some of the world’s largest glaciers, it is also home to the “fastest
loss of glacier ice on Earth,” which is “primarily a result from rising temperatures.”410 Alaska’s
mountain glaciers hold “1 percent of the world’s glacial ice.”411 However, the rapid loss of
Alaska’s glaciers have accounted for “nearly one third of the current observed sea level rise.”412
Melted glaciers from around the world “contributed as much to global sea rise as the Greenland
and Antarctic ice sheets combined from 2003 to 2009.”413 The data shows that the loss of
glacial ice is only accelerating as climate change continues unabated. In early 2012, data
revealed that Alaska’s glaciers were melting at the rate of 46 billion tons of ice per year.414 Only
three years later, scientists at the University of Alaska Fairbanks found that Alaska’s glaciers
were then losing “75 billion tons of ice a year.”415 Roughly 20% of glacial mass in Lake Clark
National Park and Preserve was lost between 1987 and 2007 alone.416
Because warming temperatures have led to a decline in snow deposition on glaciers, “[t]he
majority of glaciers in Southeast Alaska are thought to be retreating.”417 A 2015 study by the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service found that 9% of the 109 mapped glaciers in the Ahklun
Mountains of southwestern Alaska had already disappeared.418 The study concluded that at this
409
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melting rate, all of the Ahklun glaciers will be “extinguished by the end of the current
century.419 For example, the Columbia Glacier has lost “about half its total thickness and
volume” since the 1980’s.420 By 2014, the glacier had retreated more than 20 kilometers to the
north.421 The glacier will likely retreat an additional 13 kilometers by 2030.422 Additionally,
Bear Glacier, pictured below, has also dramatically retreated two miles from 2000 to 2007,
compared to a retreat of one mile from 1950’s to 1990’s.423
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Additionally, as of 2005, Muir Glacier, pictured below, had retreated more than 50 kilometers,
which meant that the glacier was “no longer visible.”425
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Retreating glaciers have led to rising sea levels, and changes to marine salinity, currents,
and ocean circulation,427 flooding, and even landslides. In July 2016, part of a 6,500 foot high
peak gave way on the west side of Lamplugh Glacier, located in Glacier Bay National Park. 428
An estimate from the “Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory suggested the slide involved more
than 132 million tons of material,” and produced tremors registering 5.5 on the Richter scale.429
As warming causes more glacial melt, increased landslides are likely continue.430
Glacial melt resulting from anthropogenic climate change also has profound impacts on
freshwater and marine aquatic resources, including river systems, with associated resulting
impacts to wildlife, ecology, drinking water, fisheries, and downstream hydrologic resources. In
mid-2016, “the retreat of a very large glacier in Canada’s Yukon territory led to the rerouting of
its vast stream of meltwater from one river system to another – cutting down flow to the Yukon’s
largest lake, and channeling freshwater to the Pacific Ocean south of Alaska, rather than to the
Bering Sea.”431 Scientists estimate that the changes to these river systems is irreversible.432
Glacial melt carries ‘rock flour,’ the remains of bedrock ground up by the glacier. This material
is rich in minerals like iron, which, when deposited in the Gulf of Alaska, promotes
phytoplankton growth. Dust also carries iron to ocean waters; visible plumes of dust from the
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Kenai Peninsula to Yakatat have been captured by NOAA satellites.433 Glacier melt in Alaska is
also likely to expose the sulfide-bearing rock abundant throughout the state;434 exposure of such
minerals combined with precipitation can lead to stream pH and trace metals concentrations
“comparable to acid mine drainage.”435 Glacier melt in Alaska has profound impacts on
countless natural systems: it affects downstream biological communities such as salmon and
herring; it changes freshwater inputs to streams; it drives the Alaska Coastal Current that moves
heat, nutrients, and organisms northward, providing the basis for Alaska fisheries; it carries
organic materials and metals that boost phytoplankton; and it releases mercury and other
contaminants deposited from the atmosphere onto glaciers.436 As a result of these and other
connections between glaciers and Alaska’s complex natural systems, the retreat and possible loss
of Alaska’s glaciers due to climate change has profound, cascading impacts to Alaska’s natural
heritage, Alaska’s inhabitants, and upon the industry and tourism reliant upon those systems.
(c)

Thawing Permafrost

Alaska is unique from most of the rest of the country in having permafrost, which is
“frozen ground that restricts water drainage and therefore strongly influences landscape water
balance and the design and maintenance of infrastructure.”437 Among other important functions,
permafrost stabilizes the ground and thus “absorbs the impacts of ocean waves and protects
against coastal erosion.”438 However, the buffer zone that permafrost provides is disappearing,
“and without it coastal erosion could accelerate and threaten critical infrastructure.”439
“Permafrost lays underneath about 80 percent of Alaska’s surface,” and over 70 percent of that
ice is “vulnerable to land sinkage due to the steady rate of permafrost thaw.”440
Alaska has already started to experience the impacts of thawing permafrost. “Generally
over the last 20 to 30 years, permafrost temperatures have increased 1 to 2 degrees C.”441 In fact,
rising temperatures have already led to permafrost loss in Fairbanks, which has “damaged forests
as well as roads, buildings, and other infrastructure.”442In the Kenai Peninsula, permafrost has
433
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decreased by sixty percent since 1950.443 Permafrost in the northern range, where it is thickest,
has started to warm, and permafrost in the southern range has started to decline.444 Indeed,
“[p]ermafrost near the Alaskan Arctic coast has warmed 4°F to 5°F at 65 foot depth since the late
1970s and 6°F to 8°F at 3.3 foot depth since the mid-1980s.445 These aggressive shifts in
permafrost temperature have been linked to a release of more greenhouse gases, erosion of lakes,
“trees toppling, roads buckling, and the development of sinkholes.”446 And this is just the
beginning. According to the National Climate Assessment, “permafrost in Alaska will continue
to thaw.”447 Further, near-surface permafrost is projected to be “lost entirely from large parts of
Alaska by the end of the century.”448
Permafrost has been warming in the network of shallow lakes across northern Alaska,
which “play a key role in everything from habitat to how the landscape functions.”449 Thawing
permafrost will impact water quality, including “turbidity, sedimentation, nutrients and other
contaminants.”450 Further, as permafrost beneath forests melts, forests sink or “drown” and lead
to a curious phenomenon known as “drunken trees.”451 In fact, permafrost thaw and thermokarst
have resulted in the loss of entire birch forests, indicating that permafrost temperatures in icerich birch forests have destabilized as a result of climate change.452 As ground surface subsides
due to permafrost thaw, thermokarst terrain manifests itself as “a chaotic surface with small hills
and wet depressions.”453 Thermokarst can “compromise structural integrity and can even lead to
collapse,” when it exists beneath a road, house, pipeline, or airfield.454 The hard costs to repair
the sinking of ground caused by permafrost thaw is “estimated to add between $3.6 and $6.1
billion (10% to 20%) to current costs of maintaining public infrastructure.”455 Indeed, melting
443
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permafrost threatens many of Alaska’s roadways, including the Alaska Highway, the “critical
artery” between Alaska and the contiguous United States.456 Impacts of thawing permafrost on
the highway system represent “the biggest geotechnical problem” faced by Alaska’s Department
of Transportation.457
Thawing permafrost in Alaska could also have dire effects on wildlife, drastically altering
habitat.458 “Permafrost underlies most of the Arctic Network and affects nearly everything in the
arctic ecosystem, from soils and vegetation to water and wildlife.”459 The continuing drying of
Alaska’s lakes and wetlands, “due to a combination of permafrost thaw, greater evaporation in a
warmer climate, and increased soil organic accumulation,” is likely to affect wildlife nationally,
particularly waterfowl, “because Alaska accounts for 81% of the National Wildlife Refuge
System.”460 Melting permafrost is “projected to increase nutrient, sediment, and carbon loading
in river and lake systems” 461 with associated impacts on Alaska’s aquatic wildlife.
Thawing permafrost will impact Alaskans in ways unimaginable. The world is already
seeing some unthinkable effects of thawing permafrost. For example, in 2016, thousands of
reindeer died and scores of humans were forced into quarantine in Siberia after contracting
anthrax. The outbreak arose when a reindeer carcass that “died in the plague 75 years ago”
thawed and “bacteria once again became active.”462 The infection “tore through the reindeer
herds, [and] prompt[ed] the relocation of dozens of the indigenous Nenet community.”463
Similarly, as a result of climate change-caused ice melt, hazardous "PCBs and nuclear coolant
water” from a decommissioned U.S. military base constructed underneath the Greenland Ice
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Sheet “could begin spreading…across the surface of the ice sheet and into the ocean.”464 There is
no telling what may be unearthed if Alaska’s permafrost is allowed to thaw at its current rate.
However, the most significant impact of thawing permafrost is the further release of
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. Permafrost serves as an important carbon sink,
storing large amounts of carbon, and when permafrost thaws it releases carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. Permafrost holds about 50 percent of the global soil carbon.465 As such, rising
temperatures could have grave consequences on Alaska’s atmosphere due to feedback loops
provided by the release of CO2 in permafrost; as rising temperatures thaw permafrost, the
released carbon dioxide causes more global warming and thus causes further thawing.466 Rose
Cory, an assistant professor in environmental sciences and engineering at the University of North
Carolina explained that if all the world’s permafrost thawed, “it could double the amount of heattrapping carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.”467 Further, Cory stated that “[t]he conversion [of
permafrost frozen carbon] to CO2 is going much faster than previously thought.”468 Scientists
have projected that “by the year 2100, permafrost around the world…could release some 150
gigatons of carbon to the atmosphere if warming continues apace….That converts into over 500
gigatons of carbon dioxide.”469
Sue Natali of the Woods Hole Research Center, says this feedback loop “puts even greater
urgency on reducing our fossil fuel emissions now in order to avoid a future driven by an
irreversible carbon feedback loop.”470 Although emitting vastly larger amounts of CO2471,
thawing permafrost also releases stores of methane, another powerful greenhouse gas, further
exacerbating climate change feedback loops which could cause runaway climate change.472
Indeed, a recent study has confirmed that climate change induced alterations have now resulted
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in Alaska’s arctic turning from a net carbon sink to a major carbon emissions source.473
Scientists have warned that the “extra impacts of the permafrost” emissions “are sufficiently high
to justify urgent action to minimize the scale of the” permafrost releases.474
4.

Ecosystem Impacts

Alaska’s boreal and arctic regions have “diverse and dynamic ecosystems which are
sensitive to climate change.”475 According to the IPCC, the rapid rate of climate change in the
Arctic “will impact natural and social systems and may exceed the rate at which some of their
components can successfully adapt.”476
(a)

Wildfires and Beetles

The Alaska tundra was historically too wet and cold “to support extensive fires” for the
last 5,000 years.477 However, global warming has changed wildfire dynamics and the frequency
of wildfires in Alaska. Recent tundra burning which has occurred is “unprecedented in the
central Alaskan Arctic within the last 5,000 years.”478 Like melting sea ice, increased absorption
of light by burned tundra relative to pre-fire conditions can influence feedback loops that
accelerate and reinforce climate change.479 The increased incidence of forest fires resulting from
climate change accelerates the degradation and thawing of permafrost, among other impacts.480
According to Scott Rupp, a professor of forestry at the University of Alaska at Fairbanks,
wildfires across the state have increased in area burned and frequency since the 1950’s.481 In
473
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fact, wildfires in the 2000’s have “increased nearly tenfold” compared to the 1950s and 60s.482
There has also been a “dramatic increase” in larger wildfires (those that consume between
10,000 and 50,000 acres).483 Only three years in the 1950s and 60s saw large wildfires;
however, as of June 2015, there had already been over 30 large fires since 2000.484 In what was
described as “the most destructive fire year ever,” 485 wildfires burned over 5 million acres in
Alaska in 2015 (an area of land about the size of Massachusetts), 486 making the season among
the worst in Alaska’s recorded history, second only to the record-breaking 2004 wildfire
season.487 Wildfires in 2004 and 2005 burned a larger area than in the 15 years between 1950 and
1964.488 In 2004, the Taylor Complex Fire burned more than 1,300,000 acres, making it the
biggest fire in the record-breaking season, “which ended up seeing roughly 6.5 million acres of
forest burned – the highest in U.S. history.489 In 2007, a single wildfire burned 256,000 acres of
Alaska’s Arctic slope, making it the largest fire on record for the tundra biome.490 The blaze
lasted over three months and released as much carbon to the atmosphere as had been absorbed by
the entire circumpolar Arctic tundra during the previous quarter-century.491 Alaska’s wildfire
season is approximately 40 percent longer now than it was in the 1950s; running from May to
early August, or 35 days longer than it did sixty years ago.492 The financial toll taken by
wildfires increased in lockstep with their accelerating incidence. For example, in 1995 the U.S.
Forest Service dedicated 16% of its budget to wildfires, by 2015 more than half of its budget
went to addressing wildfires.493
This dramatic uptick in the size and frequency of Alaska wildfires is due to the impacts of
climate change, such as hotter, drier, and longer warm-weather seasons, reduced soil moisture,
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changes in precipitation, and increased evaporation. 494 Higher temperatures lead to more
“standing dead, highly flammable trees that are especially vulnerable to wildfire,”495 which
heightens the risk of more larger and intense fires. Indeed, rising temperatures have been
“concurrent with the rise in the number and size of Alaskan wildfires.”496 Years with the most
fires and area burned also tend to be the years with the hottest summers and fire seasons.497 The
American Meteorological Society estimates that anthropogenic climate change has increased the
risk of fire seasons in Alaska of the severity typified by 2015 by 34%-60%.498 “Alaska’s wildfire
season is about 40 percent longer now than it was in the 1950s. The first wildfires start earlier in
the year, and the last wildfires are burning longer into the fall. Overall, the wildfire season has
increased more than 35 days and is now more than three months long, running from May through
early August.”499
This increase in wildfires has dire consequences on human health, wildlife habitats, and
furthers global warming.500 Wildfire smoke, which is a combination of gases and aerosols501
negatively affects human health by worsening air quality, and in the process harming eyes,
irritating respiratory systems, and worsening chronic heart and lung diseases.502 The “fine
particles present in the [wildfire] smoke . . . can enter into the lungs through the eyes, mouth, and
nose, or aggravate preexisting health conditions like lung or heart disease.”503 Wildfires also
create yet another feedback loop: they are “not only worsening due to climate change; they also
cause climate change to worsen.”504 In addition to releasing carbon from burned trees, wildfires
also release carbon from burned permafrost.505 This in turn creates a feedback loop, where “[t]he
more severe the fire, the more deeply the Earth is scorched, and the more warming we can
expect.”506
494
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Due to “higher surface air temperatures linked to climate change,”507 Alaska wildfires are
projected to increase 150 to 390 percent by the mid-century.508 In fact, if warming continues,
large fires “will no longer be so extraordinary.”509 Such a phenomenon would bring grave
consequences for forests and wildlife habitats. An increase of fires of this magnitude will lead to
a “transformation of what has been spruce-dominated forest,”510 which will change the suitability
of these forests for timber production and wildlife, most notably the caribou.511 Caribou rely on
lichens, which grow at the bases of black spruce trees, to survive in the winter. 512 Because
lichens “require 50 to 100 years to recover after wildfire,” the projected increase of wildfires
could lead to a decrease in caribou population, which in turn could be “nutritionally and
culturally significant for Alaska Native Peoples.”513 Additionally, some invasive species, which
would increase with wildfires, are toxic to moose, another nutritional and cultural significant
animal to Alaska Native Peoples.514 Continued rising temperatures and wildfires will lead to
increased impacts on human health, ecology, wildlife, and further global warming.
(b)

Ocean Acidification

Ocean acidification, a “direct result of increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere,”515 has been called climate change’s “disastrous twin.”516 Alaska is particularly
prone to ocean acidification due to the low temperatures and low salt content, caused by
“freshwater input from melting sea ice.”517 Acidity in the ocean alters the lives of key plankton
and shelled animals,518 which in turn “alters the food available to important fish species.”519 The
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sea creatures in the polar ocean rely on particular conditions in order to survive; “[w]hen those
conditions change, so do their populations.”520 Most notably, shelled pteropods – one of the
foundational species of the marine food chain in Alaska, and a major source of food for salmon
and herring– are particularly susceptible to ocean acidification.521 According to the Third
National Climate Assessment, a “10% decrease in the population of pteropods could mean a 20%
decrease in an adult pink salmon’s body weight.”522 Data from the California Current Ecosystem
indicates that “the incidence of severe pteropod shell dissolution owing to anthropogenic [ocean
acidification] has nearly doubled in near shore habitats since pre-industrial conditions…and is on
track to triple by 2050.”523 This is just one instance of how ocean acidification can detrimentally
affect commercial and subsistence fisheries.524 Alaska crab are also “among the species expected
to be negatively impacted by ocean acidification”525 as are oysters raised in Alaska. Oyster
farmers in state rely on importation of attached oyster larvae from Puget Sound farmers, but
those farmers, are “now directly affected by the recent upwelling of acidic waters along the
Washington and Oregon coastline,” and thus cannot be relied upon.526 In fact, Oyster seed
production in the Northwest has fallen in recent years by as much as eighty percent as oceans
become more acidic due to combustion of fossil fuels.527
According to a 2015 study done by NOAA, the University of Alaska, and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Research Institute, the “largest and most rapid changes in pH will occur in the
Arctic Ocean and the Bering Sea” in the next decade.528 Ocean acidification will thus
“overwhelm the ability of marine calcifiers to build and maintain their shells,” which will further
impair Alaska’s fisheries.529 Alaskan waters’ capacity to further absorb carbon dioxide could be
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met anywhere between the year 2025 and 2044.530 The impacts of ocean acidification on
Alaska’s marine life will only become more grim after that.531 These implications are dire not
only for Alaska’s marine life, but also for the Alaskans that rely upon them as “[t]he seafood
industry in Alaska has an estimated value of $5.8 billion and constitutes the largest private sector
employer in the state.532
(c)

Wildlife

Climate change brings major impacts to wildlife in various ecosystems of Alaska.533 One
comprehensive study looking at 60 environmental indicators found that climate change impacts
“will be the major drivers of ecological change through 2100.”534 In fact, “[f]orest, tundra,
marine, and freshwater ecosystems are all vulnerable to a changing climate, which can influence
Alaska’s biodiversity in a myriad of complex and unpredictable ways.”535 Alaska is home to five
ecological regions with different climate characteristics , as well as “36 fish species, 36 land
mammals, nine marine mammals, and more than 160 migratory and resident bird species,” which
are all connected to and impacted by climate change in different ways. 536 Because Arctic
animals “are so specialized to the extreme conditions in which they live, species diversity is low
and the food web is relatively small. The depletion of even one species when those conditions
change could have a ripple effect on the entire food web.”537 The influx of rising temperatures,
declining sea ice, thawing permafrost, increased wildfires, and increased ocean acidification has
left Arctic species very sensitive and increasingly vulnerable.538
Already, rising temperatures and drier weather have resulted in water scarcity impacting
animals across the state of Alaska.539 Increased storm surges have eroded coastal habitats and
loss of sea ice has impacted ice-dependent animals’ food sources and habitats.540 Loss of sea ice
“creates a pathway for invasive species and habitat loss for a variety of ice-dependent species,
530
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including walruses and polar bears.”541 For instance, the loss of sea ice forces polar bears to
swim great distances they would otherwise walk, leading to increased drowning of polar bear
cubs.542 The thaw of permafrost has altered vegetation, a food source for many animals, and
contributed to the draining, evaporation, and other alteration of lakes that provide breeding
habitat for a variety of birds.543 Additionally, increased wildfires have impacted forest
composition and distribution, further affecting animal food sources and habitats.544 In fact, in the
Pribilof Islands alone, a group of four volcanic islands off the coast of mainland Alaska, global
warming is thought to have caused “the decline of 20 [native] species.”545
The decrease in sea ice caused by climate change means that marine mammals, such as
narwhal, and other species are at greater risk of attack by killer whales and that, as such, “killer
whales have the potential to reshape Arctic marine mammal distributions and behavior.546 A
study of Arctic and subarctic marine mammal species from 2008 concluded that the hooded seal,
the narwhal, and the polar bear are “most sensitive” to the threat of climate change, primarily due
to reliance on sea ice and specialized feeding.547 However, a large variety of Alaska’s marine
mammals are at risk and impacted from climate change, including narwhal, beluga whales,
bowhead whales, fin whales, humpback whales, minke whales, gray whales, killer whales,
walruses, ringed seals, bearded seals, harp seals, hooded seals, ribbon seals, spotted seals, and
polar bears.548
Alaska’s salmon populations, which provide subsistence for Native communities and
provide a substantial portion of the state economy, face devastating impacts from climate change
in the absence of meaningful action. In a study based on the impact of rising temperatures alone,
541
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without considering additional impacts from ocean acidification or other sources, scientists
predict project that summer habitats in the North Pacific and part of the Arctic Ocean will
decrease 86% for Chinook, 45% for sockeye, 36% for steelhead, and 30% for coho, pink and
chum salmon.549 The open ocean Gulf of Alaska habitat for Chinook and sockeye “could be
completely lost by 2100.”550 These represent just some of the profound impacts facing Alaska’s
salmon due to anthropogenic climate change.551 Increased landslides, seawater rise, changes in
running time and changing zooplankton availability, each associated with climate change,
present additional dangers to Alaska’s salmon.552 Further, in addition to warming of freshwater
and marine habitat, “altered hydrology in spawning rivers, reduced productivity in nursing
habitats, and changed distribution of predator and prey species,” and other impacts resulting
from anthropogenic climate change are affecting Alaska’s salmon.553 The rapid climate change
facing Alaska is also contributing to the spread of Elodea, Alaska’s first aquatic invasive plant,
which threatens salmon spawning and rearing sites, with corresponding impacts on subsistence
549
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practices.554 Additionally, though climate change is resulting in earlier spawning, studies show
that predators have adjusted their migrations so they can continue to feed on salmon eggs.555
Warming in watersheds with steep mountains and a related transition from snow to rain-fed
hydrology means that stream discharge and increased flooding are expected to increase 1 to 3
fold in southeast Alaska, diminishing the chance of egg-to-fry survival.556 The increased loss of
snow associated with climate change also threatens salmon because lack of snow cover over
spawning gravel increases in freeze-related egg mortality.557 Finally, the increased levels of
concentrations of CO2 projected for Alaska’s freshwater salmon habitat in the next century
century, if effective GHG reductions are not implemented, will result in smaller salmon with
reduced sense of smell, further reducing chances of survival and reproduction.558
Alaska’s other species are feeling the impact of climate change as well. In the Barents sea,
“generalist” fish such as Atlantic Cod and haddock, as well as many other species, have been
moving farther and farther north, changing “species composition and relative abundances” and
altering “the arctic food web structure and ecosystem functioning substantially.”559 Additionally
early ice retreat is predicted to have impacts on survival of young pollock.560
Climate change in Alaska is resulting in changes in breeding frequency of some species.
For example, because of warmer lake temperatures and earlier ice breakup, the three-spine
stickleback is having two broods per year instead of one.561 This fish occupies the same habitat
as juvenile sockeye salmon so that the increased population of stickleback may result in sockeye
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being outcompeted for resources.562 As has been seen with beetles and loss of forest resources,
changes in breeding frequency of a single organism can have devastating impacts on species in
the same habitat.563
According to a study conducted by the Defenders of Wildlife, “[s]ixteen of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge’s 38 mammals may be headings for serious trouble.”564 Six species
were found to be “extremely vulnerable” to climate change impacts: the polar bear, the arctic
fox, the muskox, the tundra vole, the brown lemming, and the collared lemming.565 “Extremely
vulnerable” means that “their numbers or range within the refuge will substantially decrease or
disappear by 2050.”566 Ten other species were assessed as “highly vulnerable” and projected to
decrease significantly by 2050; these include the lynx, wolverine, caribou, Dall sheep, Alaska
marmot, arctic ground squirrel, singing vole, northern bog lemming, tundra shrew, and barren
ground shrew.567
Impacts to caribou have been particularly pronounced. “Thirty-four of the 43 major herds
that scientists have studied worldwide in the last decade are in decline, with caribou numbers
plunging 57 percent from their historical peaks.”568 The consensus is that “the causes of global
caribou decline are straightforward: rapidly rising Arctic temperatures are throwing caribou out
of sync with the environment in which they evolved [and] oil and gas development [and]
logging…in the Far North are impinging on the caribou’s range….”569 “Under the persistent
increase in greenhouse gas concentrations, reduced connectivity” of habitat due to loss of sea ice
“may isolate island-dwelling caribou with significant consequences for population viability.”570
Further, climate change threatens caribou because increasing wildfires reduce the availability of
slow-to-recover lichens, a major food source.571 In the winter habitat range of the one of the
largest caribou herds in the world, the Western Arctic herd, scientists forecast up to a 53%
increase in area burned by wildfires by 2099, with up to a 61% increase in tundra areas in the
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region by 2053 alone, with corresponding impacts on caribou abundance and the subsistence
hunters reliant upon them.572
Additionally, climate change poses extreme risks to Alaska moose; rising temperatures are
causing the species to move farther north and exposure to the higher number of winter ticks
associated with warming can weaken moose’s immune systems leading to illness and often
death, especially in calves.573 Decreased snowpack and earlier snowmelt associated with climate
change leaves snowshoe hares without camouflage, exposing a “critical player[] in forest
ecosystems” to greater risk of predation.574 Alaska’s rapidly changing climate was such that
snowshoe hares were not even established in northern Alaska until 1977 or 1978 until warming
and associated expanded shrub habitat facilitated their introduction – yet another example of
changing species ranges effectuated by climate change.575
Anthropogenic climate change also poses imminent threats to Alaska’s numerous bird
species. Changes in tundra vegetation are predicted to drastically alter the extent and range of
songbird breeding habitat.576 Likewise, climate change endangers arctic sea birds dependent on
sea ice, such as the ivory gull, leading to their decline.577 Scientists predict that breeding
conditions for Arctic migratory birds could shift, contract, and collapse by 2070 due to climate
change.” 578 Of 24 shorebird species assessed in one study alone, 66%-83% could lose most of
their breeding area and these declines will be fastest in western Alaska.579 Some arctic bird
species are seeing a reduction in body size as a result of a warming climate, with cascading
effects impacting these species’ abilities to feed, and consequently, their survival.580 In Alaska’s
572
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boreal forests, climate change is expected to significantly alter the mix of the numerous bird
species which inhabit the ecosystem: central Alaska could gain as many as 80 species and lose as
many as 69 species.581 In 2015 the Audubon Society published “Audubon’s Birds and Climate
Report: A Primer for Practitioners.”582 In connection with the report, Audubon published a map
set showing the extent of habitat loss projected for 50 of Alaska’s bird species, showing that
some of the state’s most iconic bird species are projected to lose all, or nearly all of their suitable
habitat to climate change.583 The hardest impacts will be on the northern hawk owl, bohemian
waxwing, American three-toed woodpecker, merlin, Barrow’s goldeneye duck, and red-necked
grebe, which will lose 90-100% of their summer habitat and over half their winter habitat.584 The
Boreal Owl will lose 100% of winter habitat.585 Of 50 birds analyzed for Alaska, all but 3 will
lose more than half of their summer habitat and half will lose more than half of their winter
habitat.586 This includes common and iconic species such as the bald eagle, loons, and red
crossbills.587
Alaska’s insects, important pollinator and prey species in Alaska’s complex foodweb, are
also threatened by climate change. Studies indicate that climate change is resulting in smaller
body size in Arctic butterflies, which affects dispersal capacity and fecundity such that ongoing
rapid climate change is likely to present severe challenges to such species.588 With increased
warming and expansion of shrubs into open tundra, scientists predict changes in arthropod
abundance, richness, and diversity with “important ecological effects on arctic food webs since
arthropods play important ecological roles in the tundra, including in decomposition and trophic
interactions.”589
Further unabated global warming will only lead to a greater likelihood that Alaska’s
extremely and highly vulnerable animals will decrease in abundance and range.590
(d)

Vegetation

Climate change also registers profound ecological effects through changes in vegetation.
“Global vegetation models predict that boreal forests will shift first at the biome’s margins, with
evergreen forest expanding into current tundra while being replaced by grasslands or temperate
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forest at the biome’s southern edge.”591 A recent study detailed alarming impacts for a variety of
high-latitude evergreens, noting substantial mortality of western hemlock, Sitka spruce, and
yellow-cedar linked to the transition from snowy to rainy winters and projecting continued high
mortality rates at northern latitudes as warming worsens.592Warmer temperatures allow tree
species previously found at lower altitudes invade, and alter, higher altitude and tundra
ecosystems.593
5

Human Health

Climate change impacts can also affect human health by: increasing the incidence of
accidental injuries; affecting water supply, safety, and quality; affecting food supply, safety, and
distribution; increasing the risk and geographical distribution of parasites, allergens, and vectorborne and infectious diseases; and impacting mental health, among other impacts.594 Although
Alaska’s population is estimated to be under 800,000 people,595 Alaska is “on the front lines in
dealing with our changing global climate,” and of one of the first regions to experience the
impacts of climate change.596 As a result, Alaskans are particularly vulnerable to the human
health impacts of climate change. Some villagers have even been called America’s first “climate
refugees.”597 Continued global warming will only worsen the health impacts to all Alaskans.
591
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Declining sea ice has and will continue to lead, directly and indirectly, to unintentional
injuries to Alaskans.598 As sea ice decreases in volume and thickness,599 hunting, fishing, and
travel become more dangerous.600 Further, loss of sea ice increases the vulnerability of coastal
towns and villages to storm surges and increased precipitation and more extreme weather can
further increase the risks of floods and drowning.601 These injuries are “already a significant
cause of mortality among Arctic residents.”602 Global warming has also led to an increase in
dangerous landslides and rockfalls.603
Additionally, rising temperatures and permafrost thaw will greatly impact the water
supply and quality in Alaska.604 Climate change has already led to changes in Alaska’s growing
season,605 and climate change is predicted to result in food scarcity, water scarcity, and an
increase of wildfires in Alaska.606 Others, like those residing on Point Hope, face disruption of
safe drinking water from a temperature-driven increase in organic material in an Arctic tundra
lake.607
Moreover, warming and thawing permafrost releases toxic pollutants like mercury and
pesticides into the air and oceans608 and “impacts water availability and water quality….”609 The
warming climate causes increased accumulation of mercury in waters and bioaccumulation in
598
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wildlife, including in fish and other wildlife relied upon for traditional subsistence diets.610
Increased wildfires from climate change also means that the mercury emitted from these fires
will serve only to compound this problem.611 Climate impacts to Alaska’s hydrologic resources
can result in “damag[e] and disrupt[ion to] water and sanitation infrastructure,”612 ultimately
leading to infectious diseases, like food- and water-borne diseases.613 And, according to the
CDC, Alaska should expect cholera outbreaks due to warming ocean water.614 Changes to the
quality and quantity of Alaska’s water systems will have a multitude of significant direct and
indirect impacts on Alaskans’ health. Further, “[c]limate change is melting permafrost soils that
have been frozen for thousands of years, and as the soils melt they are releasing ancient viruses
and bacteria that, having lain dormant, are springing back to life.”615 The dangers of exposure to
permafrost-preserved pathogens was realized in 2016 when 2,000 reindeer and at least twenty
people contracted anthrax after thawing permafrost exposed an infected reindeer corpse, which
had died 75 years earlier.616 One twelve year old boy lost his life as a result of exposure to the
disease. Scientists fear that thawing permafrost could expose people to additional pathogens,
“including some that have caused global epidemics in the past.”617
Alaska’s climate change induced warming increases the risk and exposure of animals and
humans alike to vector borne diseases including, brucellosis, toxoplasmosis, trichenellosis,
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giardasis/cryptosporidiosis, echinococcosis, rabies, and tulameria.618 A changing climate also
exposes Alaskans to substantial increases in insect stings and airborne allergens.619
Finally, extreme weather events like heavy rain, flooding, and drought can have dire
health impacts, particularly among villages on the coast.620 For instance, as already experienced
in the village of Newtok, storm surges “can raise tide levels 10 to 15 feet above normal” and
cause severe flood events, which can “permeate the village water supply, spread contaminated
waters through the community, displace residents from homes, destroy subsistence food storage,
and shut down essential utilities.”621
6.

Impacts on Alaska Native Communities

Alaska Native communities have been “among the first American populations to feel the
effects of global climate change.”622 Most Alaska Native communities have historically lived on
water – either along the shores of Alaska’s seas or the banks of its rivers – migrating to inland
and coastal locations seasonally.623 In the past 30 years, 100-300 feet of coastline has washed
away from the north coast of Alaska between the U.S.-Canadian border and Icy Cape,624 and
according to the U.S. Geological Study, 84 percent of the Alaska coast is eroding.625 This is
shoreline lost to all Alaskans, but it is Alaska Native communities – collectively making up
618
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nearly 15% of Alaska’s total population626 – who are becoming “climate refugees”627 in their
own state.
“Alaska Native, and other indigenous communities across the U.S. share unique historical
and cultural relationships with tribal or ancestral lands, significantly shaping their identities and
adaptive opportunities.”628 This deep connection with the land is integral to Alaska Natives’
culture: Alaskan land and water has sustained these communities for thousands of years –
physically and spiritually.629 However, this unique relationship to the environment and land has
left Alaska Native communities extremely vulnerable to climate change impacts.
Climate change impacts observed by Alaska Native communities, including thinning sea
and river ice, thawing permafrost, changes in human, plant, and animal health and lives, and
rising sea levels, “indicate a widespread awareness that climate is changing in ways that were not
anticipated based on traditional knowledge.”630 Changes in sea and river ice have affected the
fishing and hunting of traditional animals, which is important both “nutritionally and
culturally.”631 “Changing sea ice patterns affect the animals themselves as well as access to them
by hunters.”632 Thinning sea and river ice has made fishing and hunting marine animals, like
walrus and seals, more dangerous and difficult, while also changing migratory patterns.633
Climate change is impacting the health and livelihoods of many Alaska Native
communities.634 “Examples of negative health effects include loss of critical infrastructure such
626
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as water distribution systems from erosion and flooding, food insecurity related to poor harvest,
spoiling of food or low confidence in the safety of food, increases in risk of injury related to
working and traveling in an uncertain or dangerous environment, and mental stress related to
difficult or frightening conditions and uncertainty about the future.”635 Thawing permafrost can
increase the risk of skin and respiratory infections, and magnify the risk of failure or lack of
adequate drinking water systems, sanitary sewage disposal, and usable landfills.636 Additionally,
severe wildfires, which are increasingly occurring, “increase risk to life and property, alter
hunting opportunities” and present risks of “both physical and mental health effects from
wildfire smoke.”637 These effects are particularly disruptive for subsistence Native communities.
However, it is "the village relocation issue” that the Alaska Climate Impacts Assessment
Commission found to be “perhaps the most striking” of the myriad impacts threatening
Alaska.638 Due to the melting of ice and glaciers, the thawing of permafrost, and the increase of
storms and precipitation, Alaska Native villages are suffering from an unprecedented rate of
flooding and erosion.639 This flooding and erosion is literally consuming Native lands––and thus
a large swath of Alaska Native culture and heritage––forcing entire communities to abandon
their homes and relocate. The impacts of relocation are as dire as they are complex, and “[t]he
convergence of immediate threats, substantial human need, and prohibitive costs presents
decision-makers at all levels of government with daunting challenges.”640 Climate change has
caused and will continue to cause community relocation. Thus, until CO2 levels are lowered and
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a healthy atmosphere and stable climate system are restored, Alaska's decision-makers will
continue to be confronted by the daunting challenge and tragic reality climate change-induced
Native village displacement.
(a)

Living Along Water

Alaska is surrounded by saltwater bodies on three sides - the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas
to the north, the Bering Sea to the west, and the Gulf of Alaska to the South.641 In addition to
over 33,000 miles of shoreline (more than 50% of the entire U.S. coastline)642, Alaska has more
than 3,000 rivers, including the major interior river systems of the Yukon and the Kuskokwim
Rivers.643 Many Alaska Native communities reside near the sea or river waters; waters on which
they rely for hunting, fishing, and gathering wild plants for food.644 These sustenance activities
are deeply imbedded into the Alaska Natives’ lives and promote the basic values of their culture
- “generosity, respect for elders, self-esteem for the successful hunters, and community
cooperation.”645 However, “[w]hile villages on Alaska’s shorelines and river banks provide
Alaska Natives with access to food, transportation, and recreational and cultural benefits, these
locations also present dangers to the inhabitants.”646
(b) Flooding and Erosion
Flooding and erosion are the biggest threats to many Alaska Native villages imposed by
climate change, with some villages losing up to 50 to 75 feet of land each year.647 According to
the Alaska Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management, as of 2009, 228
flooding events had led to state disaster declarations for 119 different Alaska communities since
1978.648 The frequency and severity of these events are increasing and climate change worsens.
In 2009, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) reported about 40 percent of those
flooding disasters occurred between 2000 and 2008, “with 23 occurring in 2005, the worst year
on record.”649
One reason for such significant flooding and erosion is the thawing of permafrost, which
is a consequence of rising temperatures.650 Thawing permafrost causes village shorelines and
riverbanks to slump and erode, which threatens homes and infrastructure.651 Rising temperatures
also threaten the sea ice that forms along the western and northern coasts of Alaska; as
temperatures rise, sea ice loses thickness, extent, and duration, which leaves shorelines more
641
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vulnerable to waves and storm surges.652 The loss of sea ice, along with thawing permafrost,
accelerates the erosion threatening Alaska Native villages.653
In 2003, GAO reported that 184 out of 213, or 86 percent of Alaska Native villages
experience climate change impacts of flooding and erosion,654 and found that four of the nine
villages assessed in the report – Kivalina, Koyukuk, Netwok, and Shishmaref – were in
imminent threat of flooding and erosion.655 Fourteen years later, these villages remain in
imminent danger of losing their Native land to flooding and erosion due to a lack of sufficient
funding for the relocation process, a relocation site, and partnering with governmental
organizations.656 In fact, by 2009 the number of villages identified as “imminently threatened by
flooding and erosion” had risen from four to thirty-one.657 (See figure 4 from GAO 2009 below.)

Figure 4:
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(c) Relocation
For Alaska Native communities, relocating an entire community from its land “represents
breaking from uniquely adapted traditions that took thousands of years to develop.”658 Alaska
Native peoples “continue to have a deep relationship with ancestral homelands for sustenance,
religious communion and comfort, and to maintain the strength of personal and inter-familiar
identities. Through language, songs, and ceremonies, tribal people continue to honor sacred
springs, ancestral burial places, and other places where ancestral communities remain alive.”659
The spiritual connection between many Native Nations and their surrounding environment is
crucial to the sovereignty of these nations and to individual personhood.660 Relocation can sever
these deep and long-standing honored connections, forever changing personal and cultural
identities in the process.661
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Relocation is extremely costly. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has estimated the cost
of relocation in the $100-200 million range per village.662 But staying is costly, too. As
protective ice barriers melt and coastlines erode, coastal villages find themselves in need of
costly infrastructure repair.663 Unfortunately, the fact that future relocation is inevitable
(unjustly) works against villages in need of financial assistance for immediate crucial
infrastructure support – leaving villages stuck in a “catch-22”.664 Nevertheless, despite the
devastating psychological, culture and financial costs, climate change impacts have left residents
of these villages little choice but to begin the relocation process.665 Three villages have started
working to find a suitable relocation site with local agencies: Shishmaref, Newtok, and
Kivalina.666
(i) Shishmaref
The village of Shishmaref, with a population of 563,667 is called the “most extreme
example of global warming on the planet.”668 Village residents are directly affected by climate
change and may be the world's first climate change refugees.669 Shishmaref is located on the
western coast of Alaska, on a barrier island of the Chukchi Sea.670 The village has been
inhabited for over 4,000 years, and has always depended on the surrounding ice for food, water,
and protection against storm surges.671 In the last few decades, Shishmaref has lost over 40% of
the surrounding sea ice, which has led to evacuations for more than 10 homes in the village.672
Adaptation Approach to the Human Dimensions of Climate Change in the Canadian Arctic, GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE (Feb. 2012), http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378011001919
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climatic change, the framing of Indigenous peoples and communities in terms of the local and the traditional, and
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Rising temperatures, and the consequential reduction in sea ice and thawing permafrost,
have exposed the village to erosion from Arctic storms, which are becoming increasingly
serious.673 The villages’ homes and infrastructure are threatened by this erosion, which has taken
as much as 15 meters of land overnight in one storm.674 Shishmaref has developed erosion
control structures to protect the village from storm surges, now that surrounding sea ice––which
used to offer protection––is no longer present.675 In 2001, the State spent approximately
$100,000 to install sand-filled gabions along the worst hit shoreline.676 In 2004 and 2005, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the community, installed over
600 feet of shoreline protection.677
Also in 2001, Shishmaref started exploring the possibility of relocation, and in 2002 the
Shishmaref Erosion and Relocation Coalition was formed by the governing members of the city,
Indian Reorganization Council, and the Shishmaref Native Corporation Board of Directors.678
The Shishmaref Erosion and Relocation Coalition developed a strategic relocation plan in 2001,
which was funded by the Alaska Division of Emergency Services for a cost of $50,000.679
Although the plan recognized steps that needed to be taken in order to relocate the village, it did
not “identify or recommend a new village site.”680 In 2004, the Shishmaref Erosion and
Relocation Coalition selected Tin Creek as the community’s relocation site.681 However, in 2008
after six studies conducted over four years, the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities determined that Tin Creek was unsuitable as a relocation site due to the thawing
permafrost the land sits on.682 As of July 2015, the City of Shishmaref was working on a Site
Selection Feasibility Study to allow the community to “identify a new village location that is
safe, stable, and sustainable.”683
In 2009, the Alaska Climate Change Impact Mitigation Program granted the City of
Shishmaref money to conduct a Shishmaref Relocation Plan Update.684 The report indicated that
in 2010, the cost of relocation could exceed $214 million over 15 years; the estimated financial
cost to not relocate could exceed $112 million.685 In March 2009, the Immediate Action
Workgroup, appointed by former-Governor Sarah Palin, found that “Shishmaref has been
threatened by erosion for many years with recent increases due to the lack of sea ice during the
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fall storm season.”686 According to the Immediate Action Workgroup’s report, funding is
needed to continue Shishmaref’s relocation effort.687
On August 18, 2016, Shishmaref residents voted 89 to 78 to relocate their village to “one
of two sites on the mainland about five miles away.”688 However, the community has no money
to fund the move.689 Further, since the only feasible relocation destinations are inland, “hunters
and fishers would not be able to access the sea easily” such that “[s]ome people in the
community – particularly elders – believe the move threatens the tribe’s Inupiat identity.”690
(ii) Newtok
“Not that long ago the water was far from our village and could not be easily seen from
our homes. Today the weather is changing and is slowly taking away our village. Our
boardwalks are warped, some of our buildings tilt, the land is sinking and falling away, and the
water is close to our homes. Our infrastructure that supports our village is compromised and
affecting the health and wellbeing of our community members, especially our children.”
Moses Carl, Newtok, 2012691
The village of Newtok has been referred to as “the sinking village” due to severe flooding,
erosion, and rising seas, and as a “possible national model” for moving villages threatened by
climate change.692 The village has already lost its barge landing, sewage lagoon, and landfill to
erosion and thawing permafrost, expects to lose its source of drinking water in 2017, and even
the school, which sits atop 20-foot pilings and is the highest place in the village, could be
underwater by 2020.693 The Yup’ik people of Newtok have lived on the Yukon-Kushkokwim
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Delta in western Alaska for over 2,000 years.694 The village of Newtok is the “only one of
Alaska’s several threatened communities that has begun a physical move,”695 however, the move
is not far along at all.696
Located over permafrost, which has been thawing due to rising temperatures, Newtok
has experienced a loss of about 50 to 75 feet of land per year due to climate change induced
erosion.697 The thawing permafrost is “sinking, knocking down homes and villages out of
alignment.”698 The village is encircled by the Ninglick River (which is tidally influenced and
connects Baird Inlet from the Bering Sea), whose raging waters have been “eating the land out
from under the village,”699 causing Newtok to lose an average of 72 feet of land per year, with
the highest observed rate at 300 feet per year.700 The Newtok River, once a free-flowing river,
was captured by the Ninglick River in 1996 “nearly overnight” making the village “more
susceptible to storm surges on the Ninglick due to the direct hydrologic connection.” 701 The
Newtok River became a slough, making it nearly impossible for commercial vessels to navigate
to the village, as they previously had.702 The erosion in Newtok has essentially made it more
isolated than ever.703
Newtok is also extremely prone to floods due to powerful storm surges that can “raise tide
levels 10 to 15 feet above normal and severe flood events.”704 Between 2002 and 2013, the
village of Newtok experienced seven floods, six of which were federally declared disasters.705
The storms led to severe impacts, including flooded water supplies, raw sewage spread
throughout the village, displaced residents, destroyed subsistence food storage, and the shutdown
of essential utilities.706 In fact, the raging “20-year storm” of 2005 temporarily turned the village
into an island.707
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Severe flooding and erosion have impacted the health and safety of Newtok village
residents.708 “Flood waters wash honey bucket waste from the Newtok River back into the
village while the risk of permanent salination of the community’s drinking water source
potentially poses the most immediate threat to the community.”709 Further, between 1994 and
2004, almost 30 percent of infants in Newtok were hospitalized due to lower respiratory tract
infections, which were linked to the substandard sanitation conditions, including “inadequate
potable water for drinking and personal hygiene, human waste contamination, and household
crowding.”710 The lack of adequate health and safety measures in Newtok can be explained by
federal and state agencies’ divestment driven by a “desire not to waste funds and maintaining
infrastructure in the existing village when the community intends to move.”711
Newtok residents are extremely connected to their land, and the village has already moved
once in 1949, from Old Kealavik to its current site, to “avoid flooding and [to] find suitable
ground for a new school.”712 The current relocation process for Newtok began in 1994, and the
Newtok residents had selected Mertarvik as their relocation site in 1996.713 After years of
negotiation, Newtok Native Corporation acquired Mertarvik’s 10,943 acres from the U.S.
Department of Interior on November 17, 2003.714 In 2006, the Newtok Planning Group (NPG)
was established by the Newtok community, government agencies, and non-governmental
organizations, and has been identified as “a model for local community, state, and federal
partnerships to address complex issues.”715 NPG works “across agencies to secure funding and
establish a framework and strategy for pushing the relocation process forward.”716 However,
NPG has faced many challenges in the relocation process, including a lack of ample funding,
sufficient guidance, and a reliable agency to take charge.717
Despite the many challenges amidst the relocation process, progress has been made
towards creating a new life for the climate change refugees of Newtok. NPG, along with the
Governor’s Sub-Cabinet on Climate Change’s Immediate Action Work Group, obtained funding
for the “community for the development of several initial or groundwork laying infrastructure
projects at Mertarvik.”718 Newtok residents have secured funding towards building new
structures like roads, a clinic, an airport, and an emergency evacuation center, as well as
transporting structurally sound buildings and homes.719 So far, about $27 million has been
708
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invested in Mertarvik and in needed investments in Newtok.720 Initial infrastructure projects in
Mertarvik include the “construction of a barge landing, initial roads, the Mertarvik Evacuation
Center, two production water wells, establishment of a construction camp, the planning stages of
the future airport, and development of a local gravel source.”721
Although some funding has already been secured and several houses have already been
built, the Army Corps of Engineers has estimated the cost of relocation at $80 million to $130
million to relocate and establish crucial infrastructure alone.722 Like Shishmaref, Newtok lacks
sufficient funding for relocation.723 “In an unprecedented test case,” Newtok has asked the
president to declare the climate impacts on the village an official disaster in hopes of “unlocking
the tens of millions of dollars needed to relocate the entire community.”724 If funding is not
secured, community members could be “forced to scatter, with some even moving 500 miles
away to Anchorage,” endangering the “community, culture, Yup’ik language and identity.”725
Although there are many obstacles in the relocation process, Newtok residents prove that
relocation can “strengthen a community’s relationships and core values, enhance the skills and
capacity of its people, and spark a return to the subsistence lifestyle that is so important to the
past and the future of Newtok’s people and culture.”726
(iii) Kivalina
The village of Kivalina is “quickly losing the ice that governs life for its 400 residents.”727
Kivalina is located on a barrier island in Northwestern Alaska along the Chukchi Sea, 83 miles
above the Arctic circle.728 The Iñupiat residents of Kivalina729 see the impacts of climate change
on a daily basis “felt in drastic changes to weather, loss of traditional means of sustenance like
whale hunting, and the literal vanishing of land.”730 Climate change impacts are so severe that
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has predicted Kivalina will “be completely
uninhabitable by 2025, a victim of melting ice, coastal erosion and rising sea levels.”731
720
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Anthropogenic climate change has resulted in thinning Arctic sea ice, which has become a
primary risk to Kivalina residents.732 The melting sea ice, which is visible from the sky, has
replaced “multiyear” ice with “younger” ice, which is thinner and more fragile.733 The residents
of Kivalina have relied on a thick build-up of sea ice to protect the village from erosion and
storms.734 As temperatures rise, the sea ice is “forming later and melting earlier,” leaving the
village unprotected from winter storms that are “devour[ing] the island at alarmingly fast rates –
up to 70 feet of land at a time.”735 The United States Army Corps of Engineers has tried to
mitigate the impacts of erosion in Kivalina; in 2008, a seawall was built to protect the village
from the storms, but it is only a “temporary solution,”736 and even with the sea wall, residents
were forced to temporarily evacuate Kivalina after a 2011 storm.737
Like other Native villages threatened by climate change, “Kivalina’s environmental
problems aren’t restricted to the coast.”738 As permafrost thaws “the nearby Wulik River washes
away large chunks of streambank, and increased river sediment has caused difficulty treating the
community water supply.”739 Climate change has had profound impacts on the availability of
food and community’s ability to hunt and harvest the meat, fruit, and vegetables on which they
rely for subsistence as well as the ability to store food safety.740
Due to the severe climate change impacts experienced by the people of Kivalina, and their
deep connection to the land, Kivalina residents remain “torn between tradition and a deeply
uncertain future.”741 The longer it takes the village of Kivalina to relocate, the more expensive it
will be.742 The village of Kivalina voted to relocate in 1992743, however, state budget constraints
have slowed the progress of preliminary studies.744 Relocation has become imminent and “the
need for viable futures is urgent.”745
(d)

Food and Water Scarcity and Safety
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In 2001, on behalf of the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), Dr.
Margaret Leinen testified before the Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, at a
Special Hearing on climate change held in Fairbanks. Dr. Leinen’s testimony outlined USGCRP
expert findings regarding climate change impacts on Alaska, including:
Increased Stress on Subsistence Livelihoods —Subsistence practices are probably more
important in Alaska than any other state. The subsistence harvest by rural residents is
about 43 million pounds of food annually, or about 375 pounds per person. The
significance of such practices in Alaska goes beyond the provision of food. Subsistence
activities are also associated with harvests making important contributions to health,
culture, and identity. Climate changes in Alaska are already causing serious harm to
subsistence livelihoods. Many local populations of marine mammals, fish, and seabirds
have been reduced or displaced. Reduced snow cover, shorter river ice seasons, and
permafrost thawing all obstruct travel and the harvest of wild food. Continued warming is
likely to lead to further ecosystem changes.746
Alaska Native communities face increasingly diminishing hunting prospects for many of
the marine mammals they rely upon for subsistence; “[a]s the ice melts or moves away early,
walruses, seals, and polar bears move out of hunting range.”747 Additionally, arctic species relied
upon by subsistence hunters have begun to diminish – victims of climate change: “The impacts
to this ecosystem have affected populations of marine polar bears, caribou, walrus, and killer
whales, all of which have great significance to the Native peoples who depend on those species
for their survival….Not only are the animals and lake fish disappearing, but hunters face
hazardous conditions, such as the danger of falling through thin sea ice.”748 Further, the “dietary
and economic well-being” of these communities has been “directly affected” by the recent
declines in salmon and other fish that travel up river to spawn – which account for 60 percent of
Alaska Natives’ subsistence resources.749
Alaska Native communities have observed changes in the health and behavior of caribou,
another key subsistence species, as climate change has worsened. These changes which
negatively affect subsistence hunting.750 For instance, global warming has resulted in decreases
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in caribou populations751 as well as changes in the plant community and timing of vegetation on
which caribou forage, leading to changing migration patterns.752 For instance, in the absence of
the sea ice, which is melting earlier and earlier in the season as climate change progresses,
communities residing on barrier islands (such as Shishmaref), can no longer travel to the
mainland to hunt moose and caribou, as they normally would by early-November.753
Moreover, warming conditions are causing traditional underground ice cellars to melt.754
These traditional underground ice cellars, which are cut directly into the permafrost, have long
been used to store food.755 “However, when the permafrost melts, the hard-won caribou, seal,
and other meat stored in these cellars can rot and become unusable.”756 This inability to store
meat “compounds two other problems with these traditional food sources: the animals have
grown more scarce, and collecting them has become more difficult and dangerous because of
melting sea ice and flooded lands.”757
The thawing of ice cellars cause food contamination and contributed to the loss of
traditional foods in Native communities’ diets, which are already being made scarce by climate
change.758 A shift from traditional food to a western diet, “increases dependence on nontraditional, expensive, and often less-healthy store-bought foods.”759 Concern about
contaminants in traditional foods also lead a shift to a western diet, which is “associated with
increases in ‘modern diseases’ such as obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and cancer and
contributes to negative social, cultural, economic, and nutritional effects.”760
Alaskan Native communities are particularly at risk to the impacts of anthropogenic
climate change on access to safe drinking water:
Rural Alaska Native communities both in the Arctic and elsewhere in
Alaska depend on groundwater (66%), lakes and reservoirs (20%) and
rivers and creeks (14%) for their water supply. Little information is
available on changes to Alaska Native groundwater supplies, however,
surface water sources and water supply infrastructure are being
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dramatically affected by climate changes. Algal blooms are increasing in
lakes and rivers due to warmer temperatures, and in villages, like Point
Hope, they are causing significant increases in treatment time and costs.
Beavers, which can carry giardia, are occupying rivers in northern Alaska
for the first time since the last ice age and are an example of shifting
wildlife acting as vectors for waterborne diseases. As permafrost thaws in
various areas of Alaska, the ground can absorb more water, and some lake
levels are decreasing or lakes are draining entirely, causing water supply
problems. Erosion driven by permafrost thawing can cause high river
turbidity levels, resulting in boil water notices and increased risk of
waterborne disease. Extreme precipitation events can lead to flood-related
contamination and high turbidity levels that can overwhelm water
treatment systems. Subsidence due to permafrost thawing and erosion are
causing widespread physical damage to water infrastructure, sometimes
interrupting services for months.761
(e)

Cultural Practices and Heritage Loss

In addition to sustaining the economic and nutritional viability of many Alaska Native
communities, Alaska’s Arctic and sub-Arctic living resources provide a basis for social identity,
spiritual life, and cultural survival.762 Alaska Native communities possess a deep spiritual
connection with land and the environment.763 Alaska Native’s “strong sense of place and sense
of connection to the organisms that inhabit [their land] makes climate change a much deeper and
more personal impact” than to communities who do not have that special connection to their
environment.764
Due to high poverty rates in Alaska Native communities, high cost of fuel and commercial
goods, and a lack of available jobs to provide a cash income, “indigenous people in rural Alaska
depend directly on the local environment for food, transportation, and survival and have a strong
need to understand and manage the consequences of climate change.”765 Alaska Natives are
connected to the land their communities have lived on for generations through “observations,
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riddles, stories, dances, art, language, music, and traditions,”766 which have each evolved in a
climatic and ecological context to Native cultures.767 When knowledgeable elders pass away,
and climate alters the climatic and ecological context, Native cultures’ relationship between their
land and fellow plants and animals become vulnerable.768
As climate change alters the land and environment in which they live, many Alaska
Native communities are faced with devastating impacts on their culture, spirituality and
traditions, especially as land is literally lost to the elements.769 As Kivalina tribal president
Millie Hawley said, moving to another city, like Anchorage or Fairbanks “would be like asking
us not to be a people anymore.”770
7.

Economic Impacts

Climate change poses profound and daunting threats to the State of Alaska, Alaskans, and
the Alaskan economy. Economic and financial impacts are wide-ranging and span across all
sectors of Alaskan life including healthcare, wildlife and fisheries management, disaster relief,
infrastructure construction and repair, and energy development, among others.
Alaskan commercial fisheries were responsible for over $1.7 billion dollars in landings in
2014, totaling over $8 billion generated after accounting for sales, income, and value-added
impacts.771 Recreational fishing adds over $1 billion to this figure. Salmon, pollock, and crab are
the primary prizes in the industry, accounting for $546 million, $400 million, and $238 million,
respectively.772 Alaska’s fisheries face profound impacts associated with climate change and
ocean acidification which may significantly affect their abundance, and accordingly, their
contribution to the Alaskan economy (See sections VI.A.6, VI.B.4.b, VI.B.4.c supra). Indeed,
fisheries revenues are expected to decrease globally by over 10%.773
Thawing permafrost, thermokarst, increasingly severe storms and weather, flooding and
erosion, increasing freeze/thaw cycles, increasing wildfires, and other climate change impacts are
likely to take severe economic tolls on Alaska’s infrastructure. 774 Much of Alaska's
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infrastructure is built on ice. Permafrost (continuous and discontinuous) underlies much of the
state, and the thawing of that permafrost is costly for infrastructure and communities.775 This
occurs through frost heaving, melting, flooding, and temperature change. Indeed, thawing
permafrost threatens many of Alaska’s roadways, including the Alaska Highway, the “critical
artery” between Alaska and the contiguous United States.776 Impacts of thawing permafrost on
the highway system represent “the biggest geotechnical problem” faced by Alaska’s Department
of Transportation.777 In addition to causing buildings to tilt and runways to crack, thawing
permafrost can cause sudden drainage of lakes when the ice-sealing liner thaws.778 This can
empty village-drinking water sources or cause sewage lagoons to leak.779 Even in the absence of
thawing, warming of permafrost can impact infrastructure. For example, a piling sitting in
permafrost that has warmed from –4 to –1°C will lose 70% of its load capacity.780 According to
2008 estimates, by 2030, climate change is expected to add 10–20% to the cost of repairing and
maintaining state infrastructure, including roads, airports, and harbors, for a total of $3–6
billion.781
Climate-change-induced erosion is a pressing problem along many of Alaska's rivers and
coasts. This is due to the thawing of permafrost bluffs, declining sea ice (which previously
armored the shore for a larger fraction of the year), increasing sea surface temperatures, and
more powerful storms. Flooding and erosion affect 84% of Alaska's 200+ Native villages, and
climate change is accelerating their impacts.782 A 2004 report from the Government
Accountability Office identified 31 villages in "imminent danger.”783 Estimated costs for the
three villages most in need of immediate relocation are $95–125 million for Kivalina, $100–200
million for Shishmaref, and $80–130 million for Newtok.784 If similar costs hold for all those 31
villages, the total would be around $3 billion.
Climate change is also likely to have increasingly severe and dangerous effects on public
health (See Secion VI.A.8, VI.B.5), impacting both the healthcare industry as well as the
productivity of Alaskan workers. Moreover, repairs to basic sanitation infrastructure impacted by
climate change will incur further economic costs.
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Climate change is projected to hamper even the operations of the oil and gas industry in
Alaska. Although a longer open-water season in the ocean could facilitate oil exploration,
thawing permafrost, increased difficulty of disposing of drilling muds in sumps, and shorter ice
road seasons will make work on land more costly.785
By contrast, a plan to transition Alaska to 100% renewable energy by 2050 would save
Alaskans money, create jobs, and reduce mortalities. Specifically, by 2050, the projected cost
savings would be $27,060786 per person, per year; nearly 30,000 long-term jobs would be
created; .9 billion dollars in health care costs, and 84 deaths would be avoided every year. 787
While some of the costs outlined above may be quantifiable in terms of their monetary
value and impact to Alaska’s economy, the true costs of climate change are utterly incalculable.
No monetary sum can adequately reflect the value of the health of Alaskan communities, the
species and rich biodiversity that form Alaska’s legacy, or the traditions, stories, and sacred
places of Alaska Natives communities, all of which are imperiled by anthropogenic climate
change. Nor can any financial sum compensate for the emotional loss associated with the
relocation of entire Native villages and divorce from traditional culture. No expression of
financial significance can accurately encapsulate the value of Alaska’s ecosystems and the rich
sustenance they endow upon all Alaskans, present and future.
C. The Best Climate Science Provides a Prescription for Restoring the Atmosphere,
Stabilizing the Climate System, and Protecting the Oceans from Acidification and
Warming
To protect Earth’s climate for present and future generations, we must restore Earth’s
energy balance. “The increased concentration of CO2 and other GHGs in the atmosphere
operates to reduce Earth’s heat radiation to space, thus causing an energy imbalance – less
energy going out than coming in. This imbalance causes Earth to heat-up until it again radiates as
much energy to space as it absorbs from the sun.”788 The best climate science789 shows that if the
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planet once again sends as much energy into space as it absorbs from the sun, this will restore the
planet’s climate equilibrium.790 Scientists have accurately calculated how Earth’s energy balance
will change if we reduce long-lived greenhouse gases such as CO2.791 Humans have altered
Earth’s energy balance792 and are currently causing a planetary energy imbalance of
approximately 0.6 Watts per square meter.793 We would need to reduce atmospheric CO2
concentrations to at least 350 ppm, in order to increase Earth’s heat radiation into space by 0.6
Watts, if other long-lived gases stay the same as today.794
All of the states and countries of the world, including Alaska, must do their parts to
reduce atmospheric CO2 concentration to a maximum of 350 ppm to avoid the threats detailed
herein, to avoid significant disturbance of physical and biological systems as a result of global
climate change, and to achieve stabilization of the GHG concentrations in the atmosphere at a
level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system.795
The current science also shows that to protect Earth’s natural systems, long-term average
global surface heating should not exceed 1°C this century.796 According to the current climate
science, to prevent global heating greater than 1°C, concentrations of atmospheric CO2 must
decline to 350 ppm or less by the end of this century.797 However, today’s atmospheric CO2
levels exceed 400 ppm and are rising.798
A target of keeping global surface heating to 2°C above pre-industrial temperatures,
which approximately equates to an atmospheric CO2 concentration of 450 ppm, cannot be
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considered a safe target for present or future generations, and is not supported by current science
of climate stabilization.799 Earth’s paleoclimate history demonstrates that climate impacts
accompanying global warming of 2°C or more would be irreversible and catastrophic for
humanity.800 For example, the paleoclimate record shows that warming consistent with CO2
concentrations as low as 450 ppm may have been enough to melt almost all of Antarctica. 801 The
warming of the past few decades has brought global temperature close to if not slightly above the
prior maximum of the Holocene epoch – “the period of relatively stable climate over the last
10,000 years that has enabled human civilization to develop.”802 Human society must keep
global temperature at a level within or close to the Holocene range to prevent dangerous climate
change. Global warming of 2°C would be well above Holocene levels and far into the dangerous
range and has been described as “an unacceptably high risk of global catastrophe.”803
The widely-used models that allow for 2°C temperature increase, and therefore advocate
for a global CO2 emission reduction target aimed at a 450 ppm CO2 standard, do not take into
account significant factors that will compound climate impacts. Most importantly, they do not
include the slow feedbacks that will be triggered by a temperature increase of 2°C.804 Slow
feedbacks include the melting of ice sheets and the release of potent greenhouse gases,
particularly methane, from the thawing of the tundra.805 These feedbacks might show little
change in the short-term, but can hit a point of no return, even at a 2°C temperature increase, that
will trigger further warming and sudden catastrophic impacts. For example, the Greenland and
Antarctic ice sheets “required millennia to grow to their present sizes. If ice sheet disintegration
reaches a point such that the dynamics and momentum of the process take over, reducing
greenhouse gases may be futile to prevent major ice sheet mass loss, sea level rise of many
meters, and worldwide loss of coastal cities—a consequence that is irreversible for practical
purposes.”806
These slow feedbacks are a part of the inertia of the climate system, where “[t]he inertia causes
climate to appear to respond slowly to this human-made forcing, but further long-lasting
responses can be locked in.”807 Thermal inertia is primarily a result of the global ocean, which
stores 90% of the energy surplus, and therefore perpetuates increased global temperature even
after climate forcings, or emissions, have declined.808 Thus, the longer we wait to reduce global
CO2 concentrations, the more thermal inertia will already be in play and the more climate
impacts will continue to escalate. Alaska will play an important role in these climate forcings.
Thawing permafrost throughout Alaska may be changing the state from shifting from a net sink,
or storehouse, of carbon to a net source.809
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Furthermore, 2°C targets would lead to an increase in the use of fossil fuels that are more
difficult to extract, and thus are compounded with the expenditure of greenhouse gases due to the
transport and intensive mining process resulting in “more CO2 [emissions] per unit useable
energy.”810 The 2°C target also reduces the likelihood that the biosphere will be able to sequester
CO2 due to carbon cycle feedbacks and shifting climate zones.811 Under the allowable emissions
with the 2°C target, other greenhouse gases, such as methane and nitrous oxide would continue
to increase, further exacerbating climate change impacts.812 These factors are missing from the
2°C scenarios, which have (unfortunately) been widely accepted and used in the creation of
climate policies and plans.
A temperature rise of 2°C will not only lock in a further temperature increase due to
thermal inertia, but it will also trigger irreversible impacts, including rapid, nonlinear sea level
rise and species loss described above.813 Most models look at sea level rise as a gradual linear
response to melting ice sheets. However, “it has been argued that continued business-as-usual
CO2 emissions are likely to spur a nonlinear response with multi-meter sea level rise this
century.”814 This sea level rise would occur at a pace that would not allow human communities
or ecosystems to respond.
An emission reduction target aimed at 2°C would “yield a larger eventual warming
because of slow feedbacks, probably at least 3°C.”815 Once a temperature increase of 2°C is
reached, there will already be “additional climate change “in the pipeline” even without further
change of atmospheric composition.”816 Dr. James Hansen warns that “distinctions between
pathways aimed at 1°C and 2°C warming are much greater and more fundamental than the
numbers 1°C and 2°C themselves might suggest. These fundamental distinctions make scenarios
with 2°C or more global warming far more dangerous; so dangerous, we [James Hansen et al.]
suggest, that aiming for the 2°C pathway would be foolhardy.”817 The 2°C target is at best the
equivalent of “flip[ping] a coin in the hopes that future generations are not left with few choices
beyond mere survival. This is not risk management, it is recklessness and we must do better.”818
Thus, a global average atmospheric concentration of CO2 of 450 ppm, or a concentration of
CO2e between 450 and 550 ppm, would result in dangerous anthropogenic interference with the
climate system and would threaten all public natural resources in Alaska and the health and wellbeing of Alaskans.
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Importantly, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) has not
established nor endorsed a target of 2°C warming above the preindustrial period as a limit below
which the climate system will be stable.819 The 2°C figure was reached as a compromise between
the emission reduction scenarios and associated risks summarized by Working Group I of the
2007 IPCC Fourth Assessment Report,820 and because policy makers felt that it was politically
achievable.821 As the IPCC makes clear, “each major IPCC assessment has examined the impacts
of [a] multiplicity of temperature changes but has left [it to the] political processes to make
decisions on which thresholds may be appropriate.”822 Two degrees Celsius warming above preindustrial levels has never been universally considered “safe” from either a political or scientific
point of view. As the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (“UNFCCC”)
stated: “The ‘guardrail’ concept, in which up to 2°C of warming is considered safe, is inadequate
and would therefore be better seen as an upper limit, a defense line that needs to be stringently
defended, while less warming would be preferable.”823 And according to a Coordinating Lead
Author of the IPCC’s 5th Assessment Report, the 2°C “danger level” seemed:
[U]tterly inadequate given the already observed impacts on ecosystems, food,
livelihoods, and sustainable development, and the progressively higher risks and
lower adaptation potential with rising temperatures, combined with
disproportionate vulnerability.824
The most recent IPCC synthesis of climate science confirms that additional warming of
1°C (we have already have 1.1°C warming above the preindustrial average)825 jeopardizes
unique and threatened systems, including ecosystems and cultures.826 The IPCC also warns of
risks of extreme events, such as heat waves, extreme precipitation, and coastal flooding, and
“irreversible regime shifts” with additional warming.827 See Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Burning Embers. Illustration of climate risks associated with the IPCC’s principally
identified reasons for concern.828
Oceans have the same scientific standard of protection. Alaska organisms and ecosystems
are already harmed and will increasingly continue to be harmed by the effects of ocean
acidification. Critically important ocean ecosystems, including fisheries, are severely threatened
by present day CO2 concentrations of approximately 400 ppm and it is vitally important that
atmospheric CO2 levels are reduced to below 350 ppm in order to protect ocean ecosystems.829
The IPCC never concluded that 2°C warming would be safe for ocean life.830 According to Dr.
Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, one of the world’s leading experts on ocean acidification and the
Coordinating Lead Author of the oceans chapter of the 5th Assessment Report of the IPCC:
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Allowing a temperature rise of up to 2°C would seriously jeopardize ocean life,
and the income and livelihoods of those who depend on healthy marine
ecosystems. Indeed, the best science available suggests that coral dominated reefs
will completely disappear if carbon dioxide concentrations exceed much more
than today’s concentrations. Failing to restrict further increases in atmospheric
carbon dioxide will eliminate coral reefs as we know them and will deny future
generations of children from enjoying these wonderful ecosystems.831
Even the 2015 Paris Agreement backed off 2°C as a safe level of warming (though it did
not go far enough to note that 1°C was the maximum safe level of long-term warming).832 To
prevent further degradation or the eventual depletion of the oceanic resources, it is imperative
that atmospheric CO2 concentrations be returned to below 350 ppm by the end of this century.
It is imperative that Alaska set GHG emission limits targeted at 1°C temperature change,
or a maximum of 350 ppm in global CO2 levels, in order for Alaska to do its part to avoid the
cascading impacts that will occur with a 2°C or 450 ppm target. To reduce global atmospheric
CO2 to 350 ppm by the end of this century, this target would require that if global CO2 emissions
had peaked in 2012, they be reduced by 6% per year beginning in 2013, alongside 100 GtC of
global reforestation throughout the century.833 If emissions peaked and reductions began in 2005,
only a 3.5% per year reduction would have been necessary to reach 350 ppm by 2100. If
adequate emissions reduction implementation begins this year, emissions this year need to be
reduced by 8.5% per year.834 However, if emission reductions do not begin until 2020, a 15% per
year reduction rate will be required to reach 350 ppm by 2100.835 If reductions are delayed
beyond 2020, it might not be possible to return to 350 ppm until well after 2500.836
Continued delay makes it harder and harder for Petitioners and future generations to
protect a livable world. It is imperative that the Department calibrates State emission limits to put
Alaska on a trajectory aimed for 350 ppm and then establish a plan that will put Alaska on a
track towards ensuring that Alaska does its part to meet these limits.
Previous projections based on maintaining atmospheric carbon concentrations at or below
450 ppm are not sufficient to avoid severe, irreversible damage as a result of ocean acidification
and ocean warming. According to current science, 450 ppm represents a tipping point for coral
reefs worldwide. If atmospheric CO2 levels reach this tipping point, coral reefs as we know them
will be extremely rare, if not extinct, and at least half of coral-associated wildlife will become
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rare or extinct. As a result, coral reef ecosystems will likely be reduced to crumbling frameworks
with few calcareous corals remaining.837
Atmospheric CO2 levels are currently on a path to reach a climatic tipping point.838 Absent
immediate action to reduce CO2 emissions, atmospheric CO2 may reach levels so high that life on
Earth as we know it is unsustainable at these levels.
Fossil fuel emissions must decrease rapidly if atmospheric CO2 is to be returned to a safe
level in this century.839 Improved forestry and agricultural practices can provide a net drawdown
of atmospheric CO2, primarily via reforestation of degraded lands, returning us to 350 ppm
somewhat sooner.840 However, the potential of these measures is limited. Immediate and
substantial reductions in CO2 emissions are required in order to ensure that the Petitioners and
future generations are to inherit a planet that is habitable.
A zero-CO2 U.S. energy system can be achieved within the next thirty to fifty years
without acquiring carbon credits from other countries. In other words, actual physical emissions
of CO2 from fossil fuels can be eliminated with technologies that are now available or reasonably
foreseeable. This can be done at reasonable cost by eliminating fossil fuel subsidies and creating
annual and long-term CO2 reduction targets. Net U.S. oil imports can be eliminated in about 25
years, possibly less. The result will also include large ancillary health benefits from the
significant reduction of most regional and local air pollution, such as high ozone and particulate
levels in cities, which is mainly due to fossil fuel combustion.841
Experts state that approaches to transition to a renewable energy system and to phase out
fossil fuels by about 2050 include: A cap on fossil fuel use that declines to zero by 2050 or a
gradually rising carbon tax with revenues used to promote a zero-CO2 emissions energy system
and to mitigate adverse income-distribution effects; increasingly stringent efficiency standards;
elimination of direct and indirect subsidies and other incentives for fossil fuel extraction,
transportation, and combustion; investment in a vigorous and diverse research, development and
demonstration program; banning new coal-fired power plants and phasing out existing coal-fired
power plants; adoption of a policy that would aim to have essentially carbon-free state and local
governments, including almost all of their buildings and vehicles by 2030; and adoption of a
gradually increasing renewable portfolio standard for electricity until it reaches 100% by about
2050.842 Products and services already exist for building or remodeling buildings to have zero
GHG emissions; for generating sufficient electricity with zero carbon dioxide emissions; for
837
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zero-emission transportation and industrial processes; and agricultural and forest processes that
can also decrease GHG emissions and increase CO2 sequestration. The Department should fully
consider these measures in achieving its own annual emissions reduction measures to transition
off of fossil fuels.
Furthermore, experts have already prepared plans for Alaska (as well as every other state
and over 100 countries) that would allow Alaska to transition off fossil fuels. This plan outlines
how Alaska can produce 100% of its energy, for all energy sectors, from clean and renewable
energy sources: wind, water, and sunlight by 2050.843 Alaska’s plan would have the state getting
about 70% of its energy from onshore and offshore wind, 15% hydroelectric, 7% geothermal,
about 6% from photovoltaic cells (solar), 1% tidal, and 1% wave.844 If implemented, the plan
would save Alaskans money, create jobs, and reduce mortalities. Specifically, by 2050, the cost
savings would be $27,060845 per person, per year; nearly 30,000 long-term jobs would be
created; .9 billion dollars in health care costs, and 84 deaths, would be avoided every year. 846
This plan is economically and technologically feasibly, and provides a readily available plan that
Alaska could implement, or use as a model.
VII. DESPITE HAVING THE RESOURCES AND STRUCTURE IN PLACE, ALASKA
HAS FAILED TO ADDRESS ITS EQUITABLE SHARE OF THE CLIMATE CRISIS
AND HAS INSTEAD EXECERBATED THE CRISIS
The Department has the present ability, and the clear legal duty, to curtail the
environmental harms detailed above. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations will decrease if states stop
(or greatly reduce) their burning of fossil fuels.847 The environmental harms and threats to human
health and safety as described above can only be avoided if atmospheric CO2 concentrations are
immediately reduced. Any more delay risks irreversible and catastrophic consequences for youth
and future generations. Petitioners, other Alaska youth, and future generations have a right to be
free from government action which infringes their constitutional and Public Trust rights. Alaska,
including the ADEC, infringes these rights so long as it persists in actions which cause and
exacerbate the current climate crisis through the permitting, authorization, and incentivizing of
the development, extraction, combustion, and transportation of fossil fuels and other emissions
generating activities, and so long as the state and ADEC fail to take action to do their share to
address the climate crisis. These infringements can only be rectified by the adoption of a statemandated, science-based, emissions reduction strategy. ADEC’s continuing actions and
843
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omissions in this respect contradict the Department’s own position on its duty to address the
climate crisis.
ADEC has publicly affirmed its authority and obligation to meaningfully address climate
change. In a presentation before the legislatively-appointed Alaska Climate Impact Assessment
Commission (ACIAC), the Department concluded that “[i]t’s a DEC duty not only to react /
mitigate, but to act to prevent and to control damage to the environment caused by
greenhouse gases.”848 ADEC cited its statutory mandate and codified state policy as the basis
for its stated duty.849 ADEC’s recognition of its authority and obligation in this regard finds clear
support in numerous sources of Alaskan law; the Department’s power and duty to promulgate a
rule limiting Alaska’s GHG emissions is rooted in the Alaska Constitution, the Public Trust
Doctrine and multiple Alaska Statutes
During a 2007 public presentation before the legislatively-established Alaska Climate
Impacts and Assessment Committee, ADEC unequivocally declared not only its authority to
create a rule mitigating against climate change, but also its duty to so do: “It’s a DEC duty not
only to react / mitigate, but to act to prevent and to control damage to the environment
caused by greenhouse gases.”850 In 2008, the legislatively created Alaska Climate Impact
Assessment concluded in its report to the legislature that Alaska needs “adaptable legal and
policy frameworks” to help account for the inevitable “new responsibilities for the State of
Alaska and public entities” with respect to climate change.851 New state-level rules and
responsibilities are needed, and ADEC is the department that can and, by its own admission,
must adopt new rules and outline new responsibilities.
Government-requested, Alaska-specific, climate change assessments have been conducted
for over 15 years – all of which indicate that State GHG emissions must be reduced to mitigate
against climate change – and ADEC, the state administrative agency tasked with promulgation of
regulations for the protection and conservation of the environment and human health and
welfare, long-ago went on record as having the authority and owing the duty to regulate Alaska’s
GHG emissions. Still, Alaska does not have so much as a climate action plan. No more
assessment is needed before action can begin. ADEC has the authority, wherewithal, support,
and––most importantly––duty to protect Alaskans from further suffering and devastation caused
by climate change. ADEC can and should adopt the proposed emissions reduction rule.
A.

U.S. Senate Special Hearing on Climate Change, Fairbanks, 2001

Assessing local climate change impacts is nothing new to Alaskans. Over fifteen years
ago, in his capacity as Chairman of the Committee on Appropriations, Republican U.S. Senator
for Alaska Ted Stevens chaired a Special Hearing before the Committee. The hearing, held in
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Fairbanks, “assembled a very distinguished group of scientists and government officials to
present [the Committee] facts and predictions on the Arctic climate change issue and the impact
it is having on the Arctic Region.“852
Senator Stevens, once a climate change skeptic, opened the hearing by noting that “what
is happening [in Alaska] will have a significant impact on the Nation…as well as the world,
perhaps.”853 Stevens went on to state his belief that “practical responses to address the impact of
climate change” were needed––and needed soon. Citing the fact that Alaska Native villages were
“losing land because of the increased inundation of the sea,” Stevens called “the encroachment
of the ocean on the small villages” a “slow-moving disaster that may require more than a slowmoving response as far as the Federal and State governments are concerned.”854
Many local experts took part in the Hearing, including: Dr. Akasofu and Orson Smith of
the University of Alaska; Caleb Pungowiyi, “an Alaskan Native who has observed the impact of
climate change along the coastline of Alaska;” and George Newton of the Arctic Research
Commission.855 The experts who presented at the Special Hearing did their part to outline the
impending climate crisis. For example, Dr. Margaret Leinen, on behalf of the U.S. Global
Change Research Program (which is “the U.S. interagency program charged by Congress to
coordinate the national research effort on global change” (“USGCRP”)), convincingly presented
on the science and effects of climate change impacts already being felt in Alaska.856 Dr. Leinen’s
presentation drew heavily from a 1999 regional report on Alaska. The report, titled “Preparing
for a Changing Climate” and sponsored by DOI/USGS, NSF, NOAA and the International Arctic
Science Committee, detailed Alaska impacts such as: “permafrost thawing and sea-ice melting,
increased risk of fire and insect damage to forests, sensitivity of fisheries and marine ecosystems,
and increased stresses on subsistence livelihoods.”857
Senator Stevens held the Special Hearing because he was “especially interested in
establishing a record of what is happening in the arctic region of [Alaska].”858 He wanted these
impacts known; known to his fellow Appropriations Committee members and his fellow
Alaskans alike. Moreover, by calling the Special Hearing, and then choosing to hold it not in
Washington D.C. but in Fairbanks, Senator Stevens hoped to not just introduce the world to this
“slow-moving disaster,”859 but also to spur swift governmental action in Alaska to stop it.860
Unfortunately, bringing a prominent Senate Committee and a slew of scientific experts to
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Fairbanks to publicly discuss climate change and its impacts on Alaska did not spur state-level
GHG reduction action.
While Alaskans have seen climate change impacts worsen in the subsequent sixteen years,
no effort has been made to regulate GHG emissions in the wake of the 2001 Special Hearing.
Efforts have instead gone into “further assessment.”
B.

State Legislature Creates ACIAC, State Assessment Begins, 2006

The Alaska State Legislature created the Alaska Climate Impact Assessment Commission
(ACIAC) on June 7, 2006, with the passage of HRC 30.861 ACIAC’s purpose was “to develop a
comprehensive, preventative assessment and adaptation plan to address the issues that will help
save lives, protect public health, preserve economic and resource development, and protect
valuable infrastructure.862 ACIAC was to, among other things, “recommend policies to decrease
the negative effects of climate change,” and asked to “identify and coordinate efforts of
mutual concern with federal, state, and local agencies.”863
As a part of its policy assessment, ACIAC held six public hearings across Alaska.864
These hearing provided local residents the opportunity to educate the Commission on how
climate change impacts were already affecting Alaskan lives. The hearings also allowed public
and private climate professionals and experts a chance to inform ACIAC of future impacts and
ways to maximize the state’s resources to mitigate against climate change. State residents and
agencies were given a voice, an opportunity to step up and ask for––or offer––help.865 In 2007,
ADEC did just that: ADEC presented on the need for help while also articulating the duty it
owes to Alaskans and preparations it had already made for promulgating an emissions reduction
rule.866
C.

ADEC’s Presentation: A Warning, the Department’s Duty and Authority to Act,
and an Economically Viable Transition Plan

Mitigating climate change requires leadership – leadership that ADEC has publicly
affirmed that it is authorized, obligated, and able to provide. As ADEC has recognized for over
ten years, the Department is duty-bound to protect Alaskans from a changed, unbalanced
atmosphere. Not only is a state-wide transition to renewable energy possible, as the Department
has acknowledged, it is economically viable. Over ten years ago, the Department recognized
each of these points, highlighting its appropriate role as the leader in climate change regulation in
the State of Alaska.
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1. ADEC Warned Alaska Politicians of Climate Change Impacts Over Ten Years
Ago
On January 24, 2007 ADEC presented before ACIAC.867 Beginning with a slide stating
that “[a]rctic climate is now warming rapidly and much larger changes are projected,” ADEC
publicly outlined for ACIAC some of the many expected climate change impacts on Alaska 868 –
impacts we now know would indeed come to bear (see, Section VI). ADEC’s summarized
discussion of climate change impacts in Alaska included:




















Widespread melting of glaciers and sea ice, and a shortening of the snow season;
Increasing precipitation, shorter and warmer winters, and substantial decreases in snow
cover and ice cover;
Increasing exposure of coastal communities to storms;
Thawing permafrost and associated weakening of coastal lands;
Increased risk of flooding;
Increased risks and costs and forced relocation of communities in coastal zones;
Thawing ground will disrupt transportation, buildings, and other infrastructure;
Threats and increased costs to sanitation infrastructure;
Reduction in supply and contamination of water sources;
Structural damage to piped water and sewer infrastructure;
Impacts to waterways and aquatic wildlife, including salmon;
Impacts to and associated with wastewater and solid waste treatment and disposal;
Air quality impacts;
Different diseases in foods: seafood, animals and produce;
More frequent oil spills in rural coastal and river communities due to storms and flooding
– investment and response challenge;
Relocation, modification with re-investment for existing water and sanitation systems;
changes in design for new systems;
Changing strategies/practices for preserving fish habitat through water quality / land
management;
Fire smoke pollution must be actively managed for health protection; integrated with
firefighting agencies;
Others impacts that are currently less obvious869
2. ADEC to ACIAC: ADEC has a Duty to Prevent GHG-caused Damage

ADEC also presented on its duty to prevent further GHG-caused damage: The Department
publicly presented on its “duty not only to react / mitigate, but to act to prevent and to
control damage to the environment caused by greenhouse gases.”870 Further, the Department
867
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affirmed its authority and ability to serve as the leader of climate change regulation in Alaska,
stating: “DEC can lead the regulatory functions of reducing emissions.”871 Adopting the
proposed rule would allow ADEC to meet its duty to lead in addressing climate change in
Alaska.
3. ADEC to ACIAC: Climate Change Regulation is Economically Viable
Notably, ADEC presented on the economic viability of GHG regulation.872 While
speculating on the legal and economic effects of GHG regulation in Alaska, ADEC concluded
that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free market principles will be used to achieve flexibility for lowest cost solutions –
worked for acid rain;
Carbon dioxide and other GHGs will be a commodity traded and regulated by markets
and governments;
Free market principles will create new economic opportunities as well the expected
carbon (fuel) user costs;
Many accounting and regulatory rules will get defined with a drive toward uniform rules
nationally and internationally;
Low hanging fruit in fuel efficiency and energy conservation will make reductions
comparatively easy for the first decade;
Existing federal and state air pollution control / permitting framework will be the primary
implementing tool.873
4. ADEC to ACIAC: ADEC is Prepared to Promulgate GHG Laws

Further, ADEC’s presentation highlighted the state’s inaction874 while offering to
spearhead state action moving forward: “[ADEC] can lead the regulatory functions of reducing
emissions.”875 ADEC indicated to ACIAC that it was prepared to regulate, noting that it “has
tracked action in other states,” and has “participated with western states in building market and
agency fundamentals: Inventory emissions of greenhouse gases, exploring a common ‘Registry’
format for bookkeeping and validation of reductions.”876 While ADEC is duty-bound to serve as
the primary regulator and leader in reducing GHG emissions in Alaska, ADEC identified for
ACIAC several state agencies already in existence, including “DCCED, DNR, Revenue, RCA,
AOGCC,” that would be able to help with any “life style changes, energy use, community and
economic challenges.”877
5. ACIAC’s Findings and Recommendations
871
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In its final report back to the Alaska Legislature, ACIAC detailed a number of alarming
impacts of climate change projected for and already occurring in Alaska.878 ACIAC further
stated stated that:
The Commission found that climate change presents unavoidable
challenges to the citizens of Alaska. There will be new responsibilities
for the State of Alaska and public entities, and there will be
responsibilities for private interests which individuals must accept.879
With regard to Alaska’s impending “new responsibilities,” despite ADEC’s publicly
acknowledged duty to prevent and control damage to the environment associated with
greenhouse gases, and its authority and ability to do so, the Department has thus far failed to
adopt and implement GHG-limiting regulations.
D.

Administrative Order No. 238: Alaska Climate Change Sub-Cabinet

On September 14, 2007, then-Governor Sarah Palin established the Alaska Climate
Change Sub-Cabinet (“CCSC”) by Administrative Order No. 238 (“Order No. 238”).880 CCSC,
which was made up of commissioners of several state departments,881 was enacted to advise the
office of the Governor “on the preparation and implementation of an Alaska climate change
strategy” and “serve as the executive branch contact to, and a resource for, the Alaska Climate
Impact Assessment Commission.”882
Order No. 238 was made based on expert findings, including that “[a]s a result of [global]
warming, coastal erosion, thawing permafrost, retreating sea ice, record forest fires, and other
changes are affecting, and will continue to affect, the lifestyles and livelihoods of Alaskans.”883
The order acknowledged that climate change is not just “an environmental issue,” but “also a
social, cultural, and economic issue important to all Alaskans.”884
Order No. 238 was a call for action, stating that: “The purpose of the Climate Change
Sub-Cabinet [wa]s to advise the Office of the Governor on the preparation and implementation
of an Alaska climate change strategy.”885 Importantly, Alaska's climate change strategy “must be
built on sound science and the best available facts,”886 and was meant, in part, to further the
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possibility of adopting policies “to regulate greenhouse gas emissions.”887 Notably, Governor
Palin’s Report on the Climate Sub-Cabinet addresses the possibility of regulation of GHG
emissions immediately after acknowledging Alaska’s duty to protect: “All life on Earth shares
one atmosphere and each nation, each state, bears a responsibility to all to protect it.”888 Thus,
in addition to the text of Alaska’s Constitution and Statutes, and statements made by Alaska’s
Department of Environmental Conservation, Alaska’s former Executive (Governor Palin) too has
articulated Alaska’s duty to protect the atmosphere and vital natural resources.
Notably, ADEC and its staff were integral to the Climate Change Sub-Cabinet’s purpose
and function.889 CCSC was chaired by ADEC Commissioner Larry Hartig,890 and ADEC staff
drafted several Sub-Cabinet meeting agendas and internal documents.891 In particular, ADEC
was instrumental in CCSC’s Mitigation Advisory Group (“MAG”) functions: providing MAG
with “specific leadership and support” and “vital assistance throughout.”892
1. Advisory Groups’ Official Recommendations
CCSC recommendations to the office of the governor were drawn from the
recommendations of the Adaptation Advisory Group (“AAG”), which assessed Alaska’s
potential adaption strategies (i.e. the measures taken to respond to the effects of climate change),
and the MAG, which assessed Alaska’s mitigation options (i.e. measures that can be taken to
reduce Alaska’s greenhouse gas emissions, address causes of climate change).893 MAG, the
Group responsible for recommending options designed to lower Alaska’s GHG emissions and
address the cause(s) of climate change, was, in turn, made up of five “Technical Work Groups”
(“TWGs”). Theses TWGs were “assembled around general greenhouse gas mitigation action
categories,” including: (1) oil and gas; (2) energy supply and land use; (3) transportation and
land use; (4) forestry, agriculture and waste, and; (5) cross-cutting issues.894
Each of these five TWGs was asked to recommend policy options to MAG. MAG made
all final decisions as to policy options that would be officially recommended up the chain to the
CCSC:
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After months of iteration, each TWG crafted a list of priority
policy options, which the MAG reviewed, refined, and approved or
turned back to the TWGs for further examination, clarification, and
detail. The TWGs spent countless hours examining and refining
the policy options as directed by the MAG. The MAG ultimately
conducted multiple reviews on each policy option before
approving them.895
The Cross-Cutting Issues TWG (“CC TWG”) was responsible for making policy
recommendations “that cover multiple sectors.” The CC TWG made six policy
recommendations:
(1) establishing an Alaska GHG emission reporting program [headed by ADEC896];
(2) establishing goals for statewide GHG emission reductions;
(3) identify and implement state government mitigation actions;
(4) integrate Alaska’s climate change mitigation strategy with the Alaska energy plan;
(5) explore various market-based systems to manage GHG emissions;
(6) coordinate implementation of Alaska’s efforts to address climate change.897
The prospect of federal action complicated MAG’s review of the CC TWG’s
recommendations. For example, MAG, having been encouraged that “[r]ecent recognition of
climate change at the federal level may provide national guidance to states, as well as reinforce
state-level activities,”898 wanted its recommendations to work in concert with expected federal
regulations. “However, the undefined time frame for emerging federal rules” was seen by MAG
as posing “challenges for Alaska and other states.”899 Ultimately, because it was “unclear when a
final [EPA] rule w[ould] be approved,” MAG opted to put the CC TWG-recommended policy to
establish an Alaska GHG emission reporting program on hold “until the federal rule is released
in its final form.”900 Nearly eight years have passed since that decision, during which time the
effects of climate change, and the associated necessity of decisive state action, have only
increased.
As a practical matter, CC TWG’s second recommendation – proposed state-wide GHG
emission reduction goals901 – would necessitate the recommended GHG emissions reporting
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Change recommendation to keep atmospheric CO2 levels at 450 parts per million or lower to avoid the major
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program, a program MAG voted to put on hold. Nevertheless, by a majority vote, MAG
recommended the Sub-Cabinet adopt numeric GHG emissions reduction goals.902 Similarly,
CCSC’s Research Needs Work Group recommended “[a]daptable legal and policy frameworks,”
explaining that:
Many laws, regulations and policies on the federal, state, and local levels
were developed for a static environment where climate change was not
recognized. The challenge for government leaders and businesses will be
to adapt to a future made less certain due to a more rapidly changing
climate. This will necessitate an evaluation of existing laws, regulations
and policies and possible changes to institutional, legal and policy
frameworks in an adaptive manner.903
The Climate Change Sub-Cabinet was tasked with assessing the impacts of climate
change and making mitigation and adaptation policy recommendations to the Office of the
Governor. Regulating GHG emissions was intended to be a part of this assessment, and it was.
Almost a decade ago, after a complicated and thorough assessment process––which ADEC was
intimately involved in––adopting GHG regulations was formally recommended before the CCSC
as a mitigation option.904 Notwithstanding the recommendations, no Alaska branch or agency of
government has enacted or adopted state-wide GHG emission regulations.
2. Since ACIAC and CCSC’s Final Reports
After issuing its final report to the legislature in 2008, ACIAC was not commissioned to
take further action. The Alaska Legislature has since taken no alternative climate action. After
taking over as Governor on July 26, 2009, former ConocoPhilips executive, Sean Parnell
effectively allowed the CCSC created by Gov. Palin to wither on the vine while climate change
continues, unabated, to ravage the state.905 The Sub-Cabinet has not convened since 2011.
irreversible damage to the planet’s ecosystem.” Id. at 1-9–1-10. As discussed in Section VI.C infra, the best climate
science established that CO2 must be restored to 350 ppm or less in order to avoid such irreversible damage.
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MAG Final Report, supra note 889, at 1-9, 3-1–3-7.
903
Research Needs Work Group: Recommendations on Research Needs Necessary to Implement an Alaska Climate
Change Strategy, 11 (June 2009) (emphasis added), http://climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/rn_12jun09_dftrpt.pdf.
904
MAG Final Report, supra note 889 at EX-12, 3-1–3-7; see id. at 6-5–6-6. Notably, the MAG’s recommendation
to focus regulatory efforts on participating in development and implementation of a regulatory framework was
premised on the assumption that “[t]he federal government will impose GHG regulations and requirements
independent of Alaska.” Id. However, what little proposed GHG federal regulations had been suggested (which were
insufficient to address the impending climate emergency) are now being systematically deconstructed by the current
United States executive administration. See, e.g., Exec. Order 13783, 82 Fed. Reg. 16093 (March 28, 2017)
(directing rollback of Clean Power Plan, rescinding moratorium on coal mining on federal lands, and rescinding six
Obama administration executive orders aimed at curbing climate change and regulating emissions, including
inclusion of climate change impacts in environmental reviews); President Donald Trump, “Statement by President
Trump on the Paris Climate Accord” (June 1, 2017) (Announcing United States’ withdrawal from the international
Paris Climate Accord), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/06/01/statement-president-trump-parisclimate-accord. Accordingly, leadership by ADEC in regulating GHG emissions is more necessary than ever to
safeguard the rights and heritage of Alaskans.
905
See Climate Change Sub-Cabinet Meeting Handouts, supra note 891; see also Amanda Terkel, Sarah Palin’s
Climate Change Sub-Cabinet Goes Dormant Under Alaska Governor Sean Parnell, HUFFINGTON POST (Feb. 6,
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Notwithstanding the findings and recommendations put forth by ACIAC and CCSC. Gov.
Parnell sought to reopen the debate over drilling for oil and gas in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge.906 Governor Walker, who took over for Governor Parnell in 2014, has likewise thus far
failed to take effective measures consistent with the state’s duties to address the dangers and
realities of climate change. Rather than ending further contribution of GHG emissions to the
already over-saturated atmosphere, Governor Walker has gone as far as to propose “extra” oil
drilling to offset Alaska’s already skyrocketing climate change-related costs.907 Governor
Walked continues to advocate for expansion of oil and gas development in Alaska, and has
aggressively pursued a state-owned natural gas pipeline. 908
By taking affirmative actions that allow GHG emissions to continue at dangerous levels
and by failing to take sufficient action to do its part to ensure public safety in the face of
dangerous climatic changes, the state and ADEC are failing to fulfill their governmental duty to
safeguard Public Trust resources, infringing Petitioners’ due process rights, and discriminating
against Petitioners in contravention of principles of equal protection. After spending more than a
decade and millions of dollars on assessment, since ACIAC and CCSC presented on their
respective findings, the State of Alaska has yet to adopt any policy aimed at addressing and
alleviating the dangers climate change poses to Alaska’s youth, its posterity, and the natural
resources and environment on which their lives depend. Instead, Alaska and ADEC have
persisted in business as usual approvals, permits, and authorizations of activities that substantial
contribute to the climate crisis and infringe Petitioners’ inalienable rights. Alaska and ADEC’s
persistent failure to reverse course and address Alaska’s fair share of the climate crisis
constitutes a further, continuing violation of those rights. The people of Alaska, especially its
youth, including Petitioners, and future generations, cannot wait any longer for the state to take
action to protect their rights. It is increasingly urgent that the Department delay no longer and
immediately fulfill its obligation to promulgate a rule to reduce the state’s GHG emissions
according to the best climate science.
E.

Alaska Has the Resources and Structurers in Place to Act

ADEC need not wait any longer. ADEC is uniquely situated: it has a duty to prevent
further GHG-caused damage, the authority and wherewithal to promulgate a needed emissions
reduction rule and the stated ability to lead the GHG regulatory functions. ADEC cannot meet its
duty to act by waiting for Executive or Legislative direction. The degree of urgency is simply too
2013), http://www huffingtonpost.com/2013/02/06/sarah-palin-climate-change_n_2630262 html; DEC Response to
Public Records Request (Feb. 1, 2013), http://www.peer.org/assets/docs/ak/2_5_13_Alaska_climate_explanation.pdf
(DEC admits last CCSC Group meeting was in 2011, refuses to release final MAG agendas from 2010).
906
See Jake Miller, Alaska Gov. Sean Parnell Seeks to Reopen Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Drilling Debate,
CBS NEWS (June 1, 2013), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/alaska-gov-sean-parnell-seeks-to-reopen-arctic-nationalwildlife-refuge-drilling-debate.
907
See Matt McGrath, Alaska Mulls Extra Oil Drilling to Cope with Climate Change, BBC (Oct. 12, 2015),
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-34501867.
908
Letter from Bill Walker, AK Governor, to Donald Trump, United States President-Elect (Dec. 1, 2016),
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8b0jv11oH0kVzdlM1dCZExpOTA/view; Letter from Bill Walker, AK Governor,
to Ryan Zinke, U.S. Dep’t Interior Secretary Nominee (Jan. 5, 2017),
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8b0jv11oH0kbFVmRmNvX2QtTTg/view.
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great. This petition should be seen for what it is: an opportunity for ADEC to fulfill its
constitutional, statutory, and Public Trust obligations and do what it has said needs to be
done. An emissions reduction rule needs to be promulgated, and ADEC has the authority
and obligation to fulfill that need.
The legislature has tasked the Department of Environmental Conservation with the
primary responsibility, authority, and obligation to adopt necessary regulations to conserve,
improve, and protect State natural resources in order to enhance the health, safety, and welfare of
the people of the state, and fulfill the State's public trust duty to present and future generations.909
ADEC has affirmed that these fiduciary duties require the Department to take affirmative
measures to address climate change. Citing AS §§ 46.03.010 and 44.46.020(3), ADEC has
publicly stated that: “It’s a DEC duty not only to react / mitigate, but to act to prevent and to
control damage to the environment caused by greenhouse gases.”910
The Department of Environmental Conservation is the primary delegated trustee of the
state when it comes to assessing and addressing climate change. While ADEC has been the
Department responsible for educating911 and overseeing912 state-appointed climate assessment
and strategy commissions and groups, ADEC has had lots of help. ADEC has worked closely
with many other public (and private) departments, agencies and groups on climate change
impacts assessment and strategy. Although ADEC is the agency with primary responsibility for
issuing regulations necessary to implement an effective emissions reductions strategy (see
Section V supra), these entities may be available to assist and ensure that such a strategy is
implemented efficiently and responsibly across all sectors of Alaska. Included are still-in-tact as
well as dormant groups, all of which may be of assistance. Some of these groups are:
The Governor’s “Alaska Climate Change Sub-Cabinet,” which is made up of:
◦ The Adaptation Advisory Group, composed of the following work groups:
▪ public infrastructure
▪ health and culture
▪ natural systems, and
▪ economic activities
◦ Mitigation Advisory Group, which is made up of five work groups:
▪ oil and gas
▪ energy supply and demand
▪ transportation and land use
▪ forestry, agriculture and waste, and
▪ cross-cutting issues
◦ Research Needs Workgroup
909

See ALASKA STAT. §§ 46.03.010(a), (b); 46.03.020(10); 44.46.020(a). By constitutional command, the State of
Alaska “shall provide for the utilization, development, and conservation of all natural resources belonging to the
State, including land and waters, for the maximum benefit of its people.”
910
See ADEC Presentation, supra note 5, at 66 (emphasis in original).
911
See ADEC Presentation, supra note 5.
912
MAG Final Report, supra note 889, at EX-2 (“Alaska’s Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC)
provided the overall leadership of the [Mitigation Advisory Group] effort and substantive support.”).
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Immediate Action Group,913 the members of which include:
▪ United States Army Corps of Engineers
▪ Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development
▪ Department of Natural Resources, Division of Forestry
▪ Department of Transportation and Public Facilities
▪ Denali Commission
▪ Alaska Municipal League
▪ Alaska State Legislative Budget & Audit Committee
▪ Alaska Division of Homeland Security / Emergency Management
▪ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
▪ Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
▪ Environmental Protection Agency
▪ US Economic Development Administration - Department of Commerce; AK
Office914
The “Climate, Ecosystems & Human Health Work Group” (formerly known as the
“Alaska Interagency Ecosystem Health Work Group”), which is Co-chaired by:
◦ the Alaska Dep't of Health and Social Services - Division of Public Health,
◦ the US Environmental Protection Agency, and
◦ the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium - Center for Climate and Health, and
directly partners with:
▪ The Centers for Disease Control (CDC),
▪ Alaska Pacific University (APU),
▪ UAA's Institute for Circumpolar Health Studies,
▪ Alaska SeaLife Center,
▪ US Arctic Research Commission,
▪ US Geological Survey (USGS),
▪ US Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS),
▪ Alaska Dep't of Environmental Conservation (ADEC),
▪ Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center,
▪ UAF's Alaska Center for Climate Assessment & Policy (ACCAP)915;
Alaska Climate Change Impact Mitigation Program916
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, 917 which has partnered on climate change
issues with
◦ Center for Climate and Health
◦ Department of Environmental Health and Engineering
◦






913

See Climate Change Advisory Groups Background, CLIMATE CHANGE IN ALASKA,
http://climatechange.alaska.gov/advgrp.htm.
914
See Immediate Action Workgroup, CLIMATE CHANGE IN ALASKA, http://climatechange.alaska.gov/iaw.htm.
915
See Climate, Ecosystems, and Human Health Work Group, CLIMATE CHANGE IN ALASKA,
http://climatechange.alaska.gov/chh htm (“This interagency led group focuses on addressing ecosystem impacts to
human health resulting from a changing climate.”).
916
See Alaska Climate Change Impact Mitigation Program, CLIMATE CHANGE IN ALASKA (Feb. 2011),
http://climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/afe11/ACCIMP_cox_feb11.pdf (“Established by Alaska Legislature in 2008 to
assist communities imminently threatened by climate change phenomena.”).
917
See Mike Black, Climate Change Impacts in Alaska, ALASKA NATIVE TRIBAL HEALTH CONSORTIUM (Feb. 2011),
http://climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/afe11/CCH_black_feb11.pdf.
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Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities918
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers919
The Department of Commerce, Community, and Economic Development; The
Department of Natural Resources; the Department of Revenue, the Regulatory
Commission of Alaska, and the Alaska oil and Gas Commission920
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Marine Fisheries Service
Alaskan Non-Governmental Organizations

As ADEC itself has publicly affirmed, it has the authority, ability, and willingness to “lead
the regulatory functions of reducing emissions.”921 With ADEC at the helm and an ADEC
regulation mandating GHG reductions in line with the best climate science in place, these
groups, collectively, can assist ADEC in effectively addressing climate change in the State of
Alaska.
VIII. CONCLUSION
As indicated above, the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation has both the
legal obligation and authority to do its part to protect the citizens of Alaska from catastrophic
climate change. The best climate science indicates that a return to an atmospheric concentration
of 350 ppm of CO2 by the end of the century is needed. Therefore, Petitioners respectfully
request that the Department lead Alaska’s efforts to reduce carbon dioxide and other greenhouse
gas emissions by promulgating the proposed rule (or a similar rule that accomplishes the
intended purpose of this rule):
ADEC’s adoption of the proposed rule is appropriate because, as explained above, the
exposure profiles and meteorological conditions in Alaska with respect to GHGs are significantly
different in the state than in other areas of the United States and reasonably require the
regulations in order to protect human health, welfare, and the environment.922 Climate change is
warming Alaska at twice the average global rate.923 Further, implementation and enforcement of
the proposed regulations is both technologically and economically feasible.924

918

See Michael J. Coffey, Addressing Climate Change Impacts in Alaska Communities, ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION & PUBLIC FACILITIES, http://climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/afe11/DOTPF_coffey_feb11.pdf.
919
See Trish Opheen, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Activities: Infrastructure and Coastal Erosion (Feb. 2011)
http://climatechange.alaska.gov/docs/afe11/USCOE_opheen_feb11.pdf.
920
See ADEC Presentation, supra note 5, at 68 (Stating that “DEC can lead the regulatory functions of reducing
emissions. Life style changes, energy use, community and economic challenges are best stimulated or managed by
other state agencies: DCCED, DNR, Revenue, RCA, AOGCC.”).
921
Id.
922
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.14.010(c), (d) (West 2016).
923
Kat Sorenson, Alaska Continues to Warm at Twice the Global Rate, PENINSULA CLARION (Apr. 25, 2017),
http://peninsulaclarion.com/news/2017-04-25/alaska-continues-warm-twice-global-rate.
924
ALASKA STAT. ANN. § 46.14.010(c)(2), (3) (West 2016); see Jacobson, supra note 787; The Solutions Project,
supra note 844; See Section VI.B.7 infra (re: economic feasibility).
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The Department’s statutory obligations must be considered in the context of the Public
Trust Doctrine and the Alaska Constitution. As one court in Washington has explained, an
agency’s statutory duty “must be understood in the context not just of the [State’s] Clean Air Act
itself but in recognition of the Washington Constitution and the Public Trust Doctrine.”925
Accordingly, given the aforementioned grants of authority, description of obligations, and
statements of policy, Petitioners respectfully request that the Department adopt the proposed
rule. Cumulatively, the proposed rule will allow Alaska to its part in achieving emission
reductions on the scale necessary to avert disastrous consequences and substantial impairment to
public trust resources. Failure to take immediate action to significantly reduce carbon dioxide
emissions will increase the cost and magnitude of future reduction requirements and, more
significantly, will result in catastrophic and irreversible adverse effects on petitioners, children,
and future generations of Alaskans.
Alaska and the Departments’ historic and continuing actions of permitting, authorizing,
and incentivizing the development, extraction, combustion, and transportation of fossil fuels and
other emissions-producing activities have substantially contributed to and caused the current
climate crisis in violation of Petitioners’ Public Trust and constitutional rights. In further
violation of Petitioners’ rights, notwithstanding its clear duty, the Department has yet to meet its
obligation to adopt and enforce regulations that would reduce the state’s GHG emissions by
amounts needed to help secure a healthy atmosphere and stable climate and protect the public
natural resources of the state. Petitioners respectfully request that the Department adopt the
proposed rule so that ADEC and the state can remedy the violations of Petitioners’ fundamental
rights and fulfill their obligation to ensure that Alaska do its share in achieving emissions
reductions necessary to preserve a stable climate system and avert the worst consequences of the
current climate crisis.926

925

Foster v. Wash. Dep’t of Ecology, No. 14-2-25295-1, slip op. at 6 (Wash. King Cty. Super. Ct. Nov. 19, 2015),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571d109b04426270152febe0/t/57607fe459827eb8741a852c/1465941993492/
15.11.19.Order_FosterV.Ecology.pdf.
926
The proposed rule requests ADEC to require emissions reductions from Alaska consistent with targets based on
the global average emissions reductions required to remedy our climate emergency without accounting for the
differentiated and equitable responsibilities of individual states and their historic contribution to carbon pollution.
Alaska’s per capita emissions are amongst the highest in the nation. See U.S. Energy Information Administration,
Energy-related Carbon Dioxide Emissions at the State Level, 2000-2014 (Jan. 17, 2017)
https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/state/analysis/. In turn, the United States is the historically largest
emitter of CO2, the current second-largest emitter, and its per capita emissions are the greatest in the world. See
Hansen, Young People’s Burden, supra note 109 at 29. Accordingly, were Alaska to adopt a rule accounting for its
historic equitable responsibility for the current climate crisis relative to other states and countries, such a rule would
likely require more stringent emissions reductions than those proposed by Petitioners.
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